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ABSTPACT
The proceedings of a 1979 Missouri symposium on

doctoral programs In special education includes the texts of major
addresses and position papers as well as summaries of conclusions of
small working groups. The keynote speech by R. Erdman was entitled
"Higher Education in the 1980's: Implications for Doctoral
Programming." The speech deals with futuristic considerations for the
generic field of higher education and implications on doctoral
programs in special education. The working groups produced chapters
concerned with the following areas (sample recommendat:xns in
parentheses) : considerations for doctoral programing (tle need for
formalized recruiting procedures and providing prac+i,:ux
experiences) : continuing education for doctoral faculty
(establishment of criteria for faculty advisors of doctoral
c,ndidates and development of a model for continuing education) :
student rights (recognition of the right of doctoral students to take
an ac+ive role in planning their doctoral programs): and future
support for doctoral programs in special education (encouragement of
nrtional reeds assessment surveys and national guidthnes or
accreditation standards). The seven position papers have the
following titles and authors: "Considerations for the Evaluation of
Coctoral Programs" (E. Meyer) : "Expected Generic Competencies of
Future Graduates of Special Education Doctoral Programs" (M. Lilly) :
"Anticipated New Job Roles in Special Education--Implications for
Doctoral Programs" (J. Melcher) : "Continuing Education Needs of
Doctoral Advisors in Special Education" (V. Hardin) ; "Research
Training and Experience in Special Education Doctoral Programs" (H.
Prehm): "Doctoral Practice- -What, Why, How" (J. Paul): and "One SEA
Professiondl's View on Preparing Leaders to Work in Special Education
Settirgs--Tmplications for Doctoral Programs" (N. Wusternarth).
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FOREWORD

The Symposium that was held on August 29 -i I, 1979, is a reflection of the

interest and concern that a great many professionals in the field of special
education have about the purposes and substance of doctoral programs in special

Jucation
Most certainly, the effectiveness of educational services for handi-

capped children and youth in the decades ahead will, in n6 small way, be related

the quality of leadership that is prepared in our Nation's graduate schools This

Symposium sought to explore many of he issues inherent in doctoral

programming in special educamin In order to insure sufficient coverage, we
intentionally included a rather large number of topics within the Symposium. It

is apparent that each of the individual topics cited in this document could, in and
of itself, serve as a theme for another symposium or conference It is our hope that

this document might function as a "springboard" or ..c muftis for others' efforts in

this regard It is also our hope that this document will have some -eflective value

to those colleges and universities currently preparing doctoral students in special
education and will be a source of guidance for those institutions of higher
education contemplating such programs

Richard C Schuler, Chairman
Department of Special Education,

and Director,
Project on Cooperative Manpower

Planning in Special Education
University of Missouri-Columbia

James C Chalfant, Visiting Professor
Department of Special Education,

and Coordinator,
Prole( t on Cooperative

Manpower Planning in Special
Education

I1niversuy of Missouri-Columbi
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

During the past 25 years, the field of special education has undergone
rrcmendous growth and change Advances have been made in the status of
know ledge, theory, diagnosis, and instructional techniques More effective
models have been devel >pet] for delivering educational sers ices to handicapped
children Institutions of higher education hate expanded programs for preparing
professional personnel in spec ial education Laws haw been enacted which declare
that all handicapped children should he pros tiled with a free and appropriate
public education The number of special education programs in the nation's
schools has increased dramatically, regular education has become more involved,
and procedural safeguards have been instituted for pitrents and children

These changes that have occurred in special education have been the result old
combination of influencing factors, e g , the Civil Rights movement, state and
Federal legislation, litigation and the increasing influence of advocacy groups. If
the field of special education is ru successfully meet the challenge of the 1980s,
tomorrow's leaders must he prepared to plan tor, cope with, and /or adapt to the
changes which are occurring in our society Doctoral programs in special
education must reflect these changes

In the final analysis. the quality of doctoral trainirrg, whetler it he in special
education or ans other academic field, ts dependent upon two essential
ngrcchents ( ) Stuck nts who lusc the ability and moms anon to creatively

process their experiences and apply them in future leadership roles, and (2)
Faculty who has e the expertise, the commitment to scholarly pursuits, and the
ability to intimate

PURPOSE

The Symposium on Doctoral Programs in Spec ial Education was conducted to
address man} of the issues related to quality doctoral programming during the
1980s The Symposium had three major purposes

( I) To share information and ideas about the current state-of-the-art with
respect to doctoral programming,

(2) To identify those sanables which lime an imp,:ct on doctoral Foram-
ming in special education, ind

( it To deselop a set of suggested reoowinundations and alternatives which
might he considered for inclusion in doc total programs for the 1980s

PROCEDURE

The Symposium was held on August 29- 9-9it Like of the 0/arks,
Missouri The clesen participants included representation from (a) a local
education agent y, (b) a state education agent ) professors in spec tal education,
(d) department chairmen, (c) a Dean of Education, (f' an Associate Vice-
Chancellor of a umsersity, and (g) staff from tht Protect on Cooperative



Manpower Planning in Special Leh It-1[1011, Uf 11% rsit of Missoun-Columbia (A
listing of the partuipants h Mc haled 011 page sii)

The S mposium ht ai with a key not yes( ntat on whuh addressed the
issue of Higher Education in the 19811, This was followed b small group
tlt,cussiuns h to tt the tot us and d [RI t ion of the S mpOsIUM
Vic format for the remainder ok the tismpo,nun was tot used on Mlle content
or topic areas These included

A Considerations for (Adluation of doctoral programs
Ewe c red gencrie competent les of future graduates of special educat UM
doctoral programs
Anticipated new job roles in spitl,tl c clue anion implications for doctoral
programming

I) Continuing education needs of doe torah ,ld% Istirs
Researchtra ininga ntie\p erienttsinspeci altJutanondoctoralprograms
Doc torat internships and praetftum why what' how

G Preparing leaders to work In sariuus anon sett I figs a-

ruins for doctoral programs
onsiderations for the se let non, rec. norm', nt of doctoral students uI

spec lid ed clt arion

I Responsibilitit t Aat L l AX. our d pt0L:tallis 11.111 to the ,rodents

Ilie partitip,tnt, studied tht ststn position papers wiiith wen prepared
specitk all\ for this s mposicim and then joined working ,groups for in-depth
discussions of the topics Thc disc. ussions we rt 1110.11 led to stimulate the sharing
of ideas and concepts. iclenta major issues in dt tIC.11 tr,unin K and to generate
a in of suggested recomme nclations for Ate rnames for impro. log the quality
of doctoral prog rm-

The proc. ceding, generated by each working group were used to prepare a
ten tarn, c table of lona nts his ised table of contents was expanded into
detailed ',citron outlines and placed in a question format The participants were
then .esked to resiew the outline and make suggetetons for its re.Ision The initial
manuscript woes based _iron both the raised outline and the Symposium
proceedings Finally each partie ipanr had the opportunity to re. iew, for 7

, the 111,11111Se rirt and to Make SlIggeStIons before it was printed
In sommar , this document raises `ritual 1S11111 with respect to doctoral

programs in spec iii education, shares ideas and eon( opts about the state- of -the-
art, and presents rewmint ndations and alternam es w huh [-night be- eonsidcred set

impro% mg the qualit of docrnral training It was the intention of all who
ram( ipated in the Symposium that a dot ument he produced that might serve as a
stimulus for those who are interested in pros icling quality programming for
doctoral students u1 ,pedal «lueat ion during the 1980 s

9



SECTION II

HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE 1980's.
IMPLICATIONS FOR DOCTORAL PROGRAMMING

K-E-Y.NOTE ADDRESS

Robert L Erdman
Dean

Graduate School of Education
Universin, of Utah

Boulding (19) describes higher educanon in our society as a social
evolutionary system As such it is not governed by defined dynamics or relatively
scable parameters, this makes foreknowledge about it impossible or very difficult
Thus, forecasting in a social evolutionary system assumes a different character
than that which might he used in a defined, stable mechanical system

Glazer (1977) postulates that the most difficult part of the art of futurism
involves the determination of assumptions as to what will change and what will
stay th, same Forecasting additions and/or reductions about quantitative
variables (numbers of) is the easiest and simplest of the task Much more
uncertainty and speculation become involved when prediction about the
qualitative dimenstc,us is given concideration It is in this arena that variables
such as shifting societal values, and nanqnal and world ideologies and conflicts

'influence efforts at qtakin long-rhinge projections
According to Bou mg ( IT"), sociat evolutionary systems "participate in

the property of mtaining ineradicable surprise" (p 199) If it is the business of
the re to surprise us, the question then becomes one of how we work with the
surpi. ,,s

Glazer (197') believes that "one can find the forthcoming surprises in strains
in the system, elements of conflict in which the outcome is sufficiently doubtful
that at least one outcome may properly he considered a surprise' (p 16) He
believes there are conceptual constraints that must be considered when utilizing
this concept, and that it is not a case of science fiction without limits The
prediction of futures must he predicated upon man's ability to employ rational
and critical thinking with the awareness that events may occur which transcend
the boundaries of current knowledge and experience Man must be able to
anticipate .1 variety of scenarios when considering alternatives for the future.

Thus, the task of predicting future implications, as this paper seeks to do,
must he viewed within the conceptual parameters previously described Only
naivete would suggest that events and forces in the separate macro-systems of
higher education did not impinge on and influence the separate micro-systems
within its boundane there little question that the goals, resources,
and operations of other coexisting micro-systems exert powerffil valences as to
future directions of given programs and units Therefore, the future of doctoral
programs in special education must be considered from a variety of contextual
perspectives in higher education

The purpose of this piwer is to describe some possible futuristic consid-
erations fOr higher education in the NM's that may have implications for

1



doctoral programs in spec ial education 1 o accomplish this purpose consideration
%%111 he green to Futuristic considerations for the generic field of higher
education, possible futures for schook of education, doctoral inanpoNker ,uppl
and demand %%ithin the ['lilted States some 1,-,cies and problem, in doe coral stuck
within the ,gencral field of education, and sLiggested implication, for doctoral
pr runs In ,,pct lal education

futuristic Considerations for th.: (teneric Field of Higher Education

Ty,cint \ national lckilts of higher education %%C. N. riled to forecast
futuristic direction, for the field user the next ,(.11r,d decades (11,i/cr (19-'1
,11,111 Lc LI and ,,unimarizcd these projection, as this were fict rid in each of the
authoritati Some of the recurring themes that emerged from his studs
are described in the para,graphs

()tic of the most prominent themes dealt \c all a continued and strengthened
0:111111tI111nt to t)Ilt IN of -ilk learning Although thectis,ass reflected

the usual ideas as,' Kited w ith this concept, there \kerc a number of ideas
proposed that extended the concept Included \co-c thought, such as

a higher proportion of adults attending collel.:es and inmersi,ies,
dela\ in the lleJ_Jitining of higher education and frequent interruptions in
it, inclmcluals sill 1001. at higher education in smaller segment, a, they
attempt to t11011 arptOrtIatc 11 respond to till It 1111111dtan: t ire 11-111,4,11111h,

needs, and interests,
as old occupation, be«iine superfluous or a, nevc )TiJls appear, higher
education will assume greater respon,ibilit fur occupational training,
theft will he increasing demand for teaching leisure time pursuits and
in,er% ice training,
agnate r lit 141,1tIon of off- campus locations to pm\ til)11 and thus

pro\ iding set-% ice, for people in the ir s.tried crncuronmcnts, and
effort to relate education more intimatek to the c 111R nr tic (111),It lOnS and
locations tit rattI1 Want

(,Lacer 1 suggests that these trends create a concurrent prObleIn Of
standards and certification a.s higher education become, mans 1111% things in

new place., under differing kinds of arrangement, (p
Increasing degrees of austerirN in flight!. education were also forecasted-

Rapidly escalating prices and the increased With Lilt\ of higher education in
attracting public 'ands ha%1 alreack forccd sonic institution, to this( or
discontinue. specific program,

Institutions for higher education will continue to rcei, pressure for the
extension of their programs to segments of the population pre musk limited by
income, race, and sex This force for cqualit Ina% mrnc them more toward

hI t1011 of egalitarianism as contrasted to elitism Maa) of the obscrNers
cautioned that our idealism of (1111al It must he. tempered 11, all concern fOr
cluality Just hov, this balance h to he at 111C1Cd h,o not been carfull,' addressed
The force for equal its 11,h peen IMMO( ,,t1d in Sonic c ftorts to equate resources
among institutions If this should cit cur, higher education will experience

11



increasing difficulty in retaining clusters of superior faculty, students, and
facilities for research and training

',shiny essayists ewressed concern °set the increasing go% ernmental interven-
tion Into the affairs of colleges and urns( rsities Inherent in such intervention is
the danger of bureaucratic binding and Innitation of educators

The impact old new and expanding technology w a perceised as a means Iss
which costs could he cut Traditional forms utdized in higher education could he
replaced b), more MSC-Oki nye operations

In summary, Glazer (19--) projects two possible futures for higher
education "It can become the great sorter and trainer of all youth, with a
mandate to ensure the greatest possible degree of equality, in which case 'post
secondary' educat would he a better name for it id the more traditional
functions of higher education would he conducted in restricted parts of the
institutional complex But it is possible, and I think not unlikely, whether
out of its own choice, or out of institutional ncarac ay to change, or out of
go% rnmc ntal distrust, that higher education would continue doing what it has
always tried to do in the pastpresene and pass on as best it can the cultural

heritage pros 'ding a base for some-acw thinking and research, laying claim
to pros riling the specialized training for certain learned occupations, though
always in conflict with other candidates for this task If higher education
clnioses, or is forced into the latter course we should realize a good part of youth
and the world w ill tell us they are not interested And that is as it should he They
[lase other fish to fry , other functions to perform, and the unisersity is nut, and
should not he, the world 21)

Possible Futures for Schools of Education
Clark and (iuba i Ilia-) rcported on a tumor comprehensise study conducted

about schixds, colleges, and departments of education (S( I)Es) in the (Aired
States The ma tor focus of the study centered on knowledge production and
utilization (KPC) act isit le% within these organizational units and the types of
alternative futures which may lie ahead within the next years

At the time of the study there were I, schools, colleges, ind department%
of education (SCDEs) within institutions of higher learning in the United States
They ()kers ed that SCDEs can he characterized by their illsersi , heterogeneity,
and proportionately large numbers These descriptors raise the questions of
proliferation and quality control

Of the institutions with S( 1)Fs there are 16; offering degree work at
the doctoral les el tiurprisingly en, tcwactis :ties associated with doctoral level
work were reported as frequent Iv occurring Included in the ac tivities were such
things as operating externally -funded protects, reading papers at national
conferences, or engaging in ail hut %el-% ice w ith a %army of educational agencies
There was sonic optimism between administrators and facult that theme leselsof
invokement would increase within the near future

One hundred and twenty -tile (approximate Is it) percent) of all the
institutions were c Lassa-led as high producers or unusual producers of KPII
a mit iesind of this number only 2 i we rc c lassihable as cc nag-% ( riteria

5 12



for inclusion In tilt high - producer cattgore eeould probahle not N. conskle rue!
rigorous I [1st am tart included it the had multiple grants or contras N for
KPI' Amities totalling ti100,000 or more, or IS or more ,redits ui -core
lournals, Or 10 or more credits III IcalrnalS S or more credits In the'
Research In Islucation iRILI portion of the national FRI( "s1stt.111 Inc WM.
period for countnl g ti Srannt t roan

Clark and (alba ( 19- identiticd r ot Lirlahles chat ma
determine the 'natural tuture s ot hPl ac tie !ties in Among those that

ere of an indirect [IMM. ,01-t Income and c pc nditurc factors, r _rSOIIIICI

and demand ta,tors, the ditini,lony intimnee (.1)1.s, and c itatiLize , It
hcovernant e parte rns in .Inc I pre parat ion programs in I kith at on (...)t a more

direct L.4 V. 011id he Silltrs In strategies of Federal tunding, altered
from knoee ledge rockier ion to knoee Ii.I e lItlilLatIOII, cineryc net ot

c ()lupe t ays tic its, inc rtase ' kic math! for se r \ iceind inc teasing c mpha.si, on
huilding national, 'se stein for 1.:PI

he ant nOrs 1;Tolt.L. tekl the t0110 11114 II,It Ural IlltlIrts for KPI in'.(
I bt al suppun for Limy, It [Ion tI1ItIts \\ Ill didlni, prollahl

suzniti,antl \ (Ai." the nod fire tiara
A nrIon to ,end tisL al support for 1)1- in\ ole (Ant. nt in Lime\ ledge

utilization ac ti ate, eeIII inc reaNc sl ight le oeer the nest tiet-e ears
.( .1aliges llr ni KP and hl' concomitant' \ \\ ith a gericral eltelint in

'44,1)1 qualit% our the !lc\ t ti \ e \ cars
tIrrellt ist rta ptluirls huh! N1 Mat c hunts and polic Illakt rs that'.( IN',

JR. not performing adeluatcle i i Is; \till he rhated ()et r the nest
fie Cars

'( intl. I URI of .M(1 ,Z.l)1 hit ith
respect to all the ir tun, tions I iny KI)1' (pp -_))

I)octoral M.tnpov,cr tiuhhlt anLI 1)cinand k 'thin the General Field
of Education

Dunlop and '4,Iuskin 19-4i) conducted a doer,- i inanpo\ker entplotmint
.ICIllarldNIA ,tuck for tilt "Illtcd 'Ntatts spanininz the tear, tram 19-2 to
1985 'Ili '.twit \\ IllOrl1ated ht Itkrea,Iniz COM. 111 , 1,2?!,1111111114 In the late

100's illikt_the oetrproduction ot doctoral degrees and the it these
tr iduals to obram employment

Although the title ,end rents list the Ph 1) as referent, other doe coral
degrees such as the Doctor ot I due at ion (1..1 1) ), Doctor of ), and
tilt Doctor ot Hominess AL11111111stlatIOn R A I \\ trt intludc,l in the sr 11,11
Professional doctors degreCS situ as tilt NI I) J I) ind I) I) \\ ere not
nicluducl The ,tuck encompassed the t kids ot f-nyinecrine; and Natural tic lence,
social lent( and Ps\ choloyv, Arts and HI.Intalllt Its anun, and

Other I
he ,Nure all estlinattd S MOO Ph I) emploetd in 19-2 ( )t this numbur

about on -halt i8 i pen (4)11 \etre in the ticlds of 1 nytncerine, and Natural
tic Ruh c, ~Octal ::c !011ie ,Lfld Pccholoiz\ accounted for 19 I pert cm, I dot at RAI

I I pet-cunt , Arts and Humanlrle, I 1 6 perk c nt, litici nu., and ( ommerce I 6

13



percentmo Other Fields 2 percent About secen-tenths CO 5 percent) worked
ur educanona; institutions, I 1 6 percent in industry and busines 8 2 percem rn
gm, ernment, ri percent in nonprofit organizations, and 2 9 percent in other
fields -

a 19-2 there were an estimated 58,;(0 doctoral degree recipients employed
in the held of Education Educational institutions employed 88 5 percent,
business and industry 1 0 percent, government 5 pen ent, nonprofit organiza-
tions i 2 rt Rent md other employment areas accounted for l 6 percent In
contrast, the Held of Ps \.cholog had 58 1 perder of doctorates employed in
educational institutions, 5 percent in industry and business, 21 percent in
gosernmcnt, 10 0 percent in nonprofit organizations, and -1 2 percent in other
areas

Primary work ad tis it for Ph D 's employed in Education was in teaching
(-19 8 percent), ;2 t percent in administration, 8 6 percent in professional
sun, ices to individuals, 1 percent in research and development md 2 1 percent
in other actisities In contrast, Psychology doctoral-level employees' primary
work activity was distributed as follows Teaching, '5 U percent, professional
serside to indisiduals, S1 0 percent, research and development, 28 8 percent,
administration, 2 9 percent, and other activities 2 percent

By 1985, the study projects that 79,200 Ph D he required in the field
of Education This represents an incr. ase of ;5 9 percent (20,900 more than in
19-2) Between 1972 and 1985, projector.. indicate there will be 148,000 new
Ph 1) 's in the held of Education iccounting for 25 5 percent of all doctorates
produced How ever, there w ill only be employment openings for 26,800
doctoral-degree recipients in Education, thus creating a major discrepancy
between supply and demand

The authors concluded that es en under the most extreme alternanse
pal« t ions, suppls would greath exceed demand for Ph D -trained personnel in
all fields Further, such a conclusion has some major ramifications for inch% icluals
and institutions

Employment for individuals with Ph D 's may haw to he in jobs requiring
less skill than has been acquired In such an eventuality, the-ie highly-trained
persons may displace other workers with lesser qualifications, and so on clown the
cx c upationa,1 ladder

Difficulty in securing 11041xial support t r grade ire students may serve as a
major deterra in unisersity recruitment -ention In 1967-68 about
51,000 graouate students held Federaily-furl .wships and traineeships,
many for three years of study By early 197 1, this danber had been reduced to an
estimated 6,600 which were primarily 'or one year of graduate education Unless
governmental support should Inc rease or other support monies are located, it may
be economically ineffic rent to operate as many doctoral programs Programs
within institutions may be consolidated or eliminated Similarly, programs
between institutions may be consolidated

Universities may also have to give attention to redesigning doctoral
programs For example. at the present time just about all doctorates are
research-oriented Since almost one-half of all Ph D 's teach in classrooms as
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primar work t15 It more ank baits Sc will his to lx ,gi%e n to the de Se lopmem of

teaching skills
In summary , Dunlop and Shiskin stated, Finallt sot ietc-the-Nation must

esaluate and weigh the purpose of graduate education against other national
priorities, before d« Kling how much to spend in support of graduate education
Also, the relationship bctw national input for graduate education and the
supply of and demand for Ph D 's must he determine,' During the 1950's and
early 1960's, w hen the Nation faced a shortage of tlOk N,r.t1 manpower, support
IA as forthcoming Now, w hen all 05crsurpls of doctoral manpower is perceived,
should support for graduate education he cut hat Before the Nation can
dec ide these question , it must determine w hat happens if the « int mued rapid
growth of the in..npow cr pool of Ph I) 's n acti discouraged 1-)

Issues and Problems in Doctoral Studs General Field of
Education

Doctoral study .lucation has es oh. ed into one of mixed purpose's In some

cases it is designed for entry into toe profession, for others the improvement of
role competence, for some it set-% es as a means for changing roles within the
profession, ind still for others it pros ides a ss stematic studs about Education
Freiman obsen,ed, 'Shifting; forces for change are now challenging these
conceptual inodels resulting in substantise issues of concern Traditional
perceptions of purpose, structure and curricula are becoming increasingly more
diffuse and ambiguous (p (,0)

I:Mot-tuna-el% , our critic Irian; policy -budget makers are asking with
increasing treciLiencs the nal justification for retaining the degrees Unless we do
a better )ot) of a Mt ulating the purposes) of graduate studs ut Education, we will
be,oinl- -architects of our ow n demise 1 here arc nist too many competing ,
priorities in this era of increasing kudget austerity to sustain historical tradition,
and particularly one that has «mtinualls been criticized from both within and
without the' um% ersity communay

( mum (19) traced the e olutionars des elopment of doctoral programs in
Education at Teachers ( ()lieges, ( oinmhia I. ersity, , and liars ard University
He concluded as follows And it seems to me that the principal generalization
one must draw from the data is the mrseapable tact of devolution For all Ri.ssell's
high aspirations to erete a profession of education comparable to the professions
of law and medicine, the drift in prat rice was steadily away from that goal Even
more important, the students whocalill tor ads anc ed training had already learned
their professional roles 1.1 the held and were returning to the um% ersity for a
'muted amount of spec tallied know ledge and for el entual rdentialing "(p
16)

I oy,icall% , a high degree of congruent e should exist between purposes of
doctoral study and degree structure How ocr , as purposes base become diffused
and ambiguous, so ha\ e the degree strut turesAA' D and Ph D (.rem in ( I977)
reports, -That this drift was national rather than lot.al in scope is documented by
two studies of the doctorate in education undertaken m 1958 and 1969 11% the
American Assoc iation of Colleges for Tiddler Education (in the latter instance, in
collaboration with Phi Delta Kappa) Nothing emerged more clearly from
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these nines, than that neither the Ph I) not the I el ) pro .inis c'eltieation
had mile h m ((minion truin one nista uti( m to anotIrti ht. nil the C I( 111( ntal late
that the pro% Ricci aehaneed training ,As bets% ecii the Ph 1) and the lel I) the

studies LOIlt. 111(11. LI that the s01e clistingencl,ing elate retie( inhere el in the tore ign
language requirement traelitionall% associated ss ich the Ph I) AS regards .th%
common Lore ot seducer 111.'11.1" r,,II% assoe kited scull the doctorate in
edue at ion , the only 11.quircir.,its tit mon to as mans as halt the programs at. ross
the euuntr% %Nett. 1. L11.11.,1t1011,11 mc,hurt. ntnt and stat 1st 1t. s CL.111L. at 1011,11 rs'. hurog)
and rhilosorh of cduLati,),, that, 1.1.1."1. thltly, the L.011111.L. fed IA 1th the

doctorate, cuept the tinane ial and personal dithtuitmes attendant on earning it
Luuld 1)( subsumed under the rubrie dr% cratv (p 1

The field of celei,_ation Lek, st kno,%lolizc base for the %ark t% of its
educational eneleacors nuns professions, scare relue tam or 11055 Wing to
identik and describe those organized lloclies of kilos ledge %%hie h %cc assume all
educators base studied and mastired Nor Lan 1.1.e agree as to the appro,e,h
required tur,tuLls Of the 1.110IA lecigt base Rsan t 19-9) 111. se ribeel the problem .1,
tot tem s Our c toss-campus colleagues are also p.it off II% the unect n km.% ledge
has(' in ,eleication %%Inch is not .5(H-organized c eir.m a little hit of sociolog%
here s0111C sOCIal ps1L. 11010g% (Ill , ituf ,utthropolug%Iru:nanurherplate Our
tulle:agues art eontused b% edueation's odd blend of Humes and f,ractit e, of
Lone( pts and skills, of c nipir Kali% -deticel knoc lcdge.ind folklort (p I )

(lordon (19'9; propose, that faeultics i sL hools of (LIU, atieni hace difficult%
ith de tining the ir tics 0 Bonet pt it %chat should he the nature of their professional

role and the knoss ledge issoe lat«I s ith it l le states, In the 111111.crsit setting it
is the task of academic and se ic male dist iplines to describe boss things arc and
how. ( le% \cot!. It ha_, bec it the task eft professional schools to 0.a( h hoc% to design
and make thingsmel trom this pc rspec tic( , Si. 11001S Of ['Lineation are engineering

sehools Rut according to simon engineering schools has(' bc-conie schools of
ph) sits and mathematics, medical schools 11.)%c become schools of Ilioloytial
,Llethcs, business s(11(H)1,11,t( h(Lonic sLiwols of tinitc. mat;icmattcs It is an
important distine non that (eracluate Schools of Education need to address A'e
should seek our legitimac% through high-el:1.'11r%, rigor isle -intellectual en-
deavors in the design fit. not CI:1111,1N. the _sitIpt11,1 amenses
(pp ",8- .;9)

IIrnss,on, (a wrigan Dcile mark, and Nash ( 1`)-6) pr, pm( on, theoretical
mode I %%hie h ma% pros 'de a f raffle ()I leh.11.11Le for .mils zing and resol% mg some of

the aforementioned issues aicel problems The irate, 'nicersities ,11re institu-
tions establsh«I to de h« se signitkant sit ial purposes The most fundamental of
these purposes is the pursuit of said know. Icelge Valid kilo.% ledge cannot
readily he dent rib( diserete terms It is 111011. ,1111.(.111,1k.l described as a
pliciminclion that c \1st, along a continuum that stretches tronAhe search for pure
kilos ledge at one end to uses it that knim ledge at the other Scholars nn till.
ills( whiles pt. eel zee (11(111s(.11.1.. as re scare hers, the ir inter, .ts lie predominant I%
rim ard the sc.tth 1.11(1 of the t. 011(111011M Professional ltrattitunurs are pi nuarily
Lone( riled IA ith the applied the, of knoe, Protessors in the professional
shoals on the 11110.1.1"Slt% campus h ice strong interest in eleceloping the %Aid
knim ledgt base of the profession shit II the% re present I he 11% pothesucel

9
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nuxl,ility of interests for the three groups tan be illustrated hti placing curves
along the continuum (Figure pp 57-58)

SeaR,
Nesedrcher

Apphtations
()eve lot,/

INTERESTS ON THE VALID KNOWLEDGE CONTINUUM

FIGURE 4

Use
Practouoner

Consequently, Howsam, et it pre e use that, "Professors of Education are
professional educators whose graduate programs prepared them for a continuing
professional service They expect to he involved in a lifetime of teaching,
educational development, and professional service They do not come to higher
education to adopt the lifestyles of acad:micians in the disciplines. The
disc whiles exist for a purpose ni contribute to the pool of valid knowledge
upon which the professions depend Professions and professional schools exist for
a different purpose, to develop and disseminate a professional technical culture
suited to the needs of practitioners (P 59)

Implications for Doctoral Programs in Special Education

The contextual scene in higher education can be characterized by increasing
fluidity, instability, and uncertainty This aura has already impacted on many
programs and can be expected to continue in the 1980's Problems of cost,
efficacy. overproduction, proliferation, and redundancy arc present on most
campuses today Virtually every program, or at least its component parts, carries
the piitential for elimination, reduction, or consolidation The axiom of
justification predicated upon historical tradition will no longer suffice as a basis
for continued program existence. Those predicated upon justifiable need, quality
produc non, and/or defensible missions will most likely survive the ravishing
forces present today

'Similarly, programs in Schools, Colleges. and Departments of Education
(SCDEs) arc being challenged from an array of sources for many of the same
reasons associated with higher education in genetal Limited human and material
resources sirnpl,' preclude the additive function as a means to attain program
goals Cyclical priorities will have to be established and programs will constantly
be confronted with the dilemmas of renewal. reGrgarwzatron, remon, and
retrenchment if viability and credibility are to be retained in existing programs or
new programs added

Central to the future of SCDEs is the role of governance within the education
profession The number of agencies impacting on various programs, either
directly or indirectly, escalates cash year In all probAbilay our vulnerability as
SCPEs will continue to increase unless vbe as members of the profession Lan
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ac hie \ gredter «ist. IOUS ,111(1 understanding about the purpose and substance of
our existe nee

( urrent empirical esidenee suggests that spec education programs in
institutittns of hiyher education en's, relat I \ e(\ high degree of status They are
general! \ pirecisiel and 1.(mtrilm.ttin12 to the \ dried missions, Of higher
edue,inon set I0(1,1s sift t1 These programs ha \ e hem: laid from the (I\ n,unit
support s\ stems 1. St(11111iiilid for execptional persons in \ anous societal see tors
tone not shared b\ man\ other (J01,010(1,11 programs I ItMc5t f, these programs,
!MIMI:111; cloctor,1 programs, h, \ no guaranteed inununitS from the pre \
tinstai\le forces aqu. M114' 1111111r eclue at ion and the education profession They,
too. like all other proglams will Itri\ e to be lontronted se.th the tasks of tcntt11
norgant,:,roor cctnittn sold cct,t,/,),mort it progress Is r0 ht made

Who , thin art 1011-e of the needs that tlue total programs in speeial education
anticipan the next seseril ,c,tis, g nen the current stunt' nt higher

education'

1 I he need to retain thcl strengthen communication systems \\ ith the
carious support 5\ ste Ills for (.V111[1011,11 persons in the public sector

are the supportini: publics' 1)o this h,\ an oppoi _unit \ for input'
loss tail ntereastd support be obtained' Are Illi .155 Jr(' of \\ liar is

11,Ippc11111,t: in doctoral programs' Do this share in the a«ountal\ilit and
nsIsuin ihiluv for dot tur,t1 the \ support he concept'

.2 The need to re( \amine the rationale for doctoral study 01 special
( (Int ,01(01

AA'hat arc., and \\ hat should he, the assumptions cinder( \ mg doctoral
studs Who should (.1( terillIne tour s,ilidtts' On \11(lt basis should this
be done' Arc there certain «istants of purpose that do not change as the
fit Id changes' ho needs doc toral degree I loss 111,01 in needed' Who
should «tntrol doc toral programs' Is a spitt,tived \ crstis ,generdliled
dot Inr,li clri ric required'

he need to NA .i1111111 thi minon. it doctoral ileyric structures and
rt(ions, it, its
Art this si,ible fit profession is tuntr.ested to the Al Al( MR. l.1114.

1%i need multiple degree structures' Are the requirements tlesuzned
for «mtpc ti no_ and prof it lin( or sir, [1111, ,irtit,itN, ren111.111tS of
tradition' `should there be sonic clegrec, of consisteno, bet \\ cen institu-
tions' \\ here should doctoral studs take place'
1 hi recd to Mort lt,trk identity aml articulate the nature ,f the
Isom\ ledge 1. Ise required prior to and during dot rural stud \
1)1) ssc has consensus .ts to 55 hat this should be' I loss should it he
orgaiii/ed, Alit re mid whc n should it be taught, Who should teach it'
the need to maintain the tinatle 1,11 base tot doctoral programs
What taller financial support s \ stems Lan bt utilticd to augment State
and I cderal support' It ,u1gntcnt,itInn of f manic, is not possible, \\ hat
altc tnat is es tnuld be «tnsiderttl'
the heed to 1trefoil\ articulatc the ilicalitny, of produe non in

te total programs

Which institiltions should offer doctoral stutl) What should he the
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standards associated \salt quality control) Who should determine Oh
How should the he measured'
The need for information retrieval systems 00 a national, state and local
lest.] that can providi historical and current data as .t b.Lsis for futuristic
planning
While does one go to secure historical and current data' What types of
data should he collectid' Who should do it'
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SECT ION I I

THE FUTURE NEED AND MISSION FOR
D(XTORAL PROGRAMS IN SPECIAL EDI '(,A1ION

In attempting to det,rinine the need and misston for doctoral programs
during the l980 s, it is neeessars to consider more than just the :ield of special
education One must he awaic of the forces which underlie the fiscal support of
our institutions of higher eduearion sue h a) the status of the national tuition's,
h) the impact of expanding technologs , national priorities, and d) federal
legislation and funding for school chstrk ts, state departments of education and
institutions of higher education Brond e s vernal sources of influence such as these
haw an impact on the supply and demand

+ xisting and future job markets, the
amount of fiscal support to higher education, and the number of ,tudents who
will attend colleges and muse rsitics during the next decade

The Future Need for Doctoral Programs

Although the held of special education cannot completely preekt the
direction and ettee N of the major forces which act upon our sot lets, the field can
take an action-oriented response by estimating Ole need for doctoral graduates
during the 1980's A needs assessment based on accurate data is essential if the
field of special education is to 'Lista% the future support of doctoral programs

In the past , needs Foiee non, in education hose usually been clone bs someone
in the state or federal gosernmenti professional of-gam/awn Or a university
Unfortimately, such efforts havc been sporadic, usualls in response to pressures
for immediate projected planning, and the quality of procedures used saried with
the experience and competence of the person doing the study What is needed in
education is a mcehanism or nice hamsms which (an systematically gather the
needed data and information mals le that information md make accurate long
and short-range prince tions

In order to make as accurate a projection as possible, it is necessary to
investigate the present demand for and supply of doctoral graduates and relate
these data to the economic and demographic projections for the I 980's
Projections might he generated in one or both of the Wass disc ussed below

Acquire a Data Base

A data base is essential tf the held of spec ial education is to project program
plans for doctoral training and make decisions based upon as adable and/or
projected resources An acley, tte data base will pros nle information concerning
the supply and demand for a) reset( h and se holarship roles related to particular
disciplines, h>professional se hools, w hose mission is acquiring a salul knowledge
base for the applied uses of know ledge, e I prat titioners in the fie Id, or doctoral'
graduates who are capable of fulfilling a %driers of roles

In order to make act urate projections concerning the future need for doctoral
k %el personnel it is next ssars to gat her specific supple and demand data such as
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I Status Study of Doctoral Programs
A) The number and location of the programs
11) The number of completed doctorates in eat h area of studs'
Status Study of the Number of Dot total Graduates -
A) Employed

I) ln..sheir field of studs
2) In other fields

13) Unemployed
Estimates of Unmet Needs
Access to Relevant Economic and Demographic Data Related to Program
Support

Some of these kinds of data and intOrmation are already being gathered by
various groups Although certain tomponents of a data gathering system are
Areal). in place and tunitioning, the kinds of data being 'gathered are
inconsistent, when where, and how the data are gathered cartes from agency to
agents ind there is no ongoing systematic plan The problem is to create a
system for gathering and analyzing relesant data and information for decision

making
One approach to resols ing the data gathering issue for special education ,s for

the Bureau of Edin,ation for the Handicapped, tISOE, to establish a data
gathering system ins ols mg other pertinent federal agencies, state departments ol4

education, and institutions of higher education Since many components are.
already in place, an organizational strut tore and operating procedures are needed
A central ongoing stem would provide continuity, coordination of agencies,
and encourage cooperation to the.data gathering effigt The Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped al reads has a large quantity of data which is not retrieved,
collated, or summarwed

A second approach would he to insole the federal government in contracting
the task to a professional agency or agencies

Authoritative Opinion

A valuable source of futuristic projet tion %%Inch should not he overlookid is
the expert opinion of authorities, who hayed long history of experience This kind
of input could be obtained through a national conference, invited papers to
fournals, or a monograph sponsored by a professional journal Although expert
opinion can be used to analyze project needs and make recommendations, a
me( hasm for decision making is still needed

Implications

Both an information data base and expert opinion tan be helpful in
projecting the need for dot total level graduates during the next decade Armed
with this ippropriate information, answers tan Is provided for the following
critical questions confronting our institutions of higher education such as.

I How many doctoral graduates will he needed during the next decade!
2 Which markets are shrinking)
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i. Which markets are expanding'.
Yiould existing dot total programs be reduced to the le% el of at t ual need'
Who should make this (let 'stoic'

5 How can existing programs be modified to meet the needs of new
markets'

6 How well do existing programs prepare graduates to 'meet the needs of
new markets,
What kind of market opportunities can be created in ale field'
How can doctoral programs survice recurring cycles of student
expansion and reduction due to economic factors, nat'onal priorities,
and job opportunities in the field'

9 What kinds of special sersus generic training should exist in a doctoral
program,

ID How can joint doctoral programs he des eloped Ix tw een department,
and colleges'

It should he noted that data alone w ill not answer all of these questions
X'hen all of the data hat e been gathered, many ',uestions will still require calm:
Judgments

The Mission of Doctoral Programs

It is essential that personnel, who are iesponsiF le for developing and
operating, tloi total training programs and the onsumers who employ doctoral

raduates arrive at a definitive statement of the mission of the doctoral program 1.
Regardless of whether the field of special eduction can arrive at a _ insensus
mission statement, it is critical that each docsoral program ,generate a stated
mission I rum this suited mission .111 decisions about the program should
logic alb follow for example, the differences between the Ed I) and the Ph. D
degrees has e alway s been somewhat blurred With the substitution of cognates for
foreign languages the distinction between the Ph D and the Ed D has become
esen less pronounced 'I he differences seem to lie primarily in the area of research
and resident), requirements The larger question w111(11 emerges is "What should
he the major goals of doe toral programming for the 198Irs'" The purpose of t his
section is to highlight some of the issues \slat h should he considered in
dot loping a statement of mission for doctoral 1 rograms ui special. education.

The Impact of Legislation oh Mission

Federal legislation was ume of the major forces has ing an effect on the mission
of dot total programs ''At first, support went mainly to research and leadership
training, but in more recent years f curds have begun to flow directly to state and
local school systems" (Reynolds and Hirt h, 19-7) In 195 the Cooperative
Research Act, Public Las' 84-541tuthirized cooperator research in education
through grants to Institlithifis of higher learning and state and local education
agencies In 1958, Public Law 85-926 provided support for the expansion of
teaching in the edut at ion of mentally retarded children through ,grants to colleges
and universities and state education agencies The intent was to prepare
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professional personnel who would in turn train or supervise teachers Yoder
Publie Law 88-16 I, Ste tom 0 I, personnel were trained to work in all areas of

special education \X'ith the passage of Public Law 94-112 in 19-5 all
handle apped ehilelren were assured a tree and appropriate public education and a
ariett of accompans nig rights

'N'ith the dtisent of [hest lasts, funds became available to studs the needs of
handicapped children and the status of special education in the United States
Institutions of higher learning were encouraged to prepare leadership personnel
for research, teacher training, and sere ice As a result, during the 1960's,
university tranung programs multiplied across the country to train teat.hers,

teacher trainer,- researchers md administrators for position' in public and
private agencies The number of doctoral programs increased sharply and w ith a

marked variance in missum, operation, and qualitc

Demands of the Field on Mission

A nother faCtor w hfch has affected mission is the pressure from various health,
cdueationind stie lid service agencies and public and private schools, where
earned doe torates are required for many leadership positions Students who ,vpply
for doe N,ral training of ten has e a spec rolein. !nine' with respect to the lob
market, i e , prospective doctoral candidates frequent!! 'hive an expert lon that
they w ill he prepalTel for that role, as well as ,:cquh mg other useful skills and
know ledge To a considerable extent this is understandable since these doctoral
candidates expect to be employable in the lob market, upon graduation The
realities of the lob market have had an effect on department, college and
um tensity committees invoked in planning and implementing doctoral pro-

grams The end result has been that institutions of higher learning find
themselves trying to educate se holm-, Ind at the same time attempting to cope
with the pressures of the Job market, demands of public and private agencies, and
the expectations of their doctoral students

befitting the Mission
At present, sonic' disagreement exists as to the mission of the doctoral

program in spec i,il education The task or function of retuning doctoral level

personnel mat' be tiewed from three perspectives

1 h, Pr,pare S,Adatt and Reiranbet

Tradi t Mnal IV , the dot tonne has been a scholarship elegr*L-ef In his position
paper, Prelim 1 I9-9) wrote

lo be a s. Naar is to hr a learned pt-son lo he a M. hULf r implies that one has

mastmd a hodhdy of knimledgi, n committed to inquiry, to obtaining the
answers to questions through the collection of intimnation, to the testing of
hypotheses, and the application, of logic to the data at hand To he a scholar
implies that one is capable of identifying significant questions, analyzing the
components of the questions, synthesiring and integrating information from
disparate sources and applying that information to the question at hand, and
WIIIIT111111( ging the results of our se holarship o he a scholar implies that one

has a commitment to scholarship
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Scholarship is a way of thinking and behaving th,- impacts im all aspects
our professionalism SchofarShip is not confined to research but should be the
foundation for our service, teaching, and research activities Our scholarship
should be evident in all of our profession :1 ac ric ales It is Ole cenmil trait iil-ttitt,
doctoral level special educator's 1)wrtormarke

Most educators would probably agree that 'scholarship should be the central core
of programs preparing doctoral candidates

In the past, the majority of doctoral graduates took positions in universit s

Will this he true'during the 1980 s' "siliOlars" be needed-for other es in
our educational system' How can scholarship be made an r al part of
preparation fOr differerit educational roles The, place of scholarship must be made
clear iq radZ.c octoral program

2 177Fri pare Prailmonen

Slime programs prepare practirioners at the doctrinal level to function in
various roles in public and private schools or agencies, as welhas for positions in-
the state and federal government The Ed D is supposed to characterize the
practitioner's degrec, but many Ph 1) 's are employed in applied practitioners
roles

It has been argueZI th it doctoral preparation, is not rtquired for successful
performance in m. v pra ,t loner positions currently held by doitoral level staff
Although a definite eed exists for .ndivicluals to fill spec !allied roles, concern has
been expressed abou -wisdom or desirability of training doctoral candedates
for specific roles

Nevertheless, public a'?cl prate agencies have been recrUiting more highly
trained and more highly qua lificdpersonnel to idminister and staff-the mandated
programs in special education The current trend toward cost-efficiency
accounting has forced agencies to write role de;criptions for the many specialized
roles at the teacher, supervisor, and doctoral levels as required by Public Law
94-142 Competency-based practices,demand the employment ofpersonnel who
have spec ilk skills and knowledge, partic laxly in the face Of due process hearings
and civil court actions which are ing more frequent. The responsibilities
for children, physical plant, program development, busing, civil rights, program
operation, and evaluation are so great that role;irrpublic schools and agencit*are
being upgraded

To Prepare ProJefsemal Dereloperr

A unique role seems to be developing in tde university setting. For many
years, institutions of higher education haveihad professors on their staffs whose
major focus has been in the application -of theory and research. These professors"
were primarily involved in helping practitioners apply that krtowlsdged Public

hoot systtms have also shown growing irterest in employing a syff perski?wlio
'knows theory and has the skills to study practical problems acid heVrheijaff(ind

ways to apply that knowledge
Because of the reward system in many universities, this Wined of devel-

opmental role does not alw'ays fit, the university teacher-framer or scholar-
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researcher pattern The pressures fur servae and administration in the public
se him! do not feave :Mali time for developmental amities Nevertheless, this
kind of developmental role is essential to bridge the gap between theory and
prance

Summary of Recommendations

The field of special education must justify the support of doctoral programs
during the 1980's with accurate needs assessments and clear statements Of
mission

Develop a National System
for Needs Projections

The demand for and supply of doctoral graduates must he related to economic
and demographic projections for the 1980's A systematic ongoing process is
needed for gathering and analyzing relevant data and information for decision
making The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped could provide the
leadership in develeing a system involving federal agencies, state departments of
special education, %d institutions of Iii her education This would provide an
organizational structure, operating procedures, continuity of effortind the
necessary coordination to gather and analyze the necessary information for
accurate needs assessments

Authoritame opinion is another approach to needs assessment Professionals
with a history of experience in the field can provide valuable insights into
futunstie projection To take adsantage of expert opinion, however, will require
identifying those who could make such contributions, ind either ()ringing them
togetlier for discussion and planning or co, ouraging papers or monographs to he
written by individuals Both a data base and expert opinion can he helpful in
projecting the need for doctoral level graduates

Generate-a 'Definitive Mission Statement fOr Doctoral Programs

There, are a number of issues which must he considered in des eloping a
statement of the mission(s) for doctoral prowains in the Ic.)80's Each doctoral
program should generate a definitive statement of mission Furthermore, it
would he helpful it the field made an effort to arrive at a consensus mission
statement concerning the goals of doctoral programming tor the 1980's

It we accept the premise that doctoral programs in institutions of higher
education should he a major source for preparing leaders in special education
during the next two deeades igreement must lx reaehed concerning the mission
or missions of doctoral training programs, such agreement is one of the most
important decisions confronting our field today Indeed ill of the other issues
addressed in this text hinge on this decision

There is a need for scholars in all facets of our educational system It is

unrealistic to behese that all lead( rsill research, all know ledge, all theoretical
constructs originate from w !thin our mow-sales To he a sc holar, learned

person, to master a I,O..ly of know ledge, and to be committed to inquiry is the
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SECTION IV

CONSIDERATIONS f-sOR DOCTORAL PRO(,RAVIMIN6

Doctoral programming mac he clewed as a pr )less which heyans with the
reeruitinent and selection ot a student and ends ss .th graduation This simon
Includes disiussions ut toor critical issues which impuige upon qualitv doe toral
programming .1) recruitment and selection ut doctoral students, b) s <holarship
and research competent its, c) prait lc um and internship ,icty Ines Ind d) generic
competency based programming

Considerations in the Recruitment
and Selection of Doctoral Students

In order to locate the most promising doe toral candidates, it is important that
departments ot special education establish tormalized recruiting procedures In
fait, recruitment should be an integral part ot faculty responsibility Forme&
students, eolleagues Ind members ot local and state educational agencies shourT

also be me bided in the recruiting effort To he in concert with the(.vil Rights
movement, special eftorts should he made to recruit minority group members and

females
Although brochures des( tilling doctoral programs are usetul, many outstand-

ing eandidates are awaited to universities through personal contain A ith tat. Ity

members These kinds of winders are ty pically made in university classtC, loc.a
coca ational agencies, state departments of edueation, workshops, conventions,
and professional meetings A tons nbio us effort- should be ,tale to identify
outstanding individuals who have demonstrated exceptional leadership and
scholarly potential and to encourage the.in to pursue the doctorate

Although the identrfieation of potential doctorial candidates is the critical
tirst step, it is just the beginning The 'r,divklual recruiter must he able to relate

the benefits of doctoral training to the canc,idates' processional and personal goals
This requires a certain amount ut knowledge about the doctoral program in
overview ot the steps in «nplet mg a doe torte, and the t inane i.il assistance whkh
might he available An organized recruiting program tur :mospeeti ve doctoral
students will increase the number_of yuabts 141 !dates tram which to select in

the applicant pool

The selee non ot doctoral students should he undertaken by a committee
which has generated standards ut criteria tur admission Many di tterent kinds ot
(mei ia have been used tosclettstudcnts fsek.e non riter la Ott n me lode v ankles

.11( h as

a) The Miller's Analogies Test
b) Graduate Record Examination

) (irade point average for undergraduate and master's work
d) Personal inters tew
c) Written recommendatuins
t) Prior work &Aperitf( e
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g) amples ut 1/4 rater) work
h ) An earned bachelor s and master s degree
it Life ylic:flees
I) Personal statement about the reason for pursuing the doctorate

) he extent to which tat. u t evert isk can .11OnlInthlart: student goals

the e criteria differ from institution to institution, from department to
department And are of tun applied inconsistentl within the same department
Some of these %ariabler re)Piect quantifiable scores or of lecti'C measures of
ac merit Others arc rcss ()hie, mu and are more subjee t to interpretation

1 here is some disagreement 1/4 ith regard to w hitch variables can more
ac mate l predict whowillheanexcellentstudentandsuhst 'Runt ly a competent
protssional Part ot the disagreement o'er which variables snould he used may
arise because different professors and different programs are seeking different
kinds ot students with different kinds of skills and qualities for different roles

Fxisting data alreadr, are a%, dable 1/4 ith rspee t to the accuracy of many of the
traditional predictors Studies are needed, however, to find out which combina-.,

tions of %anables Are the most accurate predictors for different kinds of
professional skills or rules This information could be er useful to departments
ii choosing predictors for making dec [sums about doctoral applicants

There seems to Le .L variety ot opinions as to whether there should he
differentiated standards or admission it those with a research einphasis versus a
sirs t. e or re mat ion Man belie c that people w ho g() into research should also be
tannhar with and have a certain amount of experience and competence with
prat' application and service fur the handicapped Similarly, those who Are

bemg prepared for service should have a basa know ledge of theory and research
This point of lieu e \peers thc. dot coral graduate to be a "graduate for all seasons"
with competcnc for research, training or service responsibilities

In contrast, others argue that the skills and competencies are quite different
tor researchers and sir% icc-kiund personnel A competency-based curriculum
would certainh have common core, but in order to develop to -depth skills and
comp:_ten( les it is necessary to choose students who have particular aptitudes

point-of w would require both a c ommon and differentiated set of criteria
for applwants with 1fitik rim goals

Sc hularship and Researe h Competencies

spec laid education is to applied field and whether or not the field moves
forward during the nest dt Lade llupends upon the e.tent to which members of the
tit Id a) advance the present status ot know ledge, h) obtain a greater
understanding of the nature or handicapping conditions, c )clo clop more ClICItl%e
%1/4.1!S for ide nt it ang and diagnosing exceptional children cl) create more effec n ye
rrtsrruit mail 1-11( th kis, ) construct 11101C lite( to. c delivery of service systems, 1)
Ad( quarc I% Lkthne tilt results-of etfortsmil g) 0111)16) scientific methods of

to in our field "'oaccomplish these tasks and improv
protissional prac Hies w ill require the preparation of ,t core of scholars and
re stark till's in the held
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In his position paper, Prelim ( 19-9) described "research' follow s

Research is a process in which one (a) asks questions, Tbi sceks obicctiL
ansviL N to Elitist. qmstions in such a N that sOIIIWIla ha: Lan hallow t ha

proLcdurcsind the ansvier,(s) to the question The obiLLtiL of
this ',tikes, is the speLitkation tit LIIILLILMOLA raltIOTIShIrS hctwccn variable,
Repeated Lk inonstration, tit the unequixoLal relationship c.itablislus that
relationship a, tact 1hrough the application of this protAss one attempt, to
understand and esplam the rclationship obst.Nul

The subject matter of research, ealuationind doelopment skills should
represent a broad range of the special education know ledge base, such a,. learner

characteristics, research design, instrument design, instructional design, research
ethics, program development, administration, ethical and legal practices,
problem sok mg, and skills in speaking, writing, and dissemination

With respect to quality, doctoral students should possess writing and
research skills that are not dissimilar from doctoral level students in the social
sciences Course work in winputcr science, treatise and scientific writing,
research design and methodology should be emphasilecLas it is for nun education
students In brief, special education doctoral graduates should he exposed to the
same standards of excellence required of doctoral candidates in other learned
fields

Although the inclusion of skills to research, ealliation, and development are
necessary for a strong doctoral program, consideration must be given to the
professional needs and future aspirations and goals of the doctoral students
Program balance must he maintained between the essential basic research skills
and the needs and personal goals of the Individual student

Research, ealuation old deelopment acti 'tics 111.1V be inhibited in an
institution of higher education for a number of reasons

I The orientation of the college
2 The attitude of the faculty
2, The reward system
i Lack of access to research settings In rullik or pm ate s:hools, hospitals,

or state agencies
5 Lac k of faculty skills to research, ealuation, or program doelopment

projects
6 ProlubitRe time allotted to teaching and to student ad% ',einem

lacThe lac h of 114.. retanal help
8 The lack of assistantships

All of the aboe nuy inhibit scholar! effort and research and demonstration
a( ti%ities The adininistratiim of institutions of higher education must create a
hmate which s suppormc of ieseaft h and dcL lopment activates

tit holarship and resear,h arc the basic foundations for all do( rural programs
I cadet., in spec tat education need to he we 1 1-tramed to identity, c \amine and solve
problems In this was, the held wdl hae the (aim( it' n, respond to heeds, crises,
and trends
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Prattle urn acid Internship ACIIN't.'21eS

-Prat. t urn ina% he (At-1110i tt.:N an% required, supenhe'dexperien(I V.111( h has
as IN prima; purpose the satisfaction of requirements and (he hie% ements of
spec Med obte( ti% es" (Paul 19-91 'Flit primary purpose stprat t it um exist rit nee
is to help students acquire intim], awn and know ledge iiiid Rain prof Kittle) III
te( h skills through ac tid! r:ttorman« and apple anon In 11h resource
paper, Paul ( 19-9), disc ussed the place Fault um has in the protessional
slit Lila/Rion process of helping .audents decelop ertam professional attitudes
and identity with their chosen pritession

Prat. tie urn esperien«, arc used to help students initially learn and attain a
rtain le% el ut know ledge nd/or 'Is ilk In contras it rnshtp experiences are

use(rto Bic students the OpportUntt to work in a positi of rt-Tonsibility and
authority as professionals, whil the same tune reeeive on-the-job super Bain
An idernship is usuall% a tun-time Job, but part-time internships are possible,
pro% ,cled the intern's status ,Ls a regular -staff person' is not affected In many
eases, interns arc pla(.I on salary The line hemeen prat tieuin and internship
should he sharply drawn to differentiate the twu in terms of when the experience
Occurs, the amount of authority and responsibility gi% en to the-trainee, the
amount of time on the Job, the eleg-.e of super% hum required, and %%hether or not
Imam. tal remuneration is received

Several kinds of practic um-intern c sperien( es. can he made acallable to
doctoral students ThtSt 111(11.1(IL \ rtrlt Me in ad \JI1C:(1 clinical prat rice in
teaching children, teacher educationidininistration, ti..search, development,
and evaietation dem Ines, sup( r% !mon, cItnitai esprienees, and inter-personal
relatuinship skills These kinds of males can he made .hallable through local
edlk at luntil agencies, pricate parochial schools, hospitals or otl r public servi«.
agent. les institutions ot higher education, ind state or te(kral agencies
Regardless of the kind of location of prat tit um-intetn ac th irks. decisions
concerning -%% hat, %%here, and how" ;mist he determined by the nnssion or goals
of the di K coral program

There seems to be a ditteren«.(,1 opinion a, to how much emphasis sfinukl bt
picked on Name um and internship miming the doctoral le% el Certainly the
kinds ut experiences a student brings into die program is a malty consideration in
deciding what kinds ut rain( um-Internship experiences arc needed, where they
should take plate, and him man', different kinds tit experienees are needed On
the one hand concur; sists that yr- emphasis on praetteum-internship
experiences cs ill distort the doctia at:: Students 111,1% liace nine to take
adcantag of the kind of instruction %%Inch is minim to a do( toral program On
the other hand, there is concern that the de -emphasis on 1,1",h. mum-internship
xperietiet.s will result in ultra who are 1111tOnlittlr with the pressures
( onf ront mg lira( tit link rs, w Ito ha«. not had the opportunit % to oemonstrate their
strengths and cscaktiesses in a ti1.1 under suPer% hum like graduate %%idiom
hasin their protc,ssional %seakriess(s identified and improcil A ( ase could he
made that all dot Ntrd trAnnnL,, shimIti I ,t NA noun !used ii %(HI u(I(
pr,utiioni In It start 11 It Minn! semi(



A number of questions should he consklered in developing a prac tic um

internship experience

What is the mission or goal of the program'
What are the goals of the indmdual student'
What kinds of background experiences should be required for admission

to the program'
1 What kinds of generic pm ficurn or internship experiences should be

provided to all students'
5 What kinds of specialized Fact ic um or internship experiences should be

provided fol different kinds of spec ialry training'
6 How much time should be devoted to practicum-internship activities'

How should practicum and/or internship sites be selected'
When should they be scheduled in the doctoral program'

9 Who will have the responsibility for supervising the student'

11) How much staff-time will these activities take'
11 How will practicum-internship activities he evaluated'

One of the greatest determiners of the success or failure of a practicum and/or

internship experience is the site that is selected The philosophy and competence
of the personnel at the site will affect the kind of experience that the students will
have Institutions of higher education mutt develop a peer relationship with the

sites Consortium arrangements can be made between the problem orientation of
the service agencies and the problem solving cap-abilities of the institutions of
higher education The universities must live up to the obligation owed to the
prat mum sites and insure that the arrangement is beneficial to the site as well as

to the university

Generic Competency Based Programming

The term "generic competencies,' as applied to doctoral programs, generally
refer to the skills and/or know ledge assumed to be necessary for doctoral study,
however, the term "generic competency" has not been dearly defined Certainly,
one of the most basic issues concerning generic competency-based programming

is how broad the competencies sh')uld be
To some, generic competencies' refers to a common core of training

experiences whit h should he required of all doctoral students in special education.

Those who hold this point-of-view believe that such competencies should reflect

the basic skills and understandings which cut across all fields. In this regard, role

preparation should not be incorporated into the generic competencies Another

point-of-view maintains that generic competencies should he unique to
individual goals, areas of specialization or roles

( 1979) discussed the advantages and drawbacks of competency-based
(10( total planning in his resource paper Chiet among these is the need to

encourage trainee-based identification of needs and experiences, which is counter

to many delimit, ,t competency-based personnel preparation Departments of

special education must seek ways of addressing the issue of requiring basic

competencies, while maximizing the individualization of doctoral program-
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flung In his resource paper, Lilly I'',9) presented a rot( for dealing v. ith this
issue

Another malor ((intern hich exists is -How to selet t generit ((imp:tent les,'
To what extent should students he in.olscd in the selection of generit
tompetent ies' Advisors' Departmental, College, or Unicers,cy committers'
Protes'sional organizations' The state and federal governments) Om( decisions
have been made about competencies, concern arises about the pressures being
arphed to follow them in a very rigid and prescribed fashion

At present, there is some question as to whether there is any empirical basis
for selecting generit t ointment les for dot moral programming Doubt also exists
that many doctoral level tapabilines, professional attitudes and behacior can be
described as specific tompetent les If such generit totnpetent les were in tats
operat tomtit/L.(1, the question must be raised as to whether it would he possible to
earn a doctorate simply-by demonstrating the competenty without the normal
course -work, credit hours, and resident) requirements

In order -to determine whether or not "t ointment y level" has been achieved.
students must he evaluated In this re .rd, concern must be expressed that the
pressure of developing skills to demonstrate performance might in some way
reduce scholarly effort in studying theory, concepts, thinking and debate.

Fuvily. the knowledge explosion in special education has made it almost
impossible for anyone to develop an 'In-depth knowledge of the various aspects of
the field Also, there are very real pressures that exist for spet ialization at the
doctoral level as opposed to generic training. Many positions demand specialized
skills Flow role specific should generit competencies be)

Despite all of the questions, t on( ernsind issues about the tontept of
-generic competence" based programming, many professionals and departments
do agree that a common tore c uts ac ross a) all fields, h) education; c) spec iai
education, and d) areas of specialization and ...pet ilk roles within special
education Most would also agree that ,regardless of taker choice, doctoral
graduates usually find themselves involved 111 research and development, training
and service activities to greater or lesser degrees. Career t holies are also subject to
change

At this time many professionals are exploring different ilternarive approaches
to construt ting "generic competencies" as a basis for programming While this
exploratory elle( t is underway, restraint should he shown by those in authority
relative to imposing standards on the field under the guise of "quality control
The answers to the issues and concerns regarding generit competencies tan be
resolved by the field ind the field should be encouraged and supported to engage
in this task In time, sulfa. lent experience and data shoo' I he accumulated which
will permit sound decisions to he made with respect to quality «mtrol

Summary of Recommendations

Dot tura{ programming begins with the recruitment and wk.( t Ion of
prospective doctoral candidates and ands with graduation There are four conical
issues whit h need to be addressed in order to upgrade doctoral programming.
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Procedures for the Recruitment
and Selection of Students

The probability Of enrolling quality doctoral candidates is increased by
establishing formalized recruiting procedures. All faulty, former students,
colleagues, and members of srate educational agencies should be involved in
identifying outstanding candidates Faculty must learn how to relate the program

to the prospective students' needs Selection should be made by a committee
which has established standards of criteria for admission

Increased Scholarship and Research Competencies

The future of the field of special education is dependent upon the extent to
which the field is able to advance the current status of knowledge in order to cope
effectively with the problems of the 1980s. These tasks will require the
preparation of a core of scholars and researchers Among the skills which must be

taught are research design, computer science, instrument design; instructional
design, research ethics; program development, administration, ethical and legal
practices, problem solving; and skills in speaking, writing, and dissemination.
Program balance must he maintained between the basic scholarly research skills
and the personal goals of the students

Provide Practicum and Internship Activities
Practicum and internship experiences should he !chided in doctoral

programs to provide students with the opportunity of applying theory and to
assist in the development of the professional socialization process, forming
prolessional,attitudes, and to help students identify with their chosen profession.
The amount of emphasis placed on practicum and internship is related to the
omission of the program, the needs of the student, Ind the philosophy and
teaching style of the faculty

Develop Generic Competency Based Programs
Departments of special education should explore the issue of requiring

generic competencies as a basis for programming, and at the same time trying to
maximize individualization in planning doctoral programs There are a numner
of critical questions which need to be answered with respect to generic
competency based programming

I ) Do generic competent ies consist of a common core of training experiences
required of all doctoral students,
Are generic competencies unique and specific to areas of specialization,
roles, or individual goals,

i) What are the advantages and drawbacks of competency-based doctoral
programming

1) What process is used for selecting specific competencies
5) Who selects generic competencies, Students, Advisors' Departmental,

College, or University Committees, Professional organizations, State or
Federal goserninenc,
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6) How does one determine that the competency level has been achieved)
7) Would it be possible to earn a doctorate by simply demonstrating the

competency without the normal courseccork, credit hours, or residency
requirements)

The answers to these'and other questions should be resolved by the tick! through
careful exploration of different approaches to competency based programming.atthe doctoral level
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SECTION V

CONTINI1NG EDUCATION FOR MXFORA'. FACULTY

Etfcs.,ise doctoral advisement makes the assumption that the advisor will

assist the doctoral candidate in becoming an educated person; competent in

a spec ialization, able as a teacher, and w filing to contribute significantly to the

1:now ledge underls ing the disc ipline and to the welfare of the society of which he

or slit\ is a pirt- (The Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, 1979).

/ In order to assist doctoral candidates in achieving a certain standard of

coMpetencyis well as helping candidates realize their personal goals, doctoral

advisors must keep up-to-date with developments not only in their area of

expertise, but io,the soc lets to which they Ilse This is not an easy task, because

education today is characterized bs rapid changes and new developments in

values, ideas and conceptual thinking, technology. statistical methods, and

computer capabilities This know ledge explosion is best retlec_Al by he vast

number of new hooks and articles which arc- published each year In addition,

fluctuations in the economy, advances in human rights, and new legislation all

hase an impact on education
The.doctoral ads hors job becomes even inure complex when one considers

the diversc. inds of know ledge, skills, competent ies, and professional goals

required of ,inous doctoral candidates It is difficult for even the most able

scholar to ketp abr,;.ist of Coe times
Today's doctoral advisors arc training tomorrow's educational leaders It is

the responsibility of every institution to insure that advisors meet a certain

standard of excellence before they are permitted to advise doctoral candidates

Furthermore, this minimal quahtatise level must he maintained This section

discusses some of the steps necessary to improve the contributions of doctoral

lac Lilts through continuing education

Determine the Criteria
for Doctoral Advisement

The first step toward assuring quality doctoral ads 'semen( is to determine

what kinds of criteria fatuity should meet before being permitted to advise

doctor it candidates Uniersity and college graduate schools generally specify

minimal criteria These criteria should be studied periodically' by an appropriate

committee to determine if other criteria should be added Criteria for advisement

might include the follow ing

I Qualifications of the faculty member
A Writing skills publications
11 Research record ,end graduate deselopment
C Demonstrated competence in college instruction
I) Demonstrated competence while serving on doctoral committees

1' tier%ice on selection, program planning, and examination committees

2 Commitment to preparing leaders who .ire profit lent in the full range of

professional activities beyond the coursework-\
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Demonstrated familiarity w ith the nut hanks of program advisement and
resources within the umscrsity
Related field experience as teal hers, (lime ians, supervisorsidminis-
trators. psye hologist , cud

The appros,d procedures for permitting k1octoral advisement ate usually
Implemented through a peer resiew system, whi1h thoroughly' re% levy, the
credentials of applicants In those instances w here the university standards do not
seem sufficiently rigorous, the college or department might generate more
appropriat enteria The intend being used in institutions of higher education
for rank, art not necessarily analogous to competence relative to doctoral
advisement

Conduct a Needs Assessment

An assessment of faeulty needs with respee t to doctoral advisement is the first
step in developing a continuing education program for doctoral advisors. This
could he done by a faculty committee at either the college or the departmental
level A needs assessment should reveal the kinds of desirable intineung
education obleenves relating to doctoral advisement Examples include

Te,htmal Skill'
1 Statistical Methods
2 Computer Programming

Research Design
Scholarly. Writing

5pe,talt:ed Knou ledge
1 New met ho,ls for the identifieation and assessment of handicapped

ehildren
2 New spe sal educational methods of instruction

New legislation for the handicapped
New service delivery systems

5 New information from related disciplines
Development' the Fuld

1 Knowledge of the needs, issues and problems confronting publie and
private schools, state education agencies and the Federal government

2 Knowledge of different career options and goals
Knowledge of state and federal levlation
Legislatis .action

5 Program and service alternatives

Adz zietnent

Know ledge of university polity and procedures concerning the
mechanics of advisement

tr.
'2 Baste counseling skills

It s important to remember that differentiated role patterns are fit:quern:).
needed tor tar ulty in a college Roles might emphasize teal her training, research,
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administration or a clrnrcal component Although a aunt education

program tOr ads isors should me lode Certain genetic skills, the program should
also meet the unique role needs of the dot rural Abhors

Develop Basic Principles and Assumptions

It some end of continuing education is to be initiated ts4 do etoral ads hors, it

necessar} to develop basic principles and assumptions (gum which a sound

program can be built A number of issues must be resolved before planning a

continuing education program for doe total Iat-vIslirs For example

1
What roles should a college of education or a department of spec,

education play in continuing education'
2 Should e ()nun Lung education he required or should partie pawn he

voluntary
Would mandator} eontinolog education infringe upon an advisor's

academie treedoin,
i What kinds of procedures or vs hat type of organizational plan should be

used to implement «intin Lung education for advisors in special

education"
flow can programs in e ontmuing education .be monitored tOr quality

control'
6 Must tat kiln in continuing education c' istrate a change in compe-

tence or does change occur primarily in c nation-acquisition on ly

To what extent should tat ulty grow th in competence and knowledge he

assessed?
What eligibility criteria for advisement should he used

Should reappointment as a doctoral advisor be contingent upon the

suttesstul completion of spec !tied program in eontinuing education'

It) I low will the (oncoming education program be supported' (Hardin.
19-9)

Develop a Model for Providing
Continuing Educations

Then is a need to develop models which can be used to organize and

coordinate the man'. continuing education strategies which might be im-

plumentecl

Departmental and College Options

In her position paper on this topic I lardin ( 19-9) presented a detailed list of

strategies which can be used to implement a continuing education program
-Follow mg a needs assessment to determine deficits in doe coral advisement,

methods Lan he wit( red for net ring these needs most sue Lost ully Liretul

planning must Ott 1.11. 0 Cr a reaS1 tflabk period of time and should involve dot coral

advisors, doe toral candidates, and administrators (Opt CII/Cd with di coral

ads iscment Without careful planning continuing education could he frag-

mented into isolated ac ovules which would he of little value Ohm rives should
he formulated in relationship to needs, and methods tan he seltlted for use t in the

SO
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educational process. Hopefully, methods selected will he primarily experience-
centered with each doctoral advisor actively involved in participation

The following list suggests some methods for implementing «mtinumg
education.

I Attendance at clinical and seminar sessions during conferences and
professional meetings
in- service seminars and staff development programs conducted on
college and university campuses

i Both short and long-term leaves to participate in pus. - doctoral study
Participation in cooperame internship with state departments of
education, public and private schools, ind university derxatments of
s;iecial education

5 Enrollment in short 'courses or workshops sponsored by colleges and
universities

6 involvement in self- instructional programs such as those related to
computer pn)gramming
Membership in special interest groups which pursue an area of study,
writing, discussion, or collaboration in research

8 Participation in field experiences which provide practice in professional
activities with the supervision of an authority or expert in the field

9 Independent study under the sponsorship of a responsible educational
agent y

10 Collaboration with advisees in research and scholarly writing,
I I Deselopment and implementation of an innovative ,procedure or

program in the field of special education
12 Self-assessment through the use of questionnaires for the purpose of

initiating self-improvement

No one of the above methods should be considered superior to all other
methods of continuing education Methodology, to be successfid, must match
the individual needs of each doctoral advisor (Hardin, 1'F9)

Continuing Education Centers

Continuing education centers could present activities which would he
beneficial to faculty members from other schools A national center for
continuing education of doctoral faculty might be developed for intensive
experiences, but even such a center should not replace the local options. The
mayor attraction of the national center for continuing education is that it would
allow a level of interaction on common problems and permit the sharing of
practices which base proven effective.

Seek Support for the
Continuing Education Model

As Hardin (19-9) noted, the value of continuing education is well known
and has, for man dears, been given high priority by many business corpora -
rums and professional organizations In fct, in a number of states, legisla-
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tufts are requiring terrified protessionak to participate in continuing educa-

tion to retain I it crises and to practice or maintain adequate tertifk anon "Con-

tinuing Ftlut atom is an essential at tis ity if professionals are to keep up-to-

date
In contrast, few institutions of higher edutatiorx have plated a high priority

on continuing education for its faculties The magnitude of the knowledge
explosion and the rapid changes that are oit Luring in our society make it virtually

impossible to "keep up'' mall required areas The t ontinual pressure to teach, do

research, publish Ind provide some degree of service to the community and state

do not usually permit 4iffit lent time to at hieve or strengthen needed
ompetent ies in any degree or depth Needed t ont muing edut a non programs are

either non - existent, of poor quality, or inaccessible because of time, distance, or
money Finally, little or no encouragement to invest one's self is usually
forthcoming from. the institution In fact, even sabbaticals and leaves-of-absence
are frequently difficult to obtain Professional growth is seldom included as a part

of the faculty evaluation and reward system External remforcers such as financial
reward or released time are rarely used to encourage fatuity in their continuing
education efforts

Fatuity self-improvement is usually viewed as a luxury by the legislative
birdies that allocate funds to colleges ,and universities. Faculty are expected to
improve themselves as part of their professional responsibility If one accepts the

Icgic of this statement, one must, in all fairness, take a long, hard look at the
dilemma of the faculty member

Despite the obstacles, many conscientious faculty are still intrinsically
motivated to try to tont inu,: their education It is important that these persons be
supported, in some manner, by their institution Suggestions for dealing with
this issue are outlined as follows

I Leadership must he identified within the colleges and departments to seek

was s and means of establishing an organized program of continuing

edit at ion
2 A needs assessment should he implemented to highlight the rationale for

an organized continuing education program
s ILA s of varying length and frequency should he primarily under the

control on the department This might include short term sabbaticals or
leaves of one day, a week, a month, ora semester
Departments should not be unduly limited by the polities of their
universities in determining options and remfort ers for personal develop-

ment Ways must he found to (flange polities which limit options
5 Funds arc needed to make certain experiences available to faculty Ways

must be sought to make continuing education more attractive to
institutions of higher learning, in order to obtain the necessary finanual
support
Professional growth might be made parr of the fat ulty evaluation and
rm." d system
( ()lieges and departments should capitalize on the Ilkal resources they
al reads has e in order to provide ono ng edot anon to doctoral advisors
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8 Provisions should be available for faculty members with primary interests
in teacher education to pursue such continuing education experiences
rot) often, these experiences are assigned secondary importance in
comparison to certain types of writing and research

9 Professional organizations should be encouraged to sponsor topical
conferences targeted to facilitating communication among doctoral
ads isors

Establish A System for
Evaluation and Quality Control

The concept of continuing education can he interpreted in a vast number of
ways and, for this reason alone, requires some system of control A num-
ber of questionsAght he asked about a program of continuing education for
doctoral advisors which would provide some insight into the quality of the
program For example

I Have the competencies for doctoral advisors been identified'
2, What kinds of options are available for continuing education programs',

To what extent is continuing education loc-sroft:ssional growth a part of
the university, college, or departmental evaluation system'
Does each faculty member have an individual development plan'

5. Are faculty required to periudically demonstrate personal growth in skiiN
and knowledge' How'

6 What kinds of leadership .and support are given by the college and/or
department'
Are doctoral graduates risked to give feedback concerning problems
arising during their course of study

Institutions of higher education must develop an evaluation schema for
purposes of quality control Such a schema wouldnecessarily include input from
students in as well as graduates of the program For example, universities might
sponsor an annual or biannual seminar to elicit perceptions about perceived
relevance and quality of the program. Invitations could he extended to former
graduates and representatives of agencies %oci. employ and supervise former..
graduates

Summary of Recommendations

Education is characterized by. rapid changes, new developments in values,
ideas, conceptual thinking, technology, statistical methods, computer
capahilitiec, and the knowledge explosion It is difficult for even the most able
scholar to keep abreast of these changes Because doctoral advisors are preparing
tomorrow's leaders, all doctoral advisors should meet a certain standard of
excellence before being given advisement responsibilities

Establish Criteria for Doctoral Advisement

Each department should establish minimal criteria which faculty should inter
before being permitted to advise doctoral candidates A peer review system
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should review the credentials of prospective doctoral al% hors to determine
whether or not they have met the criteria

Conduct a Skills Needs Assessment
for Doctoral Advisors

A needs assessment should he conducted to determine the kinds of technical
skills, specialized knowledge, de-. elopments in the held, and advisement skills
which should he included in the continuing education program Because

differentiated role patterns are frequently found among faculty i continuing
education program for advisors should meet the unique roles of faculty , as %%MI as

include certain generic skills

Develop Basic Principles and Assumptions
for Continuing .kducation Programs

There are many issues and questions which need to be addressed before a
continuing education program should be initiated Chief among these are
questions as a) Should continuing education'be voluntary or mandatory', b)
What role should departments or colleges play', c) How can faculty growth and
change in c'ompetenci or information-acquisition he assessed', d) How can
continuing education he supported', e) What kind of organizational procedures

should he used to implement the program', and I) Will mandatory continuing
education Infringe upon academic freedom' These and other questions should he
studied and basic principles and assumptions dr..eloped before initiating a
continuing education program (Hardin, 19-9)

An effective continuing education program Must be based on basic principles
and osumptions Chief among -these are the issues of whether continuing
education should he required or volwary and what role the department or
college should play Some of r'he,iIsues which need to he addressed include
Monitoring for quality control, assessing tacoltN gum th and changes in
Anti retence .12d information at guts' non. Ind finding the n ns of supporting a
continuing elikation program for graduate faculty

Develop a Model for Continuing Education

Ti e.s"---Ts:neeil for institutions of higher education w elop a model for
,,..co n ino ducation This would invoke .t needs assessment to determine

d Kits in doctoral advisement arid other skills, formulation of obiectives, and
y

alternative strategies w'nch can he used to conduct continuing education,
DepartmeLd and college options should be integrated into a model into which
continuing education needs of faculty members may be met Another ,ppi odd, to
(ow nuing education Is to establish national continuing education centers
National :enters would supplement local options and increase the sharing of
effective practLes

Seek Support for the Continuing Education

Inlike the business community, higher education lids nut made continuing
education a priority. Many continuing education progi"ms, therefore, are
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imnoistent, sieved as a Iu\un, arc of ixior +Wit% Or inaccessible because of
Hine, distance, and In most cases professional improvement is left up to
the Ind is !dual If continuing education is to he viewed as a necessary priont ,
support must be sot4,11t for a) .m organized program, b) needs assessment, c)
sabbaticals in lengths, d) ,d terations in emsting college Or unisersits

e) making continuing education a part ut the reuard s%)tem, f) enlisting
the aid of local resources and professional organizations

Establish a S.1, stem of Quality Control

A schema tor qualit control should be established for a continuing education
program for do( toral advisors Such schema would Oal mite the competenc es
nceded, the options ,nallable for continuing educatiOn, the place and priority the
program has in the institution, the leadership and support given the program,
and the procedures used to oaluate the effectiveness of the program
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SECTION VI

STUDENT RIGHTS

Since most students enter doctoral programs with certain goals and per-
ceived needs in mind, it is important that they be included in the program-
planning process Such early involvement on the part of the doctoral students
could serve to eliminate or to minimize future misunderstandings or rAent-
ments Unfortunately, the rights of doctoral students are not always given the
attention and care they merit There are occasions when perceived faculty
"rights" may be in conflict with student rig When this occurs student rights
often become victims of faculty "rights This section discusses six key areas in
which care must be exercised to assure that students' rights are not violated, and
needless personal discomfort is not generated during their program Attention to
these areas should help create a positive learning experience which is the
expectation and right of even doctoral student

The Selection Process

Waiting to learn whether or not one has been admitted to the college or
university of his or her choice is one of the most anxious periods experienced by

prospective doctoral students The selection procedures used by the untversity
can either heighten or diminish the anxiety of this review and selection period'

The selection process varies widely not only among different universities,
but among departments within the same university Furthermore, the selection
process within a single department may be inconsistent from one program to the

next To many, student and faculty alike, the selection process is often a mystery

Many misunderstandings may occur between students and faculty There are

several points in the selection process which often cause confusion among the
applicants

1 How do I learn the nature niche program prior to admission"
a From faculty'
b From advanced doctoral students'
c From written materials'

2 What kinds of financial support arc available'
i Where do I apply for admission'
4 To whom must I apply'
5 What forms must I complete'
6 Must I have an interview'

What criteria will be used to judge my credentials for admission'
8 What kinds of information or pre-admittance counseling are available'
9 What kinds of written and oral tests are required' When' Where)

10 What time commitments, work responsibilities, etc , does a doctoral

student have during the program'
I 1 How and when will I he informed it I am a«epted into the graduate

college' The department' The program'
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12 What is the time-line net essary to accomplish these tasks'
I What degree of eominIntent does the progratti and the student make to

eat h tother at eat h stage of the selection plot ess1

Mans' prospee t c doe total students are not ass a re ot the importanee ot asking
these questions The selection committee, therefore must make prospective
candidates aware of these questions and inform then, the answers through
written as 14111 as Nur ha I means Information shared with potential students
should tc accurate and reflect real it} rather than aspirations

Planning Individual Doctoral Programs

1/4.omutimes ads [sots forget that the doe total program represents three years or
more of a candidate s life as well as a great finanehil and emotional expense,
temporary reduction of !mimic , and a preparation for his/her tenure D rofessional
Iife "Be student s iitsestment is enormous In contrast, even the most conscien-
tious doctoral ads hot does itt t es en approximate the trumcialous investment of
his /her ads 'we, The probabilit} of a balaneed program being developed is greater
if the ads 'sot is not the only faculty member ins olved in the planning process

Doctoral students should has e an active role in planning their programs
Sometimes professionals in a field forget that the personal and professional needs
of a doctoral student arc lust as important to him/her a the "needs" of the field
Not mil) should the needs and goals of the stepi.nt be considered in planning a
doctoral program, but the student shouLl be inch Jed in the planning process

The tfttrsti on that 1.11h department must answer is, "What decision- making
process should he used to plan doc total pi ogram, and hew should these programs
he re% ICA eel'" Three "models- arc discussed, each attempts to describe various
approaches to the planning process

The Advisor-Mentor Model

Tract' tional Is, mans electoral ads isor:,,hace simply ads ised the student what
the ilrxtotal program will be in tetras of te it .1,j -died the student se-
lect appropriate dee t cs Arorus.il of the program n- ight t.e made by a faulty
committee, the department ehturtison, or both The advantages of the
Ads isor-Mentor model IS that program planning takes little time, reduces
conflicts, satisfies the Men, s priory,: and needs, ind is reassuring to the
student who wants to be old 'chat to learn c r the student vt ho came expressly to
study "under the Mentor Inure ALI, however, for great student
input depending on the Mentor The tr nor disad images of the Advisor-Mentor
model include it only the ads ism extra /SC S quality cont,o1 and there is potential
for beim-nu.: a die tatonal relationship bet een the advisor and advisee, b/
students base tittle input, c I programs emphasise the ads isor's priorities and may
ignore departmental priorities or the thinking of other faculty members, cl) the
student has little recourse it the proram is unsatistai tory, and c) freedom to take
tonne ,rk from or interact with other taeult may he limited
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The Student-Advisor/Doctoral Committee Model

A second model is the Student/Advisor/Committee Model The student
prepares a working draft of chi program This draft requires the student to state

his professional goals and the rationale tOr selecting those goals The student
then lists previous Locust. work and experiences which have eontributed to those
goals At this point the advisor meets witluthe student and reviews the goals,
rationale, eourses mei previous experiences The discussion is intended to help
focus the student's goals more preelsely

The next step has the student listing additional Lotuses and experiences
needed to attain the goals A second meeting is held u ith the advisor to review
the student's plan At this point the advisor tan provide guidance related to the
time incalternative tourscs and expenenees

This process will allow Ole student initial input and make it possible for the
advisor to a) examme the student's previous experiences and murse work as they
relate to future goals, h) determine if the goals arc appropriate, too broad, or ox)
narrow fora doctoral candidate, e) learn why the student has selected those goals;
d) determine what expenenees and tours work have been ateomplished; and e)
discover which areas need additional course work

Although this kind of self-study 14 time consuming, and requires effort, it will
cause the student to think about the doetoral experience and provide the advisors

and doctoral planning committee with needed input When the student and the
advisor prepare a working draft of the student's program, i eommittee can he
chosen to represent the agreed upon areas of interest Such a eomnot tee can help
refine the program and also serve as a departmental review group This approaeh
(mild he required w ith the Advisor-Mentor Model

The Student/Faculty Plan

Lilly 19'9) described a third approach, i c , to have each achy 'dual student

produce a doctoral plan concerning the program ut studies to be pursued In

cite( t , the student develops a set of competent) statements which guides the
generation of his/her program of study A (ore course helps the student define
future professional roles, neeessary skills for those rules, ireas of strength and
weakness, speedo °lick oyes, training amities, produe is indicative of successful
complentyn of obit' t tY es, and a t mu. tnc The planned ae mates for ea' h student
arc evalualcd annually in meetings involving the total faculty and the individual
doctoral student Both the second and third options ate omplemc man' and could

be emnIlmed as an altertian%e to the Advtsor-Munor N1oLlel

Faculty -Student Relationships

The faculty student lelationship is a von sensitive tcl,rnanship, and bong in
a doctoral program is, in itself, a potentially threatening situation Meeting

admissions requirements, -doing well in class, taking qualitv mg and loin-

prchensiv c examinations, wasting Lbs,ertation and .clouding the dissertation
involve the threat of failure The crux tit the faculty- student relationship is that

many "future- purls ut the doctoral student, both professional and personal, Are
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dependent upon the help and good will of faculty members In sonic respects
doctoral students often pertme th:mselves as being in al "indentured- status
This perception is Often reinforced by the sac rosanet nature of the adsisor-advisee

relationship, particularly when the student's program and resultant activities are
tightly controlled ay the advisor

Doctoral students soon learn what one must do to survive within the
department and with particular faculty members They learn to "play the game
Doctoral student ioncerns are often unspoken and it is not uncommon for fatuity
to have an inaccurate perception of the student's slew of the doctoral program
being received

An already tense and potentially threatening situation only becomes worse
when fat ulty members «infide in students about their toneerns with departmen-
tal, college, or university policies, other faculty members, or faculty politics
Students may be ate identally or deliberately placed in the middle of faculty
disputes When this kind of situation develops, rumor and behind-the-scenes
information are shared among the students Exaggeration and distortion occur
and students hetome very dosed and careful about what they say and to whom
they 'speak Most eertainly, this is not condueive to a healthy learning en-
vironment The typical faculty rejoinder to this situation 1, "Well( certain
amount of that sort of thing will always occur." This is true, but the problem is
that many programs do very little to minimize "that sort of thing

For example, there are several simple steps that can he taken to facilitate a
positive learning environment and improve the mental health of doctoral
students

Insure that requirements including eourses, work-requirements, prac-
tice's, expense, interns, training, goals, restnetions, qualifying exams,
evaluations, ind possibility of failure are clearly understood mo, to
student Commitment to the program. Know what the student .s seeking
and be sure is to be provided and vice versa

2 Insure that faculty members have an ethital code of iondut t about what
kinds of information should and should not be shared with students
Faulty must establish a group norm and observe it
Students must bevissured of a gnevanee procedure vy hick n ,ale and w itl
protect their relationships with the fatuity
(fraduate student associations should he encouraged

5 Students should have involyement with multiple fat tilts members
6 Procedures for students to thange advisors must he (leanly stated.

aieepted, And safe similarly , a procedure for an a(lYisor to withdraw
from advisee must be death, stated
Procedures hi!' selecting; and assigning teaching and/or N. search ,111i 5-
t intshir opportunities should be spd Thud and open to all students
Procedures for perioditally (valuating student pertorman e must he
made explicit and he done in an honest and tonstrue me way

(i Students should be given the opportunity to express their pert ept ions of
the program
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10. Each student must have the opportunity for appropriate training
opportunities prior to expecting competent performance.

11 Faculty Members should show respect for their students, who will one
day be their colleagues.

12 Procedures should be developed so that resignations, sabbaticals, leaves
of absence, 'or other personnel actions do not create undue hardships
for doctoral students

In summary, it is not realistic to believe that faculty-student relationships
will be healthy by relying on each faculty member or student to "do what is best."
Interpersonal relationships are very complex and each group develops unspoken
and unwritten group norms In order to assure healthy faculty-student
relationships, faculty should give the "student-faculty" relationship the attention
it deserves by structuring procedures which will maximize the mental health and
learning environment of all concerned.

Faculty Responsibilities During the Dissertation Stage

One of the most difficult tasks which a doctoral candidate 'must accomplish is

to select a dissertation topic which is both relevant and manag;toble, and which
will receive the approval of the advisor and the committee members Too often,
candidates complete their course work with no thought or direclion from the
faculty concerning their dissertations Frequently, doctoral candidates will
initially select dissertation topics in which they have no course or experiential
background Usually, the dissertation is the student's first major'\research
experience. In addition, quite frequently, doctoral candidates are subtly l)ed into
dissertations which reflect either the advisor's research interest or the ongoing
programmatic research of the department Finally, too often students do' not
receive the guidance they need while preparing their proposal.

The faculty of doctoral programs have an enormous responsibility to assist
doctoral candidates in shaping a dissertation proposal Several recommendations
might he considered

1 A doctoral committee for each student can help insure that the candidate '
is being prepared for the dissertation stage

2 Pertinent course work should be required which helps the candidate
generate a proposal
Candidates should he allowed to present their proposals to faculty And
students in special seminars

i Research c. peoences should be pros ided prior to the dissertation
5 Guidelines are needed regarding

(a) Student-taculty authorship on manuscript and other products
(b) Assistantship assignments
(c) The resicw ot a candidate's progress on the dissertation
(d) Departmental obli;:ations to students who must lease campus to

complete the dissertation
(e) Whim and hov, to tcrinmatc doctoral candidates
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Career Counseling

Career counseling is an integral part of every professional's life The
counseling should occur nor only at the beginning of a career, but at intervals
throughout one's career When a prospective student applies for a doctoral
program, the relationships between certain doctoral requirements and offerings
to present and future jobs should be made clear Many doctoral applicants have a
specific job or role in mind when they make application In some cases, doctoral
training may not he needed or appropriate

Personalized placement is usually a concern of most doctoral advisors To he
sure, doctoral programs should provide some kind of personalized placement
service for doctoral graduates la fact, support for professional activities should
usually follow students beyond graduation; for example, consultation on research
interests leading from the dissertation, preparation of articles, inclusion in
committees or professional organizations All of the above should occur to some
extent

Presence of Good Faculty todels

One of the most valuable experiences a doctoral student can have is the
opportunity, of observing and/or assisting highly, competent faculty members
prepare for and teach a course of study, prepare a research proposal, conduct a
research project, perform at planning meetings, engage in professional debates,
write an article and interact ar meetings. This kind of day-to-day example helps
doctoral students develop the professional attitudes, ethics, interpersonal
commun canon, tolerance for disagreement, ind other professional behavior
'which should be developed Too often, doctoral advisors are not adequately
sensitive to the role model that they present to their advisees. Doctoral students
want advisors of whom they can be proud to the same degree that the advisor
wants capable and effective doctoral students The personal and professional
demeanor displayed by the doctoral advisor during the two to three years of the
doctoral student's life will be rs!meml,cred and possibly reflected by the student
for the remainder of his /her professional life The great advantage of having
contacts with many faculty members is that wudents can ,observe and learn
different ways to func non as professionals

Summary of Recommendations

The rights of dot rural students must be g,ven Increased care and attention to
insure that the doctoral experience tulfills its promise in terms of learning,
intellectual stimulatumind professional grow th The doctoral experience
should be a positive one it students are to learn to the upper limits of their
pr,tential

The Selection Process

student rights hewn v. all the seltt tion process km effort must be made to
systematic the wk.( non process m order to reduce the mtsunderstandings which
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may arise between students, faculty, and the institution Department should
review their selection procedures for application and selection Particulai

attention should be directed sward. a) the mechanics of the system; b)
procedural clarity for applicants and faculty, c) efficiency of the system; d) the

amount of time required for each stage, and e) the comfort level of applicants with

the selection system

Planning Individual Doctoral Programs
The decision-making process for planning individual doctoral programs

should be reviewed Doctoral students should have-tin active role in planning
their doctoral prow ims. In addition, the probability of a balanced program is

increased if additional faculty, rather than just the advisor, are included in the

planning process.

Protect Student - Faculty Relationships

Student-faculty relationships should he protected to facilitate a positive
learning environment This can be done by. a) developing a faculty code of

on snot, h) establishing sate grievance procedures for students; c) forming

graduate student associations; d) en'couraging students to have contact with
multiple faculty members, e) creating means for advisor change; 1) assigning

assistantships on an equitable basis, g) making student performance evaluation

pnx:edures explicit; h) allowing for student input concerning perceptions of the

program, 1) providing guidelines which protect students from faculty personnel

actions such as resignations: sabbaticals, and leaves of absence

Responsibilities for the Dissertation

Faculty,must recognize their responsibility during the dissertation stage. A

single doctoral committee within the department or a doctoral committee formed

for each student can help insure that the candidate is piepared properly for the

dissertation stage Such a committee can help the advisor guide the student into

the most appropriate courses, generate a proposal that is manageable- and of

int,:-est, and guide the student into research experiences prior to the dissertation.

It is possible for a single advisor to do these tasks, but a committee has the
advantage of providing various alternative suggestions for the advisor and the

student to consider

Responsibilities for Career Counseling

Career counseling practices should he established within departments and

colleges and should begin with the selection process. Applicants to doctoral

programs should he counseled to determine whether or not doctoral training is

appropriate for a prospective student. The relationships between doctoral
requirements to present and future positions must be made clear. Career
counseling and placement are necessary upon graduation and throughout a

professional person's 16 It is important for faculty to strenethen their career
counseling and placement skills through continuing education
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Provide Appropriate Professional Models

Each doctoral program should provide appropriate professional behavioral
models from whom students can learn It isn't enough to hope that the desired
professional behaviors will be made explicit to the students or that faculty will
teach these beluviors effectively Departmenzal faculty should decide exactly
what kinds of professional attitudes, ethics, interpersonal communication,
tolerance for disagreement, and other professional behavior they want the
students to learn The next step is to discuss or generate strategies for making
these behaviors explicit to students and how to model these professional
behaviors This kind of care and attention will hell, Insure that the students will
be exposed to appropriate faculty models
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SECTION VII

FUTURE SUPPORT FOR DOCTORAL PROGRAMS
IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

At this point in rime, the amount of support for doctoral programs is in
danger of declining I nstitutiom of higher education are faced with diminishing

enrollme t, reductions in faculty sue, reduced financial support for personnel

prepara ton and research activinesind the reallocation of resources to higher

educan n from federal, state, and pris ate 'sources The problem confronting
institutio of higher education is how to obtain sufficient support to maintain
quality doctoral programs in education

Doctoral programs are costly because they require senior faculty, some
support for research atm inesind a low student-faculty ratio which limits the
number of students which can be admitted Unfortunately, many states employ
the credit hour as the basis kir funding institutions of higher education This
system of funding certainly does not work to the advantage of doctoral programs.
Considerable effort may be placed on undergraduate, master's degree, and
doctoral degree programs to generate student enrollment and to produce, credit
hours Thus, the lov, faculty-student ratio round in doctoral programs draws
attention andappears quite costly in comparison to the cost of undergraduate and

master's programs in addition, sate funding suffers due to the national
persPectiV of doctoral programs Many doe total candidates come from other
states and when they i:raduate leave the state This often raises qucitions as to the

value of the doctoral program tor the state itself For these reasons, many existing
funding patterns do not fIcord coral programs ind many doctoral programs are

operating on marginal support

Perceptual Roadblocks to Program Support

Th,_ support of special education programs begins and ends with the support
of people The reason the held has progressed as far as it has is largely due to the

efforts of professionals, the parents of handicapped children id their affiliated

- ackocacy groups Le,Itislation for the handicapped has been enacted at both the
federal and state levels Vc'h Ile aggressive action has advanced the field of special
education, it has also created feelings of resentment among the lay public and

among educators
Looking to the future, however, both the parents and the professionals in

spec rail education must work together to m tke the legislation work. To do this,
the held of special education is going to need the support of the general
the local and state educational ,igeheies, nut the faculty and administrators of the

institutions of higher education If ionic to gain such support, those in special

ethic anon must know how others pert else the field To des clop a positive
perception, attempts must be made to 0%cl-come previously held negative

perceptions lo e an impro% cm( nt in opinion, it will he helpful tit
understand hoc, same 11,111. pert ened spec rail education in the past
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The General Public

Then seems ro he oteasions when dot rordres ui edlltarlt/I1 are rhought nor ro
he on par with doeroral degrees t rum other holds Among the c rak isms are a)
programs in eduianon lack depth, b) the qualm of doe rural students in educarion
is nor as higb as in other fields, and t i preparation for other rhan research roles is
less than desirable Most (errands, this( attitudes roward tilmation chic rural
pnigranls Ate( t hum sputa education 1.11k NKal prni:rams are stewed

State and Local Education Agencies

One of Hsi. grearesr in ni isms les elect at inns ersaies and colleges is rhat of rhe
"'son rimer" existent.: Although uMsersirs faculty are often s sewed as a -high
porennal group", some stare and local educational ageni les belies(' rhar r hes are
nor gerring muih sen ice toms rhi insrautions of higher education Doe roral
(-raining is pellets I'd 11, some as highly theorerical and somewhar imprat. mat In
addition, ,-.any doe roral fat Lilts are belies rd ro lack prai mat experience with
children and programs

A norher ioniern us rhar fat Lilt-% and doe rural researih make mans demands on
rhe se hauls Teat hers and administrators of bel les e char rhi.y do nor realize any
real benefas from helping dot rural srudents The fair rhar some doe rural
programs seem ro be campus-based and nor field-based plaits the fa( ulry and
srudenrs es in further assay tram (-hose to crate and local ageni ies who mighr
supporr than

As a result of this satiation, local eduiational agencies commonly adopr
poll( les raren or imphi 10' IA hie h restrict or prohibit iollaborarion and
cooperanon Negotiation for research, for example, has heiome highly for-
malized in some school dormers (quih of rhos may he due ro recent rules for
prorecting human subteen and omhdennal as ) To he sure, it is nor uncommon
for total, educational agencies ro show ionsiderable reluctance in silEportmg
untsersirs tat ulry and rheir efforrs

The roor of the entire problem mas be that the ressards.stem tor universas
and uillege faculry for promornms. tenure ind increases to salary frequenrly re-
quire siholarls aim ales, annual publitat ions. atquisition u'if research funds,
and sersiie 00 muse rsas iommarees In ionrrasr, the shire and local educa-
tional ageni les are unsolved 40 day -ro -day problems Although many university
personnel pas lip s..sice ro held prole( rs , rhe rime fang and rhe umversa
reward system make such insolvcincnt difficult Field work is often not a prionts
Ix hen rank, pas and (-emir( ti nn issuer

Unisersit% Personnel

In mans Lints crsa its, colleges of cducati,a) do not have the prestige emoved
other odleges, opt( hills those in rhe -hard- sc limes This is an untorrunate

"lac t of Of ten a lack of unclet standing t srs about the mission of a college ot
educarom Both taeulrs and stud( nrs might he s tested as less o apable rhan rhos('
of other 'isAsions of Hi( ;Jim ersas 'standards for student admission and the
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employment and promotion of faculty are frequently considered less rigorous
than in other colleges The college of education's mission and needs are seldom
found among university priorities This becomes painfully evident when
additional resources become available or existing resources are reduced or
allocated to other parts of the university In addition, because of outside funding,
it is not uncommon for departments`of special education to receive less than a
proportional share of college resources such as space, assistantships, library funds,

"sec rc vial. help, And salary increase monies
Vs atm the college of education, for example, departments of special

education are often perceived as "rich" in terms of external support Faculty from
other departments often resent these outside funds, which are not seen as
be nefit ting other students, the faculty, or the college Special education is usually
a small department which requires a ratherlarge investment. Some faculty may
question whether the department is worth the investment Another problem is
the disKopottionate .imottnt of public attention th.tt has recently been accorded
to special education programs and the impact of recent federal and state special
education legislation on regular education

The Allocation of Support Funds
for Doctoral Preparation

At present, federal funding pitictic.s tend to dispense money to local
educational agencies, state educational ..gencies and institutions of higher
education ,in response to annual plans and project proposals In terms of local and
state support for education services in equitable distribution of monies can be

made on need Theft is some question, however, as to the most productive way of
supporting special education doctoral programs in institutions of higher
education In this regard, the following points should he considered

I Doctpral training is expensive.
Thetie is a shortage of support funds
Maly doctoral !migrants air' currently operating At a marginal level.

4 There are no widely accepted standards for "high quality" programs.

Unless steps are taken to insure that there are centers of excellence in our
educational system, a potentially hazardous situation could develop with respect
to producing highly trained leaders, developing a sound body' of knowledge
within the field, and has mg, a national capability for responding to issues and
c rises whrch may arise in special education. Special 'education is a small field and

must establish .ind attain high standards
Although a doctoral program might meet the' local university and state

standards for approval, greater effort should he made to federally fund only those
programs which inert high standards of quality control The current method kr
distributing funds for supporting the training of doctoral students in special
education consists of awarding funds to institutions of higher education which, in
turn, selec t the student rec ipients for tellowshipstssistantships, or traineeships.

To insure quality control it s essential that doctoral programs meet certain
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specified standards in order to receive federal funds Another alternative which
might supplement existing funding prat tices is to institute a national program of
fel lowship support for the preparation of a given number g., 10) of dot hind
students each year This alternative would require a national system for adopting
°hie( rive standards, which can be applied to eat h student applying for a national
fellowship md a list of colleges and universities where the student mas he
prepared The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped has stared that doctoral
training is a Priority This option provides the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped with another mechanism for meeting special manppwer needs
which may arise from time to -time

The Dangers of Marginal Support

Maim doctoral programs seem to operate on marginal support, which has
serious implications for the quality of the program One of the chief
characteristics of a marginally-supported doctoral program is tat the program
simply represents an extenston of the teacher training curriculum Another
charactenstic is that many of the doctoral students in such programs are often
given considerable responsibility for the training of the undergraduate and
master's level students without proper supervision While such departments may
he capable Of maintaining quality teacher training programs, they usually lack
the faculty and the research resources essential for quality doctoral training

Marginal support also affects the recruitment of quality students Many
potentially excellent students fail to apply for doctoral stud) due to financial
considerations Frequently, the applicant must he oil ling to live on a sub-poverty
income for two, three, or even more years With inflation and economic recession
many persons simply cannot .ifford to leave their jobs and still. macr.tain
themselves and/or their families Despite the financial burden that doctoral rtudy
entails, the importance of full-time doctoral study must he stressed by doctoral
programs. Because of the national scope of doctoral programs and the high cost, it
is unreasonable to expect states to absorb the total cost that the support of
these programs require

In the past many departments of special education have found that the best
way to cope with marginal institutional support is to follow the federal funding,
i e , to establish new doctoral programs in response to new funding priorities
The necessity to survive by "following- funds can compromise standards of
excellence and result in programs which are ill-equipped to insure quality
Although federal "soft money- was intended to stimulate the development of
needed programs, time has shown that it is very difficult to convert federal "soft
money- to state or private "hard money-. Even though institutions of higher
education must shoulder most of the blame for this situation, it is readily .appar-
ent that the stability of many quality doctoral programs in special education in
the I 9HO's will only be achieved through some federal assistance

Potentially, the end result of marginal support for doctoral programs is the
compromising of standards for excellence Gradually, student selection standards
will be relaxed, student performance criteria lowered, curriculum will be
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affected, resources curtailed, and the level of expertise of doctoral faculty' reduced.
In the absence of quality standards and quality control, an abundance of doctoral
programs will exist and, of these, only a portion will offer students appropriate
nodels and experiences in true scholarship

Summary of Recommendations

The field of special education has two distinct choices during times of
austerity in higher education One choice is to compromise quality and bemoan
fiscal mis mune, or, to take a realistic look at the situ ition and begin responding
to the fiscal problems by making quality programming a priority and taking
poitive action Potential approaches to the problem are presented below

Improve the Perceptions of Our Field

Faculty members in departments of 'metal education could increase their
efforts to improve the pekeptions of the field One way to accomplish this is to
seek ways of collaborating with local educational agencies and r-ate departments
of ed cum ar 1 to demonstrate that the special education faulty. students, and
progr. ,s arc relevant and useful to their needs This may demand some changes
in the university criteria for rank, tenure, and salary considerations This task
cannot he accomplished unless appropriate programs are achieved through
quiCity control The leaders in special education for 1980's and 1990's must
he prepared to alter the negative perceptions that many people currently hold

Cost - Efficiency Studies

Given that the costs of doctoral training today d re almost prohibitively high,
it would to everyone's advantage if ways could be found to reduce costs, while
still i proving quality Cost-efficiency studies should be undertaken to point out
the inefficiencies which exist in the design, curricula, operating procedures,
faculty asswnments, and the utilization of resources in existing doctoral
progranTrEach program could conduct internal reviews specifically tailored to
identify duplication of effort, redundancy of content, or the unnecessary use of
resources Such a study also could he completed by a team of exaluators from
outside the department, .the college, or the university Regardless of the
mechanism used, institutions of higher education must make the most effKICnt
use of the resources currently available to them

National Needs Assessment Surveys

Since (loc. coral programs have a national impact, it is recommended that the
Bureau of Education f)1- the Handicapped direct pecial attention to the
preparagon of doctoral personnel by sponsoring or conducting national needs
assessments, study in; present funding patterns, reviewing their ow n fundg
prima c, and exaluating the operational practices of existing programs
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Develop National Guidelines or Accreditation Standards

+everal advantages can he identified tor do elopLng a set of highl% structured
national guidelines describing the hallmark of a qualm doctoral program
Institutions of fgher education v,ould recen,e guidance in planning improved
practices tor their dot tur,d program lit making such guidelines public, prospec-
tie doctoral students %%wild hate a reference point %%Leh could he applied in
selecting the institution of their choke Going a step be:.ond guidelines is the
establisnment of specific (mina for the accreditation of doctoral programs in
special education, such criteria can he used b% national, regional, and/or state
accreditation bodies in Ric-nuking and approing qualut doctoral programs
Ac mules such as these could he done h% a consortium of institutions of higher
education

The Need for Ongoing Monitoring Ss stems

It quality programming m doctor,d preparation is to be achieved and
maintained, it is essenti,d that v.e des Ise ongoing monitoring sit stems These
st stems must hate the capabilik of detecting changes, trends, aid needs and
gent rating Ate rnatics for responding to the e%ents %%hi( h ocu , in the held of
special education and related disciplines
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SECTION VIII

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE EVALUATION
OF DOCTORAL PROGRAMS

Edward L Nteyen
Assoc late Vice-Chancellor

University of Kansas

Any examination of doctoral programs in education must begin by

acknowledging the kanance which exists across programs and the fat tors which

contribute to such differences There arc it least three sources of influence which

cause this variance

(1) The evolvement of the doctorate of education degree in response to the

assumed need to prepare advanced practitioners at the doctoral level,

(2) The prevailing view that offering a doctoral degree program represents
the primat) indicator of status and quality for a college or school of

education, and
The scholarship of faculty members who are responsible for determining

the quality of doctoral programs

In recent years the Doctorate of Education (Ed D ) and the Doctorate of
Philosophy (Ph D ) degrees have become almost indistinguishable in programs

where both degrees are offered The differences which exist tend to focus on the

nature of the dissertation and possibly the level of research skills required For

purposes at this [viler the emphasis will he on doctoral progra with no attempt

to differentiate the application of evaluation based on the t} pe of doctoral degree.

The assumption that the offering of doctoral degrees is a primary indicator of

qual Li} must be considered in t he (cal uation of ,lottoral programs if the concern is

broadened to include the question of how many dot roral programs areneeded in a

held of study such as special education The expansion of doctoral programs

obviously Impacts on quality, but is of secondary importance in a discussion of

evaluation strategies as applied to individual programs and will not receive major

attention in this paper The faculty as a source of influence on the quality of
doctoral programs, howeser, will be _entral to this paper

A parallel chime will be that an insestment in esaluation strategies which

morels consider 1/01.( ICS, prim edures, offerings, follow-up of g raduates Ind the

sulcc tion of students without 1,c using on the faculty w ill yield minimal dividends

and Ma) onit result in a program imprin log what is presently being done and

which mat be inappropriate

"the Doc toral Degree Program

Hit oinicil of Crailuatu s hools in Oh Unit«1 Start, p.sutii a policy

state omit on the Ph I) ck gree hie hided %as did tol;+% I I it't if f «111 (It (10( rora)

pmerailis
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The doe coral program is designed to prepare a student for a lifetime of
intellectual inquirs that manifests itself in cream( scholarship and research,
often leading to careers in soeialgosernmental, business, and industrial
organuotions as well as the more traditional eareeN in university and college
teaehmy 1 he program emphasizes tfeedom of inquirs and expression and
dest'obment of the student capacits to make sign.heant contributions to
know ledge An essential element is the de velopment of the all!! its to understand
and esaluate crinealls the literature of the held and to ppl appropriate
pric riles and procedures to the recognition, evaluation, interpretation, and

deistanding of issues and piliieins at rlli't runners of knowledge All of this is
most die( tisek accomplished in dose association with those experieneed in
research and to lung (

If one agrees in general with this clef mition then it is evident that the doe total
degree is not men lc another step in the continuum of education s huh all
students ,n higher education routinely pursue The definition suggests that
completing an undergraduate and/or master's degree is not necessarily sufficient
preparation hr a doctoral program To operational ize this concept of a doctoral
program requires careful attention to the selection criteria tor students and to the
taculte scho design and implement programs

While the need for post master's programs to prepare large number, of
educators with adcan«cl in classroom instruction, supers isionind
program ties elopment are recognized and supported, it is a position of this paper
that doctoral programs in special education should approach the tenets
promulgated bv the definition offered hs the (_ouncii of (iraduate Schools The
offering of advanced graduate (Apt rience, should not necessarily equate to a
doctoral program An additional premise is that doe rural programs should be
designed to prepare; Indic klu.,:s with leadership and scholarship capabilities
within a field rather than for particular position or role

Issue; i Graduate Studies
ith Imvlications for Evaluation

I he application of tcaludtion process is tpically aimed at affecting the
future of \clime\ er being ccali tared In this ease doctoral programs represent the
target It lodgments are to be 'male and changes dictated for the future, then
attention must ,1;1\ en to the ionrct from se Inch es aluation criteria ire selecred
For a held such as education a signif icant element of this context relates to those
issues sslueli either center around trends or witch represent a focal point of
concern within the profession 1 he issues to be cited ,arc illustrative of a wider
art-AN sc huh warrant eonsideketion Vie), are included to accent the need for
examining doe tor,d piograrns in a broad contest, versus mereie looking, at the
poll( ics procedures and pia,. n h (11,11,L(It NIT them

Issue,, I rends

1 I he (einem decline in undergraduate c nr,dlinents will gsentuall hase
significant [mime t un the number of persons sucking, doctoral degrees
I he opt n admissions and "inflated grading pm( rice, of the past 10- 15
scars bane «implicated the processor predicting which students represent
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good candidates for doctoral programs, a e , on the basis of G P A the
majority of applicants are eligible;

s Colleges of Education have responded to the needs of non - traditional
master's degree students (through outreach) to the extent that the
graduates of these programs are beginning to influence the design,
delivery and requirements of doctoral programs, e g , reductions in
residential requirements, credits for experience, incl flexibility in

admissions In some cases it is difficult in differentiate traditional
graduate programs from the non-residential external degree programs
which were controversial during the 1970's
The assumed teacher surplus, combined with enrollment drops in
education majors, is resulting in the resources of colleges of education
becoming primary targets for the reallocation process at the university
level The capacity to generate credit hours currently is the best insurance
against losing resources Dot rural programs in general do not produce
large numbers of credit hours, assuming an emphasis on seminars,
independent studies, and small pupil teachers ratios in courses

5 The large number of persons receiving doctoral degrees during the peak
period between 1965 and 19-5 are now well established in universities,
public schools, and governmental positions The Nast majorit} of these
people will not retire until atter the year 2000 This fact, combined with
economic factors, is reducing the market f individuals with Joe rorare
degrees At the same tune, it is accenting the need for retraining at the
doctoral level (without the conferring of a degree)

Indicators of Program Quality

The results of esaluating a d-ctoral program are only as good as the validity of
the data and reliabdits of the measures used to eol hit the data To date, no single
Nal-milk or small set of N ,stable's have emerged a preferred recite tor of program
quality I's en the ultimate Success of graduates may say more about the selection
of students than program effectiveness There are a number of evaluation models
which could be applied to doctoral training programs, e g , Semen (19'0,
Prost!, (19-"), Stuttlebeam ( 19." 1), and Bunch (1979) Instead of providing a
rationale in support of a particular model, Attention will be given to indicators of

quality There appears to be at least two types of indicators One tspe includes
those indicators which will It' referred to as "charactriistics of programs They
are easily identifiable They lend themselves to the collection of data and, IA ithm

reason, can bc used as a basis for comparison across programs In other words, it

would be feasible to cies clop a profile with norm,uise reference conducive to
making some qualitative nnIgments Needless to Say, any normative group
would need to include prOt.',1MAIN with similarly expressed goals

The se«incl type of (paltry inch( ator centers around the fate ults as the primary
(wain) control agent 'Ilicse indicators arc more Witt( ul t tuel,assity, measure, and
quantity Thcs arc, however, from the perspee tise of this author, the most
s i t lut u ant



Characteristic Indicators

Prob. 1,1y the most comprehensive study of doctoral programs conducted in
recent years was commissioned by the Council of Graduate Studies in the United
States and carried out by the Education Testing Service (1976) The study
invoked 25 universities and focused on departments of history, chemistry, and
psychology Eke key areas were identified for investigation, focusing on the
billowing kinds of information

I The faculty their training, their scholarly productivity, their views
about their department, and colleagues, the quality of their teaching,
their concern tnr students, their opinions about what are and what should
be the primary objectives of their doctoral program, the way they spend
their time

2 The students - their academic ability and records of accomplishment,
their opinions about their professors, their fellow students and their
graduate experience in general: their professional plans and interests.
The alumni their accomplishments, their reflections about their doctoral
training and its relation to their current positions
The program's physical and financial resources - the adequacy of library
and other facilities, the non-university and departmental grant support
tor research, financial aid to student's

5 Departmental operations admissions policies, depth and breadth N,
course offerings, ..lgree requirements

A series of sa ii us were designed for data collection purposes, which allowed
for profiles to he charred on the following %ambles

Taadt1
I 'student-rated qualits of teaching
2 Mean number of auricles /hook reviews published last three years

Peer-rated quality of grit cute faculty
Research al UN ay

Stu,lent

S ndcryraduate CPA
Faculty-rated student commitment/motivation

Rt

Faculty -rated library holdings relecant to the field
8 Fit uliy -rated lab,,ratorN or other equipment tic Ie d for teaching and

resource in the field
rat -rated ()serail adequacy of phcr snal and financial resources for(1 I I

do turd program in the field
P11 iP,dinitnt

I I) student-rated faculty concern for students
I I 'ttl(k, nr-rated ens ironment for learning
1: lot tilts -rated compatibility of work environment
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Academe Offering'
1 i Student overall satisfaction with program
14 .Student citing of curriculum
15 Student rating of assistantship experiences
16 Alumni rating of dissertation experiences

Resent Alumni
Percent reporting program prepared them for career extremely'

wei I'

18 Percent reporting current job highly related to graduate training
19 Mean number of articlesibctok reviews published
'O. Mean number of presentations at regional or national meetings,

Self-Rating, of Program Overall S'43hirit Excellence
2l Faculty ratings
22 Student ratings
23 Alumni ratings

Use of the ETS process basically results in a comprehensive self-study The
usethility of the data greatly depends on the resourcefulness of the department in
collecting such data consistently over time and access to some normative reference

involving comparable programs
The ETS sczles And directions are available They are generic and applicable to

special education departments Characteristic indicators are useful when used in

-me ,nd in conjunction with the faculty-ralted indicators
discussed in the subsequent *non There is a tendency, however, for
departments to restrict their evaluation efforts to characteristic- indicators. This
occurs because such data are relatisely easy to collect, quantify and analyze It is a

major position of this paper that they are clearly insufficient and that the critical
variables hinge on the quality of faculty

Faculty Indicators
The characteristic indicators obviously include variables which are directly

related to faculty performance For the most part, they include those items which

are quantifiable The indicators in this section are less quantifiable, more
subjective, and in general necessitate qualitative judgments on the part of the
evaluator They don't lend themselves to lists and, in general, instruments are not

available
Most universitics fuse procedures whereby faculty members qualify to teach

graduate courses and to supervise doctoral issertations The requirements are
often minimal, and moat faculty members eventually qualify Not to qualify is
frequently perceived as an indication that the faculty member is not performing
up to expectation and, therefore, is considered less than meritorious when
promotion and/or salary decisions are made The minimal standards, combined

with the mixing of judgments related to good faculty performance and
qualifications for participation in doctoral program instruction has, in the
opinion of this 'vriter, had a negative influence on the quality of doctoral
programs It shOuld not be necessary for a professor to participate in doctoral
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training pmgrams in order to be rewarded as a first rate faculty member If
doctoral study is to truly prepare leadership personnel as reflected in the
previously referenced definition by the Council of Graduate Si hool s in the United
States, then one could argue that professors with particular skills, orientation,
and records of scholarship arc needed to staff such programs It can he further
argued that, in general, these faculty attributes differ from those of individuals
who are highly effective m teacher training This is not to suggest that the
qualities of a good teacher-trainer are not also important in the training of
doctoral, level students It dots suggest that not all faculty members should be
ens_aged in doctoral level instruction or in the supen hum of dissertations Not
to he selected for participation in the doctoral programs should nut, ui itself, he a
basis for judging the effectiveness of a professor

It is the view of this author that the single must important sal-table in fudging
the quality of a doctoral program is tilt model prostdcd bs, those faculty
members responsible for the doctoral programs This includes their personal
scholarship, Interaction with students, participation in professional activities,
and their general contribunons to their departments and university

No level of evaluation, university policies, courses or rigor in
grading can compensate for a lack of scholarship and responsiveness on the part of
faculty members In some way s this sounds like the old -mentor- model and to an
extent that is true Vi-'hat is being promulgated is t,hat the climate necessary for
doctoral level studs is a rockier of faculty scholarship Quality teaching of
doctoral level courses isesscntial, but is not sufficient It IN tilt ti,tal milieu of the
program climate that makes .1 quality program Not to have faculty members
actively engaged in research and related scholarship constitutes an omission for
which there IN no option Even those programs which claim nut to be training
researchers, but to be training teacher edutaturs, should have strong visible
faculty conducted research programs

Evaluation considerations related to "faculty' indicators me I ude the degree to
which a department

I Distinguishes beMCCII the selection of faculty members for participation
in doctoral programs and master's and/or undergraduate programs

2 Is able to create the nuessary set of R'Inforcernents and conditions which
result in opportunities for students to participate directly, with faculty
members in all levels of research aid related scholarship activities
Establishes a di moral program faculty which is respected by other faltIlty
members across campus to the extent that their student s arc welcomed by
other departs, its
Is capable of structure } adv isorstudent relationship in the dissertation
process which max:mites the «mtribution ut the lissertation experience
to the clop coral program

Employ's faculty evaluation procedures Ahldl krlimledge the require-
!milt, and dcmands appropriate to faculty involved in doctoral training
programs
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6 Accommodates the influence of doctoral program faculty in determining
program requirements so as to preclude total reliance on listings of
required courses and, in effect, esaul.:;hing rigid sets of program
requirements which tend to standardize programs for most students

Is Al!! to attract students with potential for leadership and capable of
benefiting maximally from modes of instruction requiring considerable
independent initiative, o e , seminars; independent studies, and research

.participation
**IINk

Summary

The purpose of this paper has been to set forth considerations relative to the

CN aluat ion of doctoral programs The introductig), statement limited the focus of
the paper to the evaluation of doctoral programs, versus the broader issue of how

many doctoral programs are needed to meet the current and projected demands

for individuals with doctoral degrees Because ofthe priority being placed on

manpower planning, readers are again reminded of this limitation As a further
caution the following recommendations are quoted from a report of the National

Board on Graduate Education (197i).

(a) A single measure of quality should not he applied to very -diverse

programs programs that may be serving the needs of non-traditional
students for non-traditional forms of graduate education Multiple
indicators of quality, sensibly related to different program missions
should be developed

(h) Statewide pl, nners s'Iculd resist the temptation to apply simplistic
formulas to doctoral programs such as "elimmateany program that has
not produced more tI.an two doctorates within the Cast two years" Such

statist:cal measures may flag programs in need of review, but no program
should he eliminated solely on the basis of simple stanstik.s

(c) In evaluating graduate programs, planners should not attempt state-by-

state labor market analysis since the mobility of the highly educated is

certain to confound such analysis A more appropriate criterion, we
hhece, is assured access to graduate education for residents within the
state (or within the region, through reciprocal programs).

Considerations essential to the evaluation of doctoral programs were couched
in discussions on three perspectives

I) Evaluation of a doctoral program must relate to the conceptualizations of
a doctoral degree held by those responsible for the program

(2) Evaluation must he carried out in the context of those prevailing issues
and trends anticipated to impact on the future

( i) Qualitative indicators can be grouped in two categories, a e ,

characteristic indicators - those features of programs which lend

themselves to quantification and arc relatively easy to document, and (2)
faculty indicators - the paper, embraces the position that the quality of a
doctoral program is equal to the quality of the faculty and places primary
emphasis on this element in the evaluation of doctoral programs.
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Given acceptance of the views expressed in this paper, the ultimate evaluation
criteria centers on the degree to which a department has in place an effective
system to retrieve "characteristic indicator" data and controls for the quality and
nature of faculty involvement in doctoral programs. This assumes effective use of
data and continuity over time in the evaluation process
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SECTION IX
SYMPOSIUM POSITION PAPERS

EXPECTED GENERIC COMPETENCIES OF FUTURE GRADUATES
OF SPECIAL EDUCATION DOCTORAL PROGRAMS

M Stephen Lilly
Chairman

Department of Special Education
University of Illinois
Urbana-Charripaign

A university has no mission more central to its character or more critical to its
reputation than preparation of personnel at the doctoral level Doctoral

preparation should represent application of the best known practices in personnel
preparation, and should serve as a standard against which other personnel
preparation programs can he judged The doctoral program should be the most
carefully' designed, Inuit carefully assessed instructional program in the univer-

sity
Although the rationale behind the statements just made may be self-evident,

it is this writer's contention that such a phi', roph, is often not followed in
.)epartments of Special Education in major universities While quality doctoral
programming regularly occurs, it is generally a result of the interaction between

individual faculty members and their advisees, rather than a result of
well-planned, closely coordinated overall program goals and activities Doctoral
planning and advising has become a highly individualized activity, between the
adviser and the student, and in some cases this has led to a narrower set of training

activities and fix' than is desirable at the doctoral Irel If we are to assure an
increased level of quality in doctoral programs, individual faculty members must
he willing to forego some of their independence in making advisement decisions,

in favor of overall Department policies and procedures
One appt oat h to assuring some commonality of training experiences across

advisers and content areas, which has worked very well in undergraduate and

Master's level teacher preparation programs, to move toward wmpetency-
based programming Coneeptualizing tea( her preparation programs in termsof
outs osier rather than mput, has helped to make clear the eommonalities across all

areas of special education, and has helped both faculty and students in assessing

and improcing program quality Also, many common (or "core") experiences
have helped to assure that the quality of a student's program does not depend
totally on the competence of his/her adviser Perhaps some of these same benefits
could accrue from a competency -based focus at the doctoral level

Implementation of a competency -based doctoral preparation program
introduces some unique conceptual problems whit h must be addressed The most

highly valued aspect of doctoral training is its individualized nature Each

doctoral student enters the program with (I, fferent training (lice rises and career

aspirations, and the hallmark of a successful doctoral program is that it not only
allows, but entourages, inch% idualization The %try essence of doctoral prepara-
tion is trainee-based identilwation of needs and experiences, a concept which is
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antithetical to competency -based personnel preparation as tt has been im-
plemented in many undergraduate and Master's personnel preparation programs
On the one hand, there exists a set of skills which nearly all doctoral students and
University faculty would agree need to he developed in the course of any doctoral
training program On the other hand, this set of "bastes" should he kept to .t
minimum in order to maximize the individualization of doctoral programming
This seeming paradox between commitments to performance-based personnel
preparation and highly individualized doctoral programming has been addressed
effectively by many Departments of Special Edeleationind the next seetton tit
this paper will describe one such program, for the purpose of helping to define
both generic competenc tes for doe tond programming and the total context in
which these eompetencies must be implemented

A Quasi-Competency-Based Approach
to Doctoral Programming

The Department of Special Education at the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, is committed to competency-based personnel preparation at
all levels, and has addressed the problem of eotnpeteney-based doctoral
programming in what we consider to he a unique manner While we consider our
doctoral program to be performance-based,* no predetermined set of competen-
cies exists, even to be used as a -shopping list- by new doctoral students Rather,
each doctoral student develops a set of competency statements which guides the
generation of his /her ow n program of study Each Fall Semester, all first-year
doctoral students are required to enroll in a "core course" which each student
must meet three primary requirements

Preparation of an individual, performance -based plan for doctoral studies,
2 Preparation of a review paper %hall explores one or a set of concepts,

thrones, or issues of importance to the field of special education, with an
emphasis on identifying a program of doctoral research, and
Presentation of a aminar for faculty and doe tor.,1 students on the topic of
the (others and issues paper

This seminar is the only required
course in the doctoral program.

The preparation of the doctoral program plan allows rich student to define
tut ure pnIfession.il roles, tie cessary skills for those roles, areas of personal strength
and weakness, 1,IT( I IR. ohiutives for doctoral stud\ , training ac ti ities to meet
iTiose obice t Ives produe is indicative of successful completion of objectives, and a
timeline for addressing vat lulls ripe( is of the plan students are pro\ ided with
detailed ,guidelines for producing the doctoral plan ind once completed, it
bee times an ,tgree nit of het wren the student itly her, md Department concerning
the program tit studies to be pursued An example of a completed doe toral plan is
included as At tat hinctir A to this paper

Hu r Lr r trid parr , ,A ill k uu l mn n h.uu r 11,1% iii this
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1 he doctoral plan has pros 'dud an cffetto. e tool bN Vhach doctoral students in
the Department of Special Ldut Arlon at the rtuversit), of Minors, Urbana-
Champaign. pursot eomptenc'-based doctoral studies It should he noted in
perusing the ,attached doctoral plan that specific ity of behavioral statements of
performance and outcomes mcasurts is not stressed to the same event as in many
performance-based Ntister's and undergraduate readier preparation programs.
1 he emphasis is on the p/an,11,4.0,,ctit and fleXIbliaS on implementation of the
plan is stressed Ili plan is not considered to he a contract. but father a blueprint
tor cite( rice dot total studies for an :mil\ idual student Progress toward fulfilling
the planned at iiities ises,alu,tted.annualh m r.e leek meetings insulting the total
faculti, and the itithidual doc toral student

This section has defined a ((intim in sshich Competency- based doctoral
programming can Ex implemented The indrtidualized nature of doctoral
(inure tent les has been stnssed In the next section. the actual generation of
ompe rine les ttir dot toral studies still he discussed, with particular attention to

those tompe relic les shish rms ht ht considered generic

Doctoral Program Competencies

Di se lorne lit of Isurttgfriatle c -bast el personnel preparation programs seldom
begins slap de Imeation.of the at (1111F/CrelIC ICS to he taught Rather, the first
task to 1)c ,tffinplished is a elt.Sefirt Ion of the t,de sA filth the trainee will he
e \peered to ,ISSUnit C h as a ile lineation of the 'kill, nee essary tai perform
sificesstulk in that role (II , 191h; Onl ia hen the post-training respon-
sibilit s are sell- stated tan one hope to generate meaningful competent).
statements for in training program

It one w en to examint the possible roles whit h graduates of ;pet education
t lot toral progr..nts e ill assume the list would appear to he endless There are,
hottest r, three. generic ,/,/Ho of job functions w Inch tan set-cc as organizers for
planning doctoral training c fief-let's With rare c\eeptions, doctoral students
intend to he unplowed on ,),,c,-;i1, which fueOs primarily on relearib, teacher
(.110.11von or pt,, tam .1,1wm,tp,iltol The cast majority of graduates of doctoral

programs in spit tai (dUt..ith)11 responsibilities either .1.S faculty members
in institutions of higher c (Jut ation or as administrators in public school special
(duration prtigrams \\ lien one allal les these roles, it becomes apparent that
cat lictnands skills in all three areas of taellcr education, research, and
administrat ion \o matte r how adamant a doe total trainee is in defining his/her
suture role ,es h ainple .a turrieulom restart her, one can confidently predict
that cc Olin Ito scars of graduation that person will hate administered a major
grant or been an inn rgral part of a teacher education program In a similar
manta r train« s It sr ine ti to ht tom«hret tors of spec i.il education in local se hoot

t 41) txlet t II) Ix I.( ntr,111 111CulCci III Rather cdutation, at least at the

usersicc ip itI And III edits approc al aid probable partitipatlon III research
1 he i OUP \ Irk of the role s shit II graduates of doctoral programs

assume ,.altint.: s ith the ft Lit! t Illt)1,111t of doctoral let( I spec Ial education

1,1 Komi( sec Ill mand that altittitrdl training programs include experiences
in ill thIt c art is of rest arth, tiatfur edut Afton and administration, and triat
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trainees not be allowed to specialeze too narrowly in an"y one of these areas The
extent to which individual trainees will focus on each of the elif areas will, of
course, vary However, to assume that anyone should «incentrate on only one
area, or ignore an area altogether, would deny the complexity of the post-trammg
employment situation and would unduly 111111C the scope of the doctoral training
experience

As a part of the initial doctoral seminar in special education offered at the
UniYersity of Illinois, which was mentioned in the previous section, the new
doctoral trainees generate preferred employment settings and delineate skill
regLirements for each tit the preferred nib roles Even though these materials exist
from the work of prior seminars, each group completes the process anew, since the
experience of generating the role descriptions and skill statements provides a
vehicle for substantial discussion of both employment opportunities and the
nature of doctoral training In the remainder of this sect ion , the experiences and
outcomes Of one such seminar w ill be described

In a somewhat typical experience, one seminar group decided to imest 'gate
hair possible lob categories

I Teacher Educator /Researcher
2 IAA Director of Special Education

LFA Sure ryisor of Spec cal Lineation
SEA onsultant

Necessary skills for each of these roles were delineated Ind were serttied by
talking to Department faculty, local professionals currently employed in the
karious roles, ind fellow (liK, viral students Once_ the skills for each role were
lel neJted, the students were instructed to produce a single 11St which contained

thegenen/ nreolar) nt,ntl the lour roler The instruc tions spec ified that this
list was to contain not only the skills demanded on a daily or weekly basis, but
also skills which, 1A lute nor used regularly, would probably he necessary oyer an
extended ix_ nod of time tin the pit) Their deliberations produced the t011owing
set of skills which they considered generic to the tour yob roles listed

I DeYclopment tit Limy ersitv-based special education courses, including
c(icir,e planning, independent instruc rum ind student evaluation,

2 Design, implementation and eyaluation tot inservice workshops,
,eiper. 'sum of teacher trainees in prat tie um settings,

'u«essful public speaking, or large group presentation, other than
teaching a class, vs

S Facilitation of a seminar-type group in at hie% mg specific outcomes,
6 Demonstration of oroad-based know ledge in spec 'al education and

related fields,
Di ministration of indepth know ledge in one or !note specific areas Of
Sri( 1,11 Ckilkat1(111,

.1 DC4101.1(1(1 1111111(11elltalin1 of a rescarc h or program c Yaluation project,
mc hiding data analy 'Os .111(1 interpretation,
Writing of manuscripts intended for publication,

I() ( maple of research projects of (irk rs,



I I Critique of manuscripts intended for publitation,
12 Critioue of instructional programs written for usc with children,
1 Prepaiation of proposals for grant hinds for either research or program

development

One can undoubtedly add to this list, is well as qua'rrel with some of the entries
This list dtd not constitute ., part of every doctoral program plan w wren by

students in that semmar Development of the list, however, served as an

oigamzer for the indiv1.1ua1i ,ed planning which occurred

Summary

This paper ha:, discussed the advantages and drawbacks of competency-based
doctoral program planning, and has presented a model for development of
Individualized, performance-1 'sec' doctoral plans The essem e of oiial try doctoral

training resides in the interaction between good faculty and good students, and

no amount of or paperwork can int-come bad advising, poor teaching,

or lax admission procedures However, 1m ioctoral programs in which the
quality of fat ulty and student qualiticatior.s is 1 the benefits that accrue from
a peinirmance-based approach such as outlined in this parr are abstantial Some
of the major benefits which this author has observed ,ire

I All doctoral students come to realm: th,lt there is a great deal of
commonality in ['Kir prouns.ind contacts across content areas
Increase,

2 Doctoral students recognize the side xar let). of skills 1111111 they need to
develop, resulting in increased contact w ith faculty other than the
adviser,
Since doctoral plans ,ire rex iewed by more than one td( u It y member in the
Department, a quality tontrol exists VI h.ch transcends the adviser-advisee
relationship,

I As with most performance-based programs, development of training
competent .es serves to point Out program deficient les and area!, in which

more systematic training opportunities are needed

In tonclusion, it is this author's hope that we can continue to locus on

desk hymen: of generic competent ies for doctoral training. but that NV e do so in

the c. unrest of indixidual/ed doctoral program planning V'hile we should not

strixe to produce penultimate lists of doctoral tompett n,.ies, neither should we
abandon the hope of Department-w tde, coordinated doctoral planning and

programming In terms of personnel preparation, we should "pra( t Ice what we

preat h and flOSS hire is that need more ex ident than in our dot tor.: .raming
prol;r.on,

BI tiL10(,RAPI IY

Liiit, M ti ( °flirt tt -kned teacher Mutation 1 per ona I pc Nile( t

Be katro,r/ Onoltn, 19-(r, I. 11)5 -1 1
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ATT, AMENT A

EXAMPLE OF DOCTORAL PLAN

The hollowing Doctoral Plan has been prepared in an effort to determine the
, vales which should be completed prior to graduation The determination h
been made on the 4;asis of competencies required by desired employmnt
possibilities and assessment of the degree to which these competencies hale been
attained

The plan has been di% tiled into tour sections

I Anticipated roles Desired einplo meat possibilities are described
according to the di rl% nes commonly undertaken by persons in those
roles

II Assessment of strengths and weaknesses in skills required The act ales
undertaken by persons in desired roles have been translated into
competency categories of knowledge of subject area, direct service,
supervision of students, oral communication, written communication,
research, college teaching, training of other professionals, consultation,
and other adnumstrati se NX7ithin each of these categories, specific
c ()mimetic y areas h b,-en designed to encompass anticipated roles and
the content areas of severe behavioral handicap, and language des elop-
ment and training A rating system has been created to assess current
ahihncs v, ithin the spunk competency areas The system is defined to
the section

Ill Activities for doctoral program General competency areas arc' restated
Within each, performance objectives have been listed for specific
competencies which require additional experience

IV Formal requirements for graduation Milestones required by the
Department of Special Lducation and the College of Education are
listed These' are to serve as a guideline for future scheduling

Anticipated rides
A Technical assistance with emphasis on curt-Killin content and

staffing structure, requires the ability to
interpret and respond to requests for proposal for grant.

2 design and implement research
design, conduct, and C.:kJ' (late Instil, Kt training

I instigate and monitor program change
5 assess a program's need for knowledge of spec al education
(", assess a program s 111110dS of tnstruction,l delivery I

assess a program's orgamianimal structure related to desired
student outcome

8 formulate long term goals for program c hange
) formtdate short term goals acinupamcd hs an implerlICiltJt Ion

ht'llidt
1(1 pros de cunstruurisc feedback to programs in eritmg and in

tact'-tii-facc encounters
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11 interpret legal guideline, and pros ide appropriate consultation
12 demonstrate knowledge of and ability to critique curriculum
1 i prepare and monitor budgets
1 i «iordinate agencies for the purpose of their being able to

proNide direct technical support to each other
15 assess student progress
['nicer-say faculty with emphasis t... teacher training and instruc-
tional research, retinues the ability to

1 design, teach, and naluate performance in courses related to
general special education

2 design, teach, and evaluate performance in courses related to
specialized areas within spt!cial education, including
communication /language, ipplied behavior analysis, and in-
structional methods and curriculun. ior severe behavioral
handicaps
design and implement research

i write research studies for publication
5 interpret requests for proposals
6 participate in writing proposals for grants

interpretic ritique manioc ripts
8 interpret/critique research proposals
9 design, conduct, and evaluate inservice training

10 evaluate clinical programs
II present and discuss research in a conference situation
12 present and discuss research in a seminar
1 7 organize and lead d seminar
1 i select students for entry into a program
IS advise and supervise students
16 critique and demonstrate knowledge of instructional delivery,

including use of media
1- prosid consultation which is consistent with legislation
18 maintain relations between community agencies/public schools

and university for the purpose of each monitoring the effective-
ness of the other

19 be acquainted with and R11110011 within che regulatory struc-
ture. governing teacher education at both the university and
state leNels

11 Assessment of strengths and weaknesses in skills required

Assessment has been completed at cording to the following criteria

strum' i hact re( eictd grade of A in a related graduate leNel course,
have performed skill ,ts [Mr( of work experience an (I have
peen rated highIN, feel «intident that above criteria reflect
nit .tbilitN
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luxe reteRed a grade- of A in a related undergraduate or
graduate level course, have pciformed skill as part of work
experience and hase been rated highly, do not 'eel confident
that above criteria retice t the I would like to possess

2 has reel ied a grade of A or B in a related undergraduate
course, have had onls infor'inal exposure to skill area, have
had short-term formal exposure to skill area, feel that more
expisure is essential

weak, I luxe had ni exposure to skill area

weak strong
1 3 3 4

A Know ledge of ' area
0% cr tc,. of s.pec rat Cdalt_ar1011 X

2 methods tor curriculum de X
merit and adaptark n
severe behavioral I odicaps X
early childhood

5 applied Bella% ior anal X
( litigition and legislation in X

special educate
learning (Ikon. X

If Direct ser ice
write programs X

2 esaluate data from programs X
determine longituel,nal
sequences of skills, \s ail respet t to
ultimate tune tionm it t hildrt n

Supers ision of students
rex Jew applicants of programs

2 ads he students X
4 supers isc prat t ((UM placements

D Oral t orninunit at um
I present research ar a national or

state conference
2 present research in a seminar

present a resit literature
in seminar

Writte"i cornrnittticatUin
I se rtc re se an h proce dun , and re X

subs prott ssionalb. (Apt
able in inner
tin lice 10.111lINtrwt,, X

qll
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F. Research
I. design single subject studies X

.2. design group subsea studies X

3. submit proposal for research X

4. interpret results of research X

G. College teachitilr,
I design a general special education X

course
2. design a specialized course within X

special education
3. teach a formal course X

4 evaluate student outcome X

5 organize a seminar X

6 lead a seminar X

H. Training of other professionals and
paraprofessionals
I. design inservice/workshop X

2. conduct inservice/workshop X

3 evaluate outcome of inservice/ X

workshop

I. Consultation
1. assess instructional delivery X

2 assess organizational structure X

3 formulate long term goals X

4 formulate short term goals X

5 provide constructive verbal feed- X

back
6 provide constructive written X

feedback

Other administrative
I interpret requests for proposal X
2, participate in writing proposals X

for grant money
3 prepare and monitor budgets
1 demonstrate knowledge tit regu-

latory structure governing teach-
er education at university and

state levels

I

%3
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,,..........

III. Objectives for doctoral program

Performance objective
A Knowledge of subject area

1 examine literature in language develop-
ment

2. examine literature in language training
i examine components of Piagetian infant

and pre-school cognitive development
which may relate to language

4. dem nstrate knowledge of instructional
methods and curriculum in vocational
education

5 demonssrate knowledge of Laming
theory

B. Direct service
I. determine longitudinal sequences of

skills which relate to ultimate
functioning

Activity

SPSHS 4951
SP ED 456S
Concepts and
Issues Paper
SP ED 456S
PSYCH 469

SP ED 456Z

SP ED 449/George
Karlan

participate in and
monitor recreation
task force

14

Criterion

grade of A or B
grade of A or B
evaluated by
readers
grade of A or B
grade of A or B

grade of A or B

grade of A or B

submission of
task force

To he
completed by

January, 1918
June, 1978
January, 1978

June, 1978
January, 1979

June, 1979

July, 1978

December, 1977



C. Supervision of students.
1. equate competencies desired by appli-

cants with competencies offered by
special education programs

2. be able to supervise students in praL-
ticum placements

I) Oral communication
1 be able to present research in national or

state conference situations
be able to present research in seminar
situations

be able to present a review of literature in
seminar situation

review applica-
tions of potential
students in the
severe behavioral
handicaps program
review comper,n-
cies of Master's
program in
severe behavioral

}handicaps
critique perfor-
mance of two
Master's students
at the Webber
Cooperative pro-
gram, in t:Ie
areas of program
design and imple-
mentation

to be decided

present research
at a Friday after-
noon seminar
present Concepts
and Issues paper
to students and
faculty 75

discussion with
faculty member

discussion with
students in
program

evaluation by
students

June, 1978

June, 1978

June, 1978

evaluation by October, 1979
faculty member
evaluation by January, 1979
students and
faculty
evaluation by November, 1977
students and
faculty



E. Written communication )
1 write research procedures and results in a

professionally acceptable manner
2 he aware of and critique current

literature

i. examine experimental procedures and
results relevant to a research issue

F, Research
I conduct single subject- research

2 interpret results of research

(i College ttaching
I teach general special educatum courses

2 teach spechtlized courses in special
education

prepare Master's acceptance by
equivalency paper committee
review and critique feedback from
articles submitted faculty
to EALeptional

Children or A A E,S PH

Keieu .

write a review of evaluation by
the literature faculty member

prepare proposal
foi SP ED -459N
complete statistics
option for research
tool

design and teach
SP ED 318U (cum-
lum and methods in
SBH)
design a course, to
be decided

76

July, 1978

August, 1978

August, 1979

grade of A or 13 February, 1978

grade of A or B January, 1979

evaluation by December, 1978
faculty member
and students

evaluated by June, 1979
faculty, member



i. evaluate student outcome

4. organize a sequence of topics fora seminar

5. lead a seminar discussion

H Trairung of other professionals and parapro-
fessiOnals

I. Consultation
I assess the instructional delivery and

organizational structure °fa direct service
program

2 formulate long term goals for a direct
service program

evaluate perfor-
mance of practicum
students
evaluate perfor-
mance from task
force participants
evaluate perfor-
mance of SP ED il8U
students
SP ED 449/George

,Karlan
to be decided

prepare a paper
outlining factors
to be considered
in assessment
prepare a longitudi-
nal inservice
sequence for two
areas of need which
have been expressed
by teachers or
supervisors in a
direct serviceu
program 77

feedback from
faculty meniber

feedback from
faculty member

feedback from
faculty member

evaluation by
faculty member
evaluation by
faculty member

feedback from
faculty member

feedback from
faculty member
and direct
service

June, 1979

December, 1977

December, 1978

July, 1978

December, 1979

December, 1979

December, 1979



J. Other admintsrative
1 partici e in securing of funds for review a request for feedback from

desired rojects proposal for funding faculty memberk'
...., from BEH %.

write part of a evaluation by
proposal to be 'faculty member
submitted by the,.. ' ,. .

, department
2 assist in planning fbrand coordinating describe the regula- feedback from

teacher education at university and state tory structure faculty member
levels relating to certifi- .../___

cation %f speial
.r- education students

at the University of
Illinois

IV. Formal requirements Tor graduation
1. Complete required cottrseikOrk, to he comprised of

a. 16 course units
h 4 research tool ,ourse units.

2. Complete a Master's equivalency paper.
3. Complete qualifying examination
4 Complete preliminary oral examination ,

5 Complete chests
6 Complete final oral examination

k 78
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ANTICIPATED NEW JOB ROLES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION:
IMPLICATIONS FOR DOCTORAL PROGRAMS

John W Me [cher
Department of Public Instruction

Division for Handicapped Children
Madison, Wisconsin

Thomas Carlyle, the great British philosopher of the nineteenth century once-

said , Today is not yesterday We ourselves 'change How then, can our

works and thoughts, if they are always to be the fittest, continue the same

Change, indeed, is painful, yet ever needful, and if memory has its force and

worth, so also has hope
Just as the trees of the forest adapt to each other, the landscape, and the

elements, so must all special educators! Let's face it . the grand years of

dramatic support, huge growth, and acceptance have led to the current scene of

respect tempered with jealousies and ultra- and extra- scholastic adversarial
relationships. Our old job roles were simpler, more school oriented and

appreciated by our many publics Today, special educators in institutions of

higher education, SEA and LEA administrative posts and teachers of exceptional

children often get low priority rating, minimal moral support and are considered

to expensive "excess baggage Many general school administrators, college
presidents, and deans and school board members feel special education has
reached its zenith and at the best should be put in a "hold pattern" or reduced in

emphasis, volume and strength The combination of lower pupil enrollment
figures. soaring operating costs and phenomenal past growth in special education

has produced new restrictive and less enthusiastic attitudes toward special
education programs and personnel in the eyes of fellow educators and the public,

too Added to this attitudinal situation is the quantitative reality that special
education is an "established" field and normal staff attrition rates consisting of

age-related retirements and job change is not expected for two or more decades

Doc total training programs in special education have at least two planning

options when considering the next ten to twenty years Programs can either be

"regrouped" (with reduced staff) and offer doctoral training in traditional empiric

specialty areas or they can develop new markets for 'their graduates. These new

markets mist be more generically based in their academic and practicem

components The "new breed" doctoral level special educator must be able to

function in a larger arena than the public school She or he must be a composite of

many skillssocial academic, and administrative.
Historically, spec sal education has flourished because it could be flexible to

change and pressure Amalgamated efforts of local, state, federal and higher

education produced steady progress Tremendous fiscal and professional assis-

tance from the United States Office of Education (U S 0 E ) Bureau for the
Education of the Handicapped (BEM after World War II, gave American special

education help that produced the highly skilled doe rural program graduates that

today staff our universities and direct our SEA and LEA special education
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programs It doctoral training program graduates are going to secure top
professional positions in the next ten years, we're obliged to des clop new
"ntarisets- len these graduates 'Oct also most alter our training scope and
sequences to reflect the job descriptions of top staff in these new or modified fields
of endeavor New knowledge and experiences must be incorporated in the
training program and greater uses of other university schools and dePartments
must be facilitated Examples of university resource settings that are npt fully
exploited currently are schools of medicine, Law, business and social work
Prat_ tic um sites for embryonic doctoral students in special education must include
many other hospitals, clinics, I IA Fs. U S Office of Education elements, private
clinical and treatment facilities, and public school general admmistratise
settings

In addition to the myriad of professional positions now filled b!, inc;:viduals
who have been graduated from special education doctoral programs, I suggest the
following new "Markets' be explored in depth

1 Medhal Centerr .ind Health AA/Jo Li/mat:on Comilltant, and Propam
Dtrecton Medical c holes and centers need the expertise of fully trained
special educators for both patient related consultation and in-service staff
improvement work State and regional health agencies sorely need highly
trained special educators to coordinate health and education functions
within the agency and its local equivalents or jurisdictions

2 Legtlatm Stall Pouttonf As special education has grown in volume,
leg islatise bodies at the federal, state, ind some local levels have an
increased programmatic and fiscal interest in the services rendered to
handicapped children and their families Complexity of service problems
makes it difficult for budget analysts and legislative planning staffs to
correctly advise the legislating body on the compounded -nix 6( money
and services in this human services area It is not unrealistic to say at least
200 doctoral level handicapped program consultants and analysts will he
needed by legislative bodies in this country in the next five years
Funding formulassuch as excess cost or incentive aids require the
technical knowledge of top professional or special education staff that
know both the needs of the client group and computer assisted cost
analysis applications The Congress of the' United States will neap to
expand its staff expertise in this area also-- since the goal of many federal
policy makers and planners in the. handicapped field expect flirty percent
of the cost of a handicapped person's services to he federally funded
Nimph, put, we can say, with gosernment's huge expenditures in this area
eiines a coneomitant huge "interest" in the eft 1c lent and prod di tIS
;;,,c of tha dollars whnh means Taal !hid 1101 leNC-I program adminis-
trators se thin mans I Icalth, Education and Welfare (II E \X' ) sub-
units

I no-tato/ ( ertiliation Standardl 101 Lea derilnp Pero,fael State educational
agent its are slow 4 but surely increasing the training requirements for all
special «location staff Typically, this starts with top leadership
personnel anti then moves to c lassroom tea( her's.c redentials Many states
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are equating the earned doe torate and the entrance level requirement for
state, regional and local directors of special education Most school

systems that are recruiting today indicate doctoral level training as a
mandatory requirement or at least as a first choice desirable qualification

for administranye positions Limited supply of doctorate trained
individuals has kept the actually employed level tar below potential
market numbers
College ,Staff Inireaiei While enrollments in spec ial education courses have
leveled off in many Institutions of higher dueatton, new legislative fiats

require comprehensive orientation ofall teachers to the nature and needs

of handicapped children This legislation has caused many colleges and
universities to lure or reassign staff to meet this mandation The sharing
of special education faculty with other academic departments on the

campus has high potential that has not been fully explored or
implemented The immediate future also will require all employed
teachers at the LEA, SEA and related levels to upgrade and renew their
professional skills in serving handicapped children and their families.
While state and local school staffs could be Sssig.ned this "re-training and

in-service programming", I strongly believe the university is the

appropriate trainer of teachers I hold the point of view that says
professional training is a continuum and that no person is ever "fully
trained" and I feel that university faculties areor should be
to organize and provide most appropriate training experiences to
teachers -to -he and teachers in practice \We must remove the false
dichotomy ofpre- and in-service training and establish training as a long
term continuum from undergraduate education to the teacher's retire-

ment from the profession
5 Inct eared Dent, for Trained ,Staff Working u nth Handicapped Children and

.Adulti in Non-School ,Settingi. With the passage of new federal laws that
require a "si3Orahne of authority" in special education, has come the
applicationof public school certification requirements on leadership and
teaching staff members in private schools, training centers, public and
private residential treatment facilities and all other special education
dispensing organizations This type of requirement balloons the need for

more highly trained educational administrators, staff development
personnel and generically oriented social scientists who require the
LomprhensRe doctoral training that university special education de-
partments should develop and provide

6 .litocao and hue Pfro,tii Experti. With the onset of third party advocacy as
a profession and the knowledge of due process procedures as a prime

stirs RAI requisite in the administratlyt world has conic a ho demand for
cry sophisticated (doctoral loch staff members to set-Ye as consultants

and administrators of "reconciliation officers" rn major social
organizations public and pm are Hearing on leers well versed in clue
process Mt thodologV and special education services are needed fig both a

preventatlYe program and formal hearing conducting activities Inch-
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ciduals trained ui this sensitise arca ( an be of great sin lit to handicapped
children and their families 11% know ing how to guarantee and expedite
appropriate, produc t Is e eduo at Hindi sees ices and pre i nt the schools from
becoming preoccupied in the giant arias ot ads crsarial ,argumentation

Prrt.ile (.on ultant rn SA, 1:du,ation Progiammini; and ,I,lanagemint Ntany
new firms will he created in the next ten scars that has e as their main
function consultation to schools, private associations of parents, teachers'
groups, professional organizations, pric at.: purl, el, ors of senates () the
handicapped, legislatise bodies and the allied professions of medicine,
Law, social work, and many others Appearances by these orpert
consultants before policy boards, courts and training groups will he in
great denial(' These consultants w ill also be used to pros ide evaluation
and planning services much like management or C P A firms do in the
business world

nic ersit doctoral programs !lace responded to society's call for leadership,
training and research needs ot handicapped children and adults during the past
three decades More complex inter-group demands and pressures w ill require a
new crop of h' bnd, cross-bred doctoral scholars who can take the huge new funds
of know ledge and experience and appl), them to the intricate interwoven social
problems ot summits and the special needs it America's handicapped people of the
1990's Doctoral programs will flourish if they see the new markets.' and in(xlift
their professional training programs to meet the demands of these and other new
job roles It we tail to see the new roles for trained doctoral le\ el special education,
we can expect that other mot( viable training sources will quickly till the said
Human and professional siumal depends upon the courage of people to he
different, to adapt and to change'
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CONTINUING ED[C,'.TION NEC:DS OF DOCTORAL ADVISORS
IN SPLCIAI, EDUCATION

Vera lee B I lardin
Professor of Spet ial Idutation

Ikpartme or it Sre(1.11 Edueaui,n
ei sits ,a Nlissouri-( olumbia

( or-miming edut awn as defined hs Thomas \X'cbster is ''an edutational

process which !tides :dm anon beyond the ,graduatc degree statt des elopment

in- serene training ind -It etlocauon 1) A processional in any held must

part it irate in this cdekarainal process it he or she is to develop and maintain

llmipetzl.m.), As a matter of taut, legislatures ,ire requiring lc rtits,ed professional'

to participate in continuing Hut anon to retain licenses and to practice or

maintain adequate certificatmo In a number of states, legislation governs the
lommumg education of such professionals as let-titled public aClounrants,

hiss ers, nurses, Optometrists, pharmat ists, real-estate personnel, social workers,

ct termarians, dentist ,nd nursing home administrators Fven as early as the

) ., the A incricn Medi, al Association proposed tar-sighted guidelines for

()rimming n of phy sit
ASSOC lawns and business corporations arc hiring statt personnel to phi'' and

implement continuing cdut anon for their employees Furthermore, rewards and

awards are uttered to the empin Les after the satisfactory completion of specified

number of hours in educational -iursuits Public and pri %ate schools reward

te idlers for tontinumg their cdti_ation beyond the minimum essentials for

L LI' Ifila1011
in though not all assoc Lawns support and encourage legislation which

mandate., cumin ning cdutation, most protssional organizations believe that

ontinumg lut atom is essential for Continued professional success and compe-

N. fit v 1-hr, hclrct is based upon an awareness of the tomplexity of present-day

itists and upon (Jrhern tom t he rapid adcant es and t lunges which are (let urrmg

tonstatuls
Higher edut ation , how k cur, h.,, been not kcably delinquent in-e- petting or

requiring tat ultv, hiding dot toral advisors, to tonnnue their education to
Main [Mil IICS essar ies Certainly w ith the advent of innumerable

hahgcs in the field of spec 'al education, ,aefq tent le, in knowledge and

prat tit c «dd heroine progressively More flOtlk Cable etch scar Doctoral faculties

must acoid such a dilemma hs becoming Inc ()kid in organized continuing

education I lit spheres of knov ledge and prat rite must not grow farther and

farther apart
o he t is , muumuu:, education in any tield must proide appropriate

professional (Aperient es which explore the trends and new developments in that

hod Aildrrtuttalls, nu:cis and lac 1, of knom,ludgk ur skills must be fkjentified

betore tontinuing education can he appropriately planned and impienvoated

Prioras should he to those [iced, which stun most precalnt among the

loc toral tat ultN within lad) tollcge ur inmersity Adm ttudtv,.the diversity of

tad alts mrcats and mitt ds tan be an obstacle to such individualized planning, but
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11'11 st Alts r alrlri1(1, uthc is still Stdk entplo mem t Ise xiL he re and ,ttisv,t is

It.11leti till tamptis arc nor iu«ssaril the apitropriate "Stets for some

en% irotime ors St r( (-111dIslatts udi he 1i.1.11.(1 Perhaps, ratiu ilia] dircer
,graduatei, into spctlti. protcylional roles aikisors shuuid 1)( Stith( kWh kilt(V,
edgcabl( sit that t.1.1«1 opt inns Lan he Hanle:LI and presented truth knot.% ledge
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rd.,,,./Noi.ind,(/,/ttd1P,,',/int, Current information relevant to the tield of spec
( ducatit.n provides the tound gum for the ent,-" (littoral program Advisors must
1,, attuned ru the lai,;Itagt- and R rminolog!, t the discipline in which they are
ado sing l'he% must also demonstrate Isna,vsicclge of philosoillns, research
tindings, Rat !tiny, AssissIlltpt techniques, delivery services clarriCillar

cild.114L1 and 111,trif 1,11s reit, ,Itlt to the held of special education and related
dim. whites 1)(4. coral ad\ hors must continue to he learners

As suggested earlier, ireas %chi( h can he covered through continuing
edu( Acton ore lunit less I (illovv -up stii, lies ot doctoral candidates ;tter completion
of the Tr programs vc ill suygest other areas of need Advisors should initiate and
«indite proyran, evaluation regularls bv soliciting employers evaluations of the
graduates eompeten, it anti by iyvstigating the graduates reactions to the
(mkt:v(1,e,, of traminy an(I adv. isement

Methods 4,t Ittipleritentmg Gintinuing Education

I tilovv1111.; ,t ,1 t lit to deter-mike detic US III doctoral advisement,
Method, can he si le fed for meeting these silted, most successfully Careful

planning must of Ur (0.t.1 a R,lsoll,11)c period of time and should in..olve doctoral

tdv isor,, doctoral Candidates and administrators concerned with doctoral
adv ut incur Without careful planning continuing education could be frag-
m( wed into isolated a( t iv itics hich \could he of little value °Elective's- Should
1,c formulated ui n lat lutist-of, to iutdsind met hock, be selected for use in the

el( at tonal pro( es, I lope , methods sele( red IA 111 be primarily exilerience-
, elm red . nit each doe torad advisor t !Veit involved in participation

I hi fist Nogg( ,ts Mall( methods for implementin continuing
du( it hal

1 \ft( ildan« .tt (111'11(.11 ant! Intnar during «inferences ancl
prof( ssion.d meetings
rl-s( n le e u minars and 'tau (le ( lopment programs conducted On
,11t,i.,( Arid

fish short-. (lid long ttrm t,itk,ttl(,1,t1 lt,11,t s to panic irate in post-
total stud\

trti, Tat ion i11 (ooperative o 1 niships start. departments of
do( 1

(11,11, and pi, \ at( s,h,o1, and irilversitv departments of
fc,;11 ( at1,1.

I iirdinit PI III ,111,11. ,t11-1ts or ,rumored (t.;lley,s and
umv(r,trii,
li,v ok, nI itt it (1,4 ti. Huila! pro,r iris st1,11 Mos( re facto w

rn!,, nluf in ,fit 1,11 into rest erouf,, v,h1(1) plasm an area of study,
r my 1i, tis,H,11 ollakorat ion in rem al( II

,r; t. if, ti n In he Id t sj iti nit, \chr, h pro\ 1.h farad: in professional
ht ,tf: he.t rt rt- r xp(r( III tic d

I[ \ lit ship t du( ion.d

r 1r \

I v, ith \ I in ft 1),1 trk cc ritine



I I Development and implementation of an innovative procedure or
program in the field of special education

12 Self-assessment through the use ut questionnaires for the purpose of
t nit ta, mg self- anprovement

No one of the above methods should he considered superior to all other
methods of eontinutng education Methodology, to he successful, must match
the individual needs of each doctoral advisor

Issues in Continuing Education for Doctoral Advisors

The profesgion is confronted with a number of issues which must be resolved
before program Of continuing education can be inttiated successfully.

Should continuing education be required or participation voluntary'
Would mandatory «intinuing education infringe upon an advisor's academic
treegin)

What methods wuld be used to assess the needs of advisors'

Du participants in tons inuing education demonstrate a change in competencies
or does change occur primarily in information-acquisition only

What (mew should be used to assess competencies and knowledge'

Is peer review .t viable method of determining it advisor has the necessary
competencies for uleisemen.'

\X'ith budget cuts and smaller faculties, how can advisors find time for
continuing education"

What rules should d (lc:pigment of pxei,ii education play in continuing
education,

Should reappointment as a doctoral advisor be contingent upon the successful
complerion of a specified program in eorumuing education'

What kinds of pro( edurcs o: es hat type of-organizational plan should be used to
implement continuing eduearton tor ads isors in speeial education,

How (an programs in ,,intinuing education hr monitored and evaluated'

Summary

Hupitull), this paper presents a serious proposal for the reform of doctoral
advisement priacclure-s and techniques Such reform can he achieved only if
doe toral advisors arc w tiling to continue t!-.eir education to improve their
competencies and ettee tiveness, however, town-wing education may not lx
realistic Vi Ithtlilf released time for the advisor and without adequate recognition
and reward by college and university administiation The rewards t. r engaging in
eontintung education most be oh% toils and immediate extra compensation,
released timt tot advising, ind administrative eommendation

In hierarelnal organirations such as a university, innovations and Im-
provements III (10( offal advisement must he effected primarily by guidelines
established by administratisc p<rsonnel Additionally, such propram requires
adeqii itc approlitiate facilities, ind sufficient support personnel
Nevertheless, perhaps the most ilk! R. IOW. way of ctfccttng improvement in
'ads isement is through planned program of «)11t11111111g education
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Society holds a specific profession responsible for group competency The
irnpact of a profession on sot ie,y is determined prima' ily by the competency
maintained b) the protes,,lonal group as a whole Since a group responsibility for
continuing edueation exists, a profession must pro\ ide criteria, structure, and
,ktivitics for achieving the education

The vast maiority of the dot coral ails hors in the held of silt( i.tl education are
mom ated and eager to pro\ icle the best ails hen-lent and dircetwn possible Most
1:(ult) mcmlx-rs will parti( irate wtlliii I, in a program of Lontinuing education
it that program has relecanc) tor their role responsibilities

Progress toward competent achisement is attained b) a willingness to
participate in intormation-a(quisition, practical on-the-lob experience, research
and venting fit, panic pan nt in these types of continuing ed ucation in ads isor
can prio.ide a 111( Kiel fur doe coral ads MA's 1)0(toral student, arc educated by
Xal IOC The e,tp,thiliti the~ see in a doctoral ad isor frequently become the

inixlel for their future ,ich ,,tmentsind the ultimate measure of an advisor's
SUL cos, can l lilt aalroCi bust 1 the protessumal «Hunk], ions of his or her
ad% isles It «intinum education c,in r( suit in iii, li I adcisors, the issues can he

r(soked
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RESEARCH TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE IN
SPECIAL EDUCATION DOCTORAL PROGRAMS

Herbert J Prehin
Professor and Chairperson

Department of Special Education
Arizona State University

As a profession, we are on the threshold of a new decade It promises to be a
decade that will test our national resolve to meet the educational needs of all
exceptional children The decade should also see the resolution of the competing
trends which characterized Special Education during the 1970's. Special
Education doctoral programs are currently faced with the challenge of preparing
scholars who are capable of meeting the challenges of the next decade.

Large scale ettorts to prepare special educators at the doctoral level began
approximately 20 years ago Support for these efforts was provided by the Federal
government under the auspices of P L 85-926, The 1960's and 1970's saw
significant growth in both the numbers of universities providing doctoral
preparation in special education and the numbers of students enrolling in and
completing these programs While the emphasis on producing more doctoral
graduates is declining nationally , doctoral level preparation of special educatory
remains a major component of many Departments of Special Education

Most special education doctoral programs have focused on the preparation of
teacher educators or administrators While the thrust of these programs was on
the practr:.al tasks of preparing personnel who were good at preparing teachers or
at administering education agency programs, the doctoral level practitioners
prepared were also described as scholars Each duct-oral program Included
experiences (e g , statistics courses, dissertations) that were supposed to assist the
doctoral student to achieve the goal of becoming a scholar.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the research experience and preparation
needed by the doctoral level special educator of the future. To achieve that
purpose, this paper will discuss (a) several influences on research preparation, (b)
research training in Special Education, and (c) several issues which need
resolution as we seek to improve the quality of our efforts

Influences on Research Training

Several factors influence research training in Special Education. Our concept
of research, the value placed on scholarship, an ',he research needs of the field arc
fundamental factors which influence how we build research mu rung into our
dot tr iral programs These factors influence both the nature and quality of the
research traininy experiences in which our students participate

Our tuncept RcIt.P(b

Rest arch is 1 prnr r ss 1 hi, h onc (a) .e.ks ,;tiestions, (') .ecks objective
answers to those Tics t ions irt?such a wade that SOIIMMIC (AC «Mid easily follow the
same proc. crim s.a nd( c) sharesthe,inswer(s)tothequestion Thc objec t rye of this
process is the specification of iitityuivtt,al rc la( nmships between variables

H;
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Repeated demonstrations of the uneqemocal relionship establishes that
relatioibhip as a fact Through the application ot this process one attempts to
understand and explain the relationship t)hs7%.(.1

There is no prescription fur the -rght- kind of Special Education research
1, fat t that Special Education is an applied beha5ioral sc ience suggests that at

least some of our research 55111 he exr crime ntal in nature Pore , fundamental, and
applied research (Stolumv, 1959) ate types of experimental research that are vital
to the disc !opine nt of the kook. ledge base upon 55hich 55( build programs It is
also sate to assume that sonic of our research %%Ill he anal% ' important that
we s.due and support all forms of scientific 111(11.11fl

Although they are frequently in istaken for each other, esaluaiion develop-
ment, and researc,. arc distinctly dale i'ent Evaluation is the pro,, of

delineating, obtaining ind pros cling useful inhirMation for judging decision
alternamcs (Scuttle-beam, Coley, Gephart, (tuba, Hammon, Merriman, &
Pros us, 19- I, p if) Development is the construction of products or devices
that can he used to athiesc iii educational purpose Research, as defined above,
pros ides the knowledge base upon which useful educational products can be
built While it is important for the doctoral le51 special educator to he skilled in
esaluat ion , de5clopment ind research met hock and [cools, the three should not he
5 iced as synom mous

Our understanding of the «rtc, cpr of research influences our research training
programs in important stays Our caner intluents the scope of the program
Our concept also influences the nature and quality of the cxperiences We include
in the.program Our concept of research also influences our selection of faculty to
wool in the research training program Research training which focuses on a

limted conceptualuation of research t n,ures that the student will not acquire the
skills needed to perform as .; scholar

Stiolartiqp

Se hold:ship is a 55,1s of thinking and 1)(11,15111g that impacts on all aspects of

our pr( tessnonalisin Scholarship is ma confined to research but should be the
tounda.ion for our sir. tee , tea( lung, _,ind research at t It !tits Our scholarship
should be t sok nt in all of our protessiemal ac tRit its It is the central trait in the
doctoral le51 special educator, performance

To be a scholar is to be a learne,1 person To he a scholar implies that one has
mastered a bock ot no.. ledge nconiinrttedtoIngoir y,toobtainingtheanswers
to questions through the ( 011ie t ion of intormati on, to the testing of hypotheses,

and th ipplicat on of logic to the data at hand To he a s polar implies that one is
capable of id( ntthingsignit Rant (I, stionsinab,/im.; the components of the
(p astion, sN othesinoc: and into grating; information from disparate sources and.

ppls mg rho intormatioo to the question, hand and communicating the
rc,ults of (Mr holarship T o l,e a st ,lr implo s that one has a commitment to

holarship
he s,tlue ssc plat ho!arsiup has a signitu ant imp,o t (in the training 55c

pro% ide doe total 510, lents I lit nattift of the assignment, green to students and
the standards used to t %abut( student performan« re tl«t the s aloe pla«'d on
sol t he eniph.ui, gists to m. Il 'astir (1%1111111e: in the program reflrets our

"1 s



%alms The ualue placed on scholarship will influem c the degree to which the
student is so( ialized into the Si R.I.:ACK orientation the Aft( tiue commit-
ments as well as the intellectual frame--neces,an, (Shater, p)')), p
8) If scholarship is not salted, students mau not be tat) chadkrigtd to excel, (h)
es aluated w ah fan but .:gortnis standards, (C ) pros 'dud .th appropriate role
models It scholarship is not allied, it Nk ill he possible for the student to dodo!,
the misc.:Len idea that scholarship is somethimz, that applies to oniu a portion_of
their pro ISSIOnal to. its

R otar, et"
The research needs of spte lad education Intl Ilene 1 the research training

program This influence is expressed in the types of research literature perused,
the areas of imair} toskard which students are directeelind the nature of the
research problems selected for stud\

During much of its Ii stor 'special education research has focused on the
identification and euaduation of exceptional children, the educational charac-
teristics of exceptional children, the dee ehipment of instructional materials and
techniques, and ealuations of educational programs ling alternato.es" (Preh:n,

p Gallagher 5) noted that significant research needs me
( I) sustems approaches co cualuating the excernonal child
(2) sustt mat R research toe used on the 'usic learning strategies and processes

hi which exceptional children process information
longitudinal research focused on the cogniti%c and personal-souail
(lc Se 'opulent of cxceptional ch.ldrul arld mouth

Proi('( ruins of future tit nds in Spec tad L 1k.tnon (Safer, liurneite & I 101* s l9'9)
sinziztst that special cdek anon rest arch and par-acute will have to accommodate

( 'hinges in our target population to inc lode handicapped adults
12) ellangeS in the concept of educ.tnon.tl programs to reflect )eau -round

education and the school as a 1,1 ice where a lark (), of medical, social, and
edtkatmal sersices art ntt.,o,ratcd

( hamzs in (urrk ula and materials to re'le( t both an emphasis on the
whole person and se If-ac wall/awn and technological aduances
changes in chi nape of educational personnel needed to sine the
exceptional (

The [vicar( h needs of Spe, id I ducat ton pr ividt. an c \athletic souree of content for
me lesion ut the resean h training program

Researa h Training in Spec l:elueanun

tipe iii hint anon research tramiruz programs should be babe(' on a clear
understanding of the liana; of the researeh proces4", a strong commitment to
s holarship ,LS %.11(1C1 (far.. and till n Starch needs of our profession The purpose
of the doctoral priigram shook I he the prodm Hon t,f Sr( C 1,11 education scholars

raining t it st holarship should permeate .111 aspte is of the dot toral ( urnetilurn
,rather, than being (ontalud (() a set 44 restam h courses

the research tra(1)111:: expcnences pros ided to !special him Afton doctoral
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students should Include (a) nhestery of a boely of know ledge, (b) mastery of the
re-Scare h pri>eeSs, ) mastery of the e-' alu.uum process, and (el) experie MI'S e

lead into the Alec nee and intellee mil frame of reference- typical of the scholar
Through these experiences the purpose of the doctoral program can be aclueyed

,%laiten 9/ a Bfidi Knou locltic

Knowledge pros ides the base upon which we build educational programs for
exceptional (Mickel' Know ledge provides the subsume for our teaching
Know ledge is the source for the Identification of problems worthy of Inquiry
Mastery of the know ledge ba.4e upon which Special Education is built is, obvi-
ously, crucial if the doctoral keel special educator is going to he able to perform
as a se holar Mastery of the knowledge base IS achieved through formal course-
work, seminars, the preparation of seminar papers, the preparation of research
reports, diseussion with fellow students and fat Lilt). When viewed in this
manner, every aspect of the doctoral program IsAcomponent of the research
training program

Vaiteri of tht Rorarth Prow(

Mastery of the research process is, obviously, an essential ingredient in a
Special Educational doe total program Mastery is adneeed through a combina-
tion of both formal and informal instrue clonal opportunities Included among
these- experiences should Ix

( I) prae t lee in theidentifiiation and rtlear,b pridelti Through these
experiences the student Darns to ,ulentify problems which can be
researched The student should also learn to evaluate the significance or
trielality of the research problem identified Through the-se experiences,
the student would also learn hov, to state the problem ye ith c party and
pree !SIMI

(2) prat ties in the dr,i,en of procedures whir h w ill allow the research problem
to be in% est [gated 1 he h ,e us should he on the study of problems and the
'lee elopment ut procedures to solve the problems rather than the study of
traditional designs While the student should know the "c lassie"
experimental and cithisi-experimental designs, these designs should not
he the toe al point of research training Problems and the development of
prot edlireS to sure the problems shoold be the fix us If problem solution
is the foe us of research training then the student will be equally facile
with a ye ide range (it r(tseareh approaches It g , traditional experimental

,ign, single subiecc, ethnographic, lustork al, etc 1 to inquiry
( r lee III fib/did collected to ,IIISAcr research quest loin This

prac rice should be prodded through both formal eoursework as well as
the analysis of data from research eondue ted by the student

( I) e rn intr-rprrtog thr einlh of the data analysis Data analysis provides
the researcher ye ith antiwcrs to the research questions posed The answers
obtained are interpreted in the light of other researeh and low(
Preparat ion of papers base d on the student's re search provides the
opportunity to practice this skill

9a



(5) practice in-rime/lunation of research results Communication of the results
of one's findings is an integral part of the research process Through
written papers and oral presentations the student obtains experience in
dissemination These papers c:.ri be presented in courses and seminars,
local, regional, or national conferences of professional organizations and
through informal working papers or publication in an appropriate
journal

(6) practice in iniplementing research One does not become a scholar through
coursework am( practica One becomes a scholar through repeated
practice of the act of scholarship. The dissertation should he but one of
several research projects in which the student engages Through
continual practice one will acquire the skills and attitudes typical of the
sc holm

(7) practice in preparing proposals for funded research Most research requires
the commitment of material resources to the study of a given problem
These materials have a financial cost Practice in preparing proposals for
funded research will provide tLe student the opportunity to develop the
skills needed to acquire the funds necessary to conduct the research.

(8) practice in superrwitherelearch of others Through super ising the research
of another student the special education doctoral student extends his/her
ability to evaluate the significance and appropriateness of research
questions and the procedures designed to answer those questions. The
supervisory experience allows the student to strengthen his/her interper-
sonal arid communication skills The supervisory experience also provides
the doctoral stuekrit with practice in modeling scholarly behavior for
another student In my experience, having a doctoral student serve as an
unofficial "advisor- for a master's thesis provides an excellent vehicle for
this type of experience

19) practice in obtaming Irma agenc) cooperation Experimental and descrip-
tive research in Special Education employ human beings as subjects
These subjects are usually obtained through a service agency Our
dependence on the service agency demands that the Special Education
research have a high level of skill in establishing -relationships arld
working with community agencies. Shaver (1979) notes that with the
cooperative involvement of the researcher with the agency, both agency
programs and research quality is enhanced

,clattery of Evaluation Proceduro

Program and materials development are high priority activities within
Special Education. Predictions about future directions of Special Education
programming suggest that eleveloprpeqlswill cunetnic to he of high priority.
Evaluation skills are necessary one is to participate effects ly the .
development process Know ledgtrof thel\omponents of-evaluation and evaluation
procedures is essential if the doctoral 11,..,e1 special educator is to be able to
disc riguish betwecn research and valuanun and to know when to apply each
approach

H
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Socialization as a Scholar

Socialization into the affective and intellectual "set" of the scholar should be a

crucial component of any research training program Failure to socialize the

student to scholarship has been cited as a major factor contributing to the paucity

of significant research in general education (Shaver, 1979) and in special

education (Drew & Buchanan, 1979)
Educators generally. place little value on research (Ausubel, 1969, Shaver,

1979) As a result, research and scholarship have been low priority activities in
the educator's doctoral program and post-doctoral career "Many education
faculty share with their doctoral candidatet, the view that the dissertation is a

hi.rdle to overcome, rather than an opportunity to learn how to he a productive

researcher ancitr to contrite to scientific knowledge" (Shaver, 1979, p 5).

One result of this anti-intellectual bias is the proliferation of trivial research. 4
second result is the transmission of the bias- to future generations of would -he

scholars
If this cycle is to be broken, Special Education Departments must emphasize

scholarship as'a'reoisite faculty characteristit provide students the opportunity

to study with appropriate role models, and reinforce scholarship on the part of
both students and faculty It is Important to break the cycle so that the knOwledge

base necessary for the continued development of Special Education can expand

The cycle must also be broken so that the doctoral level Special Educator has the

skills needed to assume an appropriate leadership role
Socialization of the student to scholarship should occur in a variety of forms

The student should have the opportunity to observescholarship in attain through

their professors teaching, research, and service activities The student should be

.ekpected to produce scholarly works in their courses and seminars. The student

should have t'he opportunity to practice scholarship through working on research

with a scholar Through both formal and InforMal means the student can be given

the desired socialization experience

Issues to Be Resblved

. A wide range of issuv,.which confront doctoral research trainmg efforts in

Special Education could be identified For the purpose of this paper I have chosen

three. They are issues which must be resolved if we are to break the cycle of

anti-intellectualism found in our profession The issues include questions about

(a) why research training should be included as part of a doctoral program at all,

(bYwho should do the research training, md (c) whore research training should

tic cur

there would have been little discernable effect on educational practice

it most of the studies reported in educational journals and dissettat ions had never

been published" (Shaver, 1979, p Furthermore, it has been reported (Arlan,

9-7) that the majority of researchers in education report no more than one study

tmding for gciner-al (Amami) probably holds true for special education If

most educational research is useless and most doc toral graduates report only,oneA
. .



study, %/411 emphasize resarih in ado( toral program' Would not the rim( spent
in researih training he 'mge productiselv spent in mon "prai tic al- i \perk:flies'

It has been argued ( Ausubel, 19'9, Sha\ er, 19-9, Dress & Rik !Lilian, 19'9,
Kerlinger/19') that one reasonable explanation for the minimal impai t of rink II
edUl at Iy(1.11 research is the inadequate research preparatio4n Of most dui total IC% el
ed in anirs A sccond reason is the fact that the single i ontributions of most
research do not relate systematiiall.s to a broadcr boih, of knowledge and/or
series of studies A third explanation is that educat It inal researchers has e rarely
erigagiRt.in suffIc lent replitation [-c.v.:at-ill (Slid\cr, 19-9) to i (int.( tin or rciect the
findings of one's (As n and other's researi h

It i ah he assumed that correction of the V,l a kilee1 ill eX isti 1 i.-, research
miming programs \\ ill lead to the preparation of scholars If the purpose of
doctoral preparation is (tie de\ elopmcnt of Si hillars then the \seakntsscs must he
i ()ca.( ted Through the actual prepa r.lt ion of scholars, our profession's calla( its to
procinc a greater amount of si;miticant research \s ill he ensured With the
production of greater amounts of significant research, the rate of unproS Lim nt of
cur professional prat tux will accelerate
\ Time spent on teaching people him to analyze research problems and to

des clop procedures to te101.1e the sroblem is not time wasted Sail training
pros ides one ss nth the tools neieSS.1 for retie \\ lug one's kilos.. lidge base and for
saluting the best know ledge to pas on to one's students and/or colleagues fii my
ow n ex lie. the only aspei t of is' graduate preparation \\ Ini h has sunnedRed
the p. sing of time has peen im research naming

Tie purpose of Special Edo( anon dui total preparation is tic preparation of
scholars, si holar-researc hers and siholar-prai tioonc rs Si holars cannot be pro-
duced without training and experience 'Tires( trill Therefore, researi h training
must remain an integral component of doctoral papal-mon

(rho \bad,' Pr epa r e Rotartho + .

This question is ,1 i IfIli. ult ont, for educators to resold..( -q:_aili of us has
illgraduated from a doctor, program which Ini [oiled research training experiences
and has condui ted .0 }cast one plc,. i of research I Urtillonore, we ha \ e embraced
,in egalitarian s ICV, ri t:atiling our' , iglu' to site riN,\.1.m. total stud( nts 10 dins
a facult\ ini miser the (ippon units to super\ tit docto,ral student is sieved as an
attack on that tai ult \ numbers mirall iompo h. c ,AI person .

To Alms one pi r Jiii to SlIpet1 he i 11 I( tnt,11 stla nts and to resumer another
troll doing so does not Ent An that t hi one Is ,I k.i),ti r person or professional than the

int\ means that iii( t v. o persoii;tri\ e Aim:\ ed differing le\ els of skill
.554It respei t It pi dormant_ e as a si hol r. Thc \ both remain_si hi ilars, onl \
their skill le\ els di .r Ambit

, ,,, oIt is mil \ sound ls lit. at1011,11 pt,li tlu. to f ,I41.1 t hie student - scholar to the
skillful tai ultv-scholar ,,1 hrough ssork ss i the skillful fault \ -si holm- the
student will hats( the greatest f Trortunity to he soi 'allied into scholarship

( ollc^aones with sk di li \ its Ix_ Lim rhos,. destrcd for super\ ision)rbf doi coral
stu /ents should ki.. assystid to dot_ lip their siholsrolksi skill Through such

'assistant. c the pool )1 sl. hiThtr, will hi enlarged .1 hroi gh suite assisranic the

other
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number of appropriate role models tin- students will be increased Until all
departmental tactile} have attained the skill levels desired "there must be rigor in
appraising faculty competence to set-cc as doctoral advisors (Shaver,

1979)

Where Should Kerearch I raining ()Liu'?

The ate at which new Special Education doctoral programs are being
developed has slowed dramatically over the past several years This phenomenon
is a function of the over-supply of doctoral graduates in some areas of special
education (e.g., learning disabilities) and the reduction in Federal support for

'doctoral education. Like the issue of who shoal(' prepare dcx coral level special
educators, the issue of where they should be prepared is also difficult

Once 'a Department has a doctoral program, it is difficult to consider closing
that program. The program provides the Department w ith prestige, support, and
visibility. The program provides each of us the opportunity to perpetuate
ourselves through our students.

If a Department does not have a vigorous ptogram of research, that

Department should not be preparing scholars Departments which have little
on-going research cannot provide the climate within which one can become a
scholar One does not learn to do research by passing courses in statistics, research
design, and interpretation One learns to do research by doing research If there is
a minimal on-going research the student is denied the opportunity to learn
through practice and through obsein, mg desirable role models Doctoral
preparation should, thereforc, he restricted to those Special Education Depart-
ments which have vigorous programs of research By restricting doctoral training
to those Departments we would increase the probability that we would break the

cycle of anti - intellectualism observed in Special Education

Concluding Comments

Research training should he at the heart of a doctoral preparation program in
Special Education Through research training experiences our students should
de}elop the skills and attitudes which will establish them as scholars Through
the preparation of scholars we can advance our profession significantly
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DOCTORAL PRACTICA: WHAT, WHY, HOW

James L Paul
Chairman

Nat_Division of Special Education
University of North Carolina

Chapel Hill

The purpose of this paper is to describe, in the context old larger discussion of
doctoral education, the nature and value of doctoral practica in Special
Educ-ation.* Professional issues relevant to the development and maintenance of
high quality practica arc also presented.

While there IS no attempt necessariP; to describe the doctoral practica in
Special Education at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the
examples and illustrations arc drawn from this program. Several practica
experiences described by doctoral students are presented in the appendix to
illustrate the range of practicum alternatives available.

The paper is divided into six sections: (1) definition and goals of the doctoral
practicum, (2) types of practica, (3) the practicum contract, (4) integrity of the
practicum, (5) preparation for the practicum, and (6) follow-up

Definition and Goals
For purposes of this paper practicum is defined as any required, supervised

experience, which has as its primary purpose the satisfaction of requirements and
the achievement of specified objectives of the doctoral prograth and the students.
The practicum may or may not have credit hours assigned to it.

There are two basic goals of the practicum for students: (1) the acquisition of
information and skills, and (2) identification with the professions.

Practicum literally means to practice or engage in practical work. Relative to

the goal of information and skill acquisition, the practicum is the student's
opportunity to observe, study and participate in professional settings. It is at this

point that students integrate and apply basic concepts and knowledge of the
professional area During the practicum students acquire technical skills and
professional competencies that prepare them to function as professional special

educators.
The second goal, identification with the profession, involves the professional

And occupational sot ialization of the student In order for the student to enter the

professin, it is necessary to develop .i professional self-identity as a special

educator Such an identity involves the development of certain attitudes
concerning professional behavior

There is .t very extensive literature on occupational socialization (Lortie,
Traiho. 19-"), which describes the importance and delineates the features

of Chit prixess. There is a process of indoctrination and education that leads to
certification and prepares one to occupy certain roles within organizations. This is

*A thstine rum 1)(v...ten prat tuAnn and internship is not re Icsant to the purposes of this paper
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a process by which one learns appropriate behavior codes, the ethics of
professional practices, and generally adopts and internalizes the values common
to the professional group Just as the technical skill-oriented training is the
Process by which professional practices are transmitted, occupational socializa-
tion is the process by which the culture of the professional body and guild is
transmitted.

Socialization into the profession is typically a lengthy process with symbolic
indicators of status in this process Completion of a degree and/or the acquisivelm
of a professional certificate is usually a part of the initial phase of this process. In
the university, for example, academic rank is one indicator of status in this
process Promotion is not necessarily related to the development of specific new
skills so much as it is based upon evidence of relevant scholarly, academic, and
professional functions Rank is an indication of status in the organization and
promotion carries with it an expanded sphere of influence in the organization It
is this process by which the profession and organization stabilize themselves The
principle has been applied across professions and across organizations.

The practicum serves an important instrumental function in the training
process relative to socialization. It is at this point that the student is physically,
socially and psychologically located in the kind of social setting in which he/she is
most likely to work. It is in this setting at this time that relevant role models
related to career obimtives are likely to be most available Thus, at this time a
student will begin experimentally occupying the role. This is a complex process
with ethical, moral and political as well as technical and professional dimensions.

The practicum, then, serves two very bas' functions as a part of the doctoral
training program It allows the student to develop, integrate and apply
knowledge under supervision in the acquisition of technical and professional
skills Equally important, it provides an opportunity during the training process
to intensify and focus the occupational socialization of the student

Types of Practica

The types of practica needed depend upon the program's goals At The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the doctoral program in Special
Education prepares students to usome careers as teacher trainers, researchers, or
as special education leaders in public schools or in human service organizations
The student is required to complete a six hour practicum in the area of their
primary career emphasis and is encouraged to complete a prat MUM in one area of
their secondary interest This decision is left to the student and his/her doctoral
committee, In addition to the sit hour practicum, the student is required to
complete a research practicum which carries with it no university credit

Dix coral practica in teacher education, administration, and research are not
uncommon in doctoral programs in special education What is less common is a

practicui., In special education, unli.e clinical psychology, for example.
clinical training occurs at the Master's level At the doctoral level there is
typically very little clinical training At the doctoral level training is more
focused upon the development of knowledge and skills in research, program
planning and evaluation. technical assistance, administration. adult education,
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the generation and evaluation of theory , the integration of bodies of knowledge,
and technical communications As a result of P L 94-1-12 many additional
demands are .made upon the role ola special educator which require more clinical
skills than in the past. Special educators must in many instances assume
leadership roles in school-bised committees, for example, w here de rent clinical
disciplines share diagnostic data on the child and reach some decision regarding
his special educational needs The special educator must he able to contribute to
this study of the child and understand and value the contributions of others, and
through this understanding facilitate the deselopment of a comprehensive and
accurate assessment of the child's needs The special educator must also be able to
communicate effectively with parents, making intelligent use of their input and
helping interpret. to them, where necessary, the input of others. As the role of the
special educator expands, it is essential that the professu; ,a1 training program.
provide opportunities for students to learn skills to enable them to function
successfully in that expanded professional role It is, therefore, essential that more
clinical training at the doctoral lesel is considered By definition this must
insulte the pram.= aspect of the doctoral program

The Pract; urn Contract

The practicum instils es a set of agreements between a student, the training
program, and the practicum site It is, in effect, a three party contract or, in
instances where the training program is also the practicum site such as student
assistance in teaching a course, a two party contract in whic!i a common
understanding exists The common understanding involves more than agreement
about the student-oriented obiectises of the practicum It involves mutual
expectations between all parties of the contract There is potential gain and
potential loss in the practicum experience for the student, for the training
program, and for the field site It is highly desirable to have the expectations of all
three parties clearly specified in ads ance of the practicum placement There are
administrative, programmatic and ethical considerations that must be clearly'
understood by all parties

The training program and the practicum site must deselop standing general
4greements and periodically resiew those agreements It is important, however,
that the student he msolved in negotiating the specific agreement for his/her
prat tic um

The personal /processional styles of students and supers hors are important
factors in negotiating a good match between the student, the practicum site and
the university training program It is not always possible to make good
predictions in this regard, but a "had tit" will likely come to the attention of the
practicum coordinator This is one reason careful monitoring early in the
placement is especially important in the formative evaluation

An open and clear contract or agreement between the student, program and
practicum site is an important instrument in program evaluation. A dc-ar
agreement will inc lode the nature of the data to he collected and the terms of the
evaluation of the program It will also spec ify who is responsible for collecting the
data and who ultimately will receive it This is the basis upon which future
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decisions should be made for agreements between the training program, the
practicum site and students This agreement will also insure accountability to the
student relative to grading, making it clear who assigns the grade and the criteria
for the grade

There are many profession.?' issues, whether of administrative, programmatic
or ethical consequence, which must be addressed in the agreement One issue, for
example, is whether or not there will be any money involved. Is it appropriate for
the student to be paid while he is involved in his practicum? Should the
practicum site be paid for the training it provides) What about the ownership of
products, such as curriculum materials, that are developed during the course of
the practicum? These kinds of issues must be addressed dearly in the agreement.
Criteria for these decisions should be fully discussed and understood by the
university faculty and staff, staff at the training site, and students.

There are several things whic'h a clear agreement can guard against if the
terms for evaluation are specified One is the assignment of to the student
simply for the convenience of the practicum site. The expedience of a supervisor.
such as the review of literature, is by itself also inappropriate. The test of
appropriateness of an assignment must be the extent to which it satisfies
legitimate needs and interests of all three parties It is recommended that the
decision should begin with an assessment of the extent to which appropriate
training needs of the student are being met.

Clearly specified expectations in a practicum agreement can also help protect
the student from a supervisor who does not have competencies relevant to the
specific training needs being addressed. A supervisor may have administrative
responsibility for a practicum placement and- it may be ,Lssurned that the
supervisor has Al of the skills required in a particular setting It may also be
assumed that, since the supervisor h.Ls the administrative, research or clinical
skills that the student is wishing to develop. that the supervisor also has
supervisory skills Both assumptions, Of course. must be tested It is important
here to note that the incompetent or inadequate supervision can come from the
faculty of the training program or from the staff of the practicum site.

The perception of adequacy or sufficiency of supervision frequently varies,
depending on whether you take the view of the practicum site, the training
program, or the student. This is, of course, understandable when you consider
that each party brings related, but not identical needs to the experience. The
practicum site must maintain the delivery of quality services to their clients or
students. Minimising disruption or in any way compromising the quality of
those services is most important to the practicum site Learning new skills is more
important to the university student The training program is interested in the
effective awilninoclation of these two sets of interests

Practicuin Integrity

Prat t 'cum integrity refers to the estunt to which the practicum is an integral
part of the doctoral training program It must "fit- and support the program's
philosophy, organization. goals and program content It must also fit the
student's professionalcareer aspirations. A good fit or match should exist between
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the practicum and three contexts that will be discussed here. (1) program

philosophy and goals, (2) assumptions about how adults learn, and 20 the

organizational and programmatic context of the training program
Relative to program philosophy and goals, for example, if the program Is pre-

paring teacher trainers and takes the position that a major portion of the teacher

training m the future must be provided on an insery ice basis, then the practicum

for these students should reflect this position. Specifically, students should have

supervised practicum opportunities to provide training for teachers in public

school settings. The UNC-CH training program in special education has
developed cooperative training arrangements with public school systems to make

this kind of opportunity available to students If the doctoral program is
preparing special educators to assume a leadership role m public schools, then a

relevant practicum must he provided to support this perspective. Similarly, lithe

program is training educational leaders for a variety of human service delivery

systems in which they w ill he required to work with a number of different
disciplines, appropriate practicum experiences must be offered. Specifically, an

interdisciplinary cutting such as a university affiliated facility WAR can provide

a relevant interdisciplinary training setting for many students

In the present context of implementing P L 91-142, there are many new

professional expectations of administrators in special education Professional

training programs preparing special education leaders at the present time must

take full cognizance of all demands placed upon the role in developing
appropriate practicum opportunities for students. These expectations include, for

example, helping teachers vxork effectively with parents, chairing interdiscipli-

nary school-based committees, assuming appropriate professional roles in due

process proceedings, evaluating programs, and super% ising the efficient and

effective maintenance of -quality individual education programs
In addition to the practicum "fitting" the philosophy and goals of the

program, it Is important that it accurately reflect the training program's

assumptions about adult learning That is, in addition to putting a student in a

setting that is relevant and appropriate relative to the philosophy and goals of the

program, it is important that the student he provided opportunities to learn
according to some understanding of how adult learning occurs. The philosophy

and goals of the program plus the assumptions about adult learning such as the

role of modeling, the effects of practice, and successive approximation, are

primary considerations m making decisions about the nature and organization of

practicum experiences, the length of placement, the role of the supervisor, when

and how the student enters the practicum, and generally what is expected from it.

In addition to reflecting the philosophy and goals of the program, and certain

assumptions about adult learning, the practicum has to "tit" the organizational

and program context, both inside and outside the university. The organizational

context in which the special education training program exists inside the

university us important in planning and implementing practica Depending on

the philosophy and goals of the particular doctoral training program involved,

there will typically be relevant schools and departments with which the program

can coordinate Its efforts to the ultimate advantage of the students and the

program
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Relative to practicurn opportunities, it is common fur several schools or
departments within the university to share training sites The public school
system, for example, is a practic um site for students in School Psychology,
Educational Psychology, Clinical Child Psychology, Elementary Education,
School Administration, etc. Mental health centers, institutions for the devel-
opmentally disabled, psychiatric hospitals, and state agencies are also settings in
which students from several programs within the university may be "placed" for
training Since the sites are shared, it is important for the different programs
within the university to attempt to ctiordinate their efforts Ultimately, this has
political as well as program efficiency considerations. If the university does-not
coordinate its efforts, then the sites arc forced to invest time and energy in
cmgdmating fig them Sonic school systems have developed rather elaborate
policies relative to the placement of students to protect the school program
against poorly coordinated university intrusion This is a kind of defensive policy
development which does not serve the hes, interest of the university's training
mission. It is much better if the university takes the lead in developing policies
regarding the coordination of practica w Inch reduce the likelihorid of negative
influences upon practuum sites

In addition to sharing sites, programs within the university can also share
supervisors The point here does not have to do w nth program efficiency, but
rather with the opportunity that exists within the university to provide the
highest quality supervision and to model cooperative interdisciplinary activities.
This, of course, is more difficult and takes more time than simply supervising or
arranging for the supervision of your own students The net result, however, can
be immensely grallying in that the faculty members learn from each other as well
as provide better training.

At The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, there arc many examples
of this kind of collaborat we effort Doctoral students in Special Education are
required to complete a research pr. t ticum It is v cry common for students to work
with a faculty member from the Department of Sociology or from the School of
Public Health, because of their strengths in a particular kind of research
methodology, and with a faculty member in Special Education, because of Ins/her
particular strength in the substantive area of interest Also, there is a human
services management minor offered in the university, which represents a
consortium of several training interests in the university including, for example,
the Department of City and Regional Planning, the School of Business, the
School of Public Health, the School of Soc MI Work, and the School of Education
This effort within the university to coordinate the interests of those who arc
involved in human services management training h.es resulted in several students
being placed, cu-sponsiged, and in some IIISWILCS , cu- supervised in settings that
would not have otherwise been .W.111.1111E!

In training special educators to be administrators, the cooperative efforts with
the school administration training program m the School of Education is basic A
coordinated pm tit. um in the area of special education administration is

extremely important Pappanikou and Paul ( I 9'-} make the point that it is the
educ 'Atonal system t h,tt must be mainstreamed One w .o, in which this must
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occur is for general and special educators to reeogniz that, if we are to integrate
special education into general education in areas SA here artifit fat and nonproduc-

tive partitions have emerged, then the training of the leadership must he
mainstreamed It involves the opportunity to he trained in a setting where one's
role is valued by both general and special education and where one has the
opportunity to learn about both Again, the modeling of these cooperative efforts

is important
A fundamental training alliance has existed at Ll NC-Chapel Hill over time

between the special education program within the School of Education and the
Frank Porter Graham Child Des elopment Research Center that further illustrates
the value of cooperative development of prae tied The two programs within the
university has e separate, Fut complementary inte t:sts and missions The Special

Education Di% ision in the School of Education has as its primary mission the
training of special educators The Frank Porter Graham Child Development
Center has as its primary mission research and program development. The School
of Education is located in the academic affairs side of the university, while the
Frank Porter Graham Center is in the health affairs side Students are adm.tted to
the special education training program, take their major area courses in the
division, work scith faculty whose primary appointment is in the School of
Education, and ultimately receive their degree in Special Education However,
the Frank Porter Jrahain ( enter offers praeelea experiene es for students in re-

search and in national technical assistance projects which provide students op-

portunities to work ss ith federal, state and local agencies in a variety of capacities.

It has provided students opportunities to learn program planning skills, program

evaluation, insemee training. conference development and implementation,
writing skills, skills in making public presentations, developing training
workshops, curriculum development, work on professional issues such as
advocacy Ind demstautionalization, and a variety of other skills relevant to the

development of competencies for leadership and research in special education.
In addition to the opportunities within The University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, there hate been numerous practicum opportunities for students in

the consolidated University of North Carolina system, of which The University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill is one of sixteen campuses. The Cooperative

Planning Consortium is an organization comprised of all of the special education

training programs in the various campuses of The University of North Carolina,
plus special education training programs in pr Rate colleges and universities, and

representatives of the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, the
Department of Human Resources, and the Department of Youth Services. This

consortium has provided opportunities for doctoral students to gain experience in
planning is higher education, in program evaluation, and in faculty deselop-

ment

Preparation for the Practicum

The success of the practicum experience depends. In part, upon the planninr
and preparation for that experience The rrp.r.,t Important pre - practicum activity,
of course, is to generate the agreement among the three print pal parties: the
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University training program, the doctoral student, and the practicum site In
order for this agreement to he entered into by knowledgeable parties, it is

necessary for each party to have some basic information and to perceive that the
agreement is an option of choice There are many ways in which the university
training program and the practicum site may become familiar with the interests
and resources of each The student, however, must he informed:and provided an
opportunity to learn about alternatives This should include, among other
things, opportunities to observe in different practicum settings. before a final
decision or commitment is made

At The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, when a doctoral student
enters the prog rani they are assigned a three person faculty advisory committee. It
is the task of this faculty advisory committee to help the student obtain the
information needed about requirements and options relative to training

objectives Ind the resources a}adable for meeting those-needs objectives The
committee will help the student examine his past experiences and will give advice
r,:garding coursework practicum needs and further possibilines for designing a
relevant training program At the end of the first year, the student seletts, given
snme criteria set by the program, a five-person faculty doctoral committee that
will approve the student's program of studies,- conduct the written and
preliminary oral examinations, approve the dissertation proposal, approve the
find dissertation, and conduct the final oral examination It is this committee, in
the process of approving the student's program of studies, that will decide about
the appropriateness and sufficiency of the student's proposed practicum
experiences. The committee's responsibility is to insure that the student makes
informed choices and that those choices are acceptable according to program
-equirements

A research practicum, required for all students, is designed to help the
student develop applied research skills in preparation for conducting dissertation
research In preparation for the research practicum, the student develops an area
paper. The area paper is essentially a literature review which focuses upon the
development of several research questions The area paper plus the basic statistics
and research design courses arc part of the preparation for the research practicum

Follow-up

Appropriate exit from a practicum experience is as important as appropriate
entr} It is important to the student who will he evaluated for the practicum
experience in terms of an a ,signed ,grade Also letters of recommendation from
one or more persons from the practicum site may become important It is im-
portant to the practicum site and to the Linn. ersity training program if they are in-
crested in continuing this kind of relationship A termination session in which

the practicum cxperic Ike is LA A' turd b} all three parties according ro the initial
agreement is very important It is this termination conterente that will guide the
umersity training program and the practicum site in making decisions about
future arrangements 'This discussion should he conduyted in the spirit of-sharing
data and perspec mi.'s, discussing points of strength and success as well as the
points at which the ninalexpec tat ions IA cu. not at hie} cd The goal fig the service
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delivery system and the training program should be to learn specifically what they
did that was or was not successful in order to plan future arrangements

Summary

The doctoral practicum is important in providing the student an opportunity
to acquire, synthesize and apply knowledge and skills It is also important in
helping students identify with the professional role of special educators.

P.L. 94-142 has created several new role expectations. It is necessary to
develop new practicum opportunities that are relevant to the preparation of
professional special educators. In this context the merits of clinical practica need

to be considered
A basic condition of a productive high quality practicum is that it

accommodates three sets of interests and needs: the student, the university
training program, and the practicum site. An agreement or contract needs to
clearly specify the objectives of the practicum and accurately reflect the
understanding of each party to the agreement.

Doctoral practica should also reflect the training opportunities available in
other programs both inside and outside the university This includes creative

march of student training needs with training resources in the larger community
context of the training program.

The preparation, entry and termination are important to the student, the

practicum site and the university training program All aspects of the process

require careful consideration.
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ATTACHMENT A

Examples of Doctoral Practica

Student I

FederallNational Lezel (May / June, 1973)

During the course of my doctoral training program, an individual program to
develop a-better understanding of the federal structure and to gain a national
perspective of the field of special education was provided This special internship
program was designed jointly by myself and my committee chairman, who

, negotiated the agency assignments and the financial support to cover travel and
related clrpenses during the six week internship in Washington, D.C.

The first three weeks on the internship program involved the office of Mental
Retardation Coordination, Office of Human Development, Office of the
Secretary, Department of Health Education and Welfare_ OMRC had responsi-
bility for coordinating all fedeal agency activities affecting the mentally
retarded This office has evolved into the corrent Office of Handicapped
Individuals. During the stay at OMRC, activities Included the following:

1. Interviews with the OMRC Director and staff regarding general` and
specific functions of the office, and overall operation of DHEW.

2. Attending meetings with the OMRC Director with other federal agency
staff, e.g., Division of Developmental Disabilities, Children's Bureau,
Bureau 0...Education for the Handicapped, etc , which were primarily for
purposes of coordination.

3. Attended regu;ar meetings of the President's Committee on Mental
Retardation and President's Committee on Employment of the Hand-
icapped.

4. Served in a liaison capacity between OMRC and the Mental Health Law
Project (Paul Friedman) on a joint project

5. Conducted a site visit to the John F Kennedy Children's Rehabilitation
Center, John Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland with a staff
member of OMRC, developed an article on the center which was
published in Programs for the Handicapped.

6. Attended regional hearings on Senate Bill 6 conducted by Senator
Harrison Williams of New Jersey in Boston, Massachusetts. The major
provisions of the bill were incorporated into P. L 94-142. the Education
of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975

During the second three weeks of this internship period, I worked in the
Governmental Relation Unit of the Couritil for Exceptional Children, During
this time I assisted Al Abeson in the compilation of A Continuing Summary of
Periling and Completed Litigation. the areas of right to education, placement and
right to treatment for handicapped individuals While working at CEC, I had the
opportunity to meet mid visit with CEC staff and obtain information on the
organization's operation For example, Fred Weintraub, Director of Political
Action Network (PAN), ind, Joe Ballard, F.(14)08nfight provided extremely
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helpful information on the legislative process, development of rules and
regulations. and implementation perspectives from the national level

'PC

Student II

Local Letw1 (January -May, 1973),:

This four and one-half month internship was with the Children and Youth

Services Section of the Alamance-Caswell Area Mental Health I -igrarn in
Burlington, NC. During this period, I worked four di.ys per week (M-Th) with

C & Y Services Section. The primary focus of r!iis intern was program

planning, development and evaluation. Negotiation of this intemship.was

facilitated by one of my committee members During the internship period.

activities included:

I. Participation in C & staff meetings, Mental Health Center staff
meetings, community inter-agency meetingst etc.
Completion of an evaluation study of C &'Y services and presentation to
the C & Y station the findings and implications of the evaluation report.
Coordinati the development of C & Y staffin, grant application that was
submitted and approved for funding by the Na nal Institute of Mental

Health. This activity involved significant commun and agency con-

tact of liaison, internal -.-eetings and presentations to involve M.HC staff,

data res iew and analysis, program design arid development, and proposal

writing
1. Participated in a Regional Task Force on the Development of-Community

passecl,alternatives for emotionally disturbed adolescents, e.g., group
homes, special programs, etc

This inter ship provided invaluable experience in learning about the
functions and llivration of4,ommunity mental health center programs in North

Carolina

Student III

The nature of my internship experience is probably not unlike many other

students who_ have declared an emphasis in teacher training or university

era-clung However, the many varied experiences which enhanced that practicum
continue to be of peat. professional value...

In order to illiatrate the close relationship and applicability of this particular
practicdm experienceno my own professional ambitiop, it is necessary to first

outline my professiorfal background anti interest.

I Several years of public schdol teaching experience in both regular and

special educawn, as well as administration of special education pro-

grams
2 Major interest in mainstreaming and law pertaining to the handicapped.

interest in training regular educators to teach handicapped students.

4. Future career emphasis in university teaching.
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With these 16div dual goals apparent, it was possible to develop an internship
whi,:h provided experience in various aspects of university teaching, as well as
expo: use to other teaching situations in which a hope-to-be professor might find
hims(i once his university teaching career begins

My internsni,-) was designed to take place during two semesters During the
first semester, I served as a teaching assistant to a faculty member with whom I
had worked closely and whose professional interests were very similar to my own.
The course, Introduction to Exceptional Children, was selected for this first
semester of practicum, becaue it is the course with which most students begin
their training in special education and a' i one which is often selected as an
elective for students in other programs. Thus, I had an opportunity to observe,
plan for acid teach students from various programs within the university Before
the internship began the professor and I developed the course description which
would be revised to include an introduction to P L. 94- 112 and the state law
regarding handicapped children. My responsibilities for the course were well
established and included supervised planning for each class session as well as
supervise& teaching Evaluative information was provided by the professor-
supervisor after each session

During the second semester of internship, I was responsible for planning and
teaching a course with minimal supervision This was done as a part of the
university's field -based program in spec rap education The participants were both
spec ialand regular classroom t achers enrolled in the course entitled, Methods for
Teaching the Handicapped

During both semesters of this internship I was included m many related
activtties such as.

Presenting lectures to classes in other divisions within the School of
Education on the principles of mainstreaming, characteristics of excep-
tional children, and methods for teaching the handicapped

2 Conducting mservice training in the public schools
Speaking before meetings of various organizations in the community
regarding education for the handicapped

I Working with faculty members within the School of Education on Joint
protects between general and special education

Thus, in addition to gaming experience in teaching courses to students in
college, I developed a broader perspc uve of the held of university teaching by
exposure to the various audiences and tha emus teaching situations" which this
field encompasses

Each of these experiences served tt. hance the value of the other For
example, it was not until I taught teachers a a the field that I realize,' that teaching
undergraduate students was different And it was not until I Worked with
students outside the Division of Special EducatioA that I Cully realized that all
students were not especially interested in handicapped children Being involved
with various groups for the purpose of teat lung served to broaden any ow, n point of
view regarding t1y area of spec tatty and encouraged me to have information
regarding that spec tale\ that can best he presumed to different ,audiences or
intim kiwis
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Above all , this prat mum experience v, as of it value in providing

schooling for the realities of my prospe tive career. I feel sure that I have a' t least

uirk/J,,--.:d most of the responsibilities wh:ch will he expected of me and have

confidence that my experiences during practicum were a helpful prelude to my

professional career

Student IV

My doctoral training in the Div ision of Special Education atThe University of
North Carolina was inextricably tied to my research training at the Frank Porter

Graham Child Development Center As part of my overall program I had a

number of specific summer internship and pracricum experiences which are

described below. Although it is possible to incorporate such experiences into

one's program during the academic year (e g , I had several research apprentice-

ships and I co-taught a course) the following comments pertain to my summer

internships only

Types of Internships.

The three summer experience's recommended for students by the Research

Training Program included placement in. ( 1) a residential facility f'o' ientally

retarded individuals, (2) a state or federal agency which develops, or imple-

mented policies for children, and ( another research institute
Following my first year of graduate school, I became an intern with the

Bancroft School in Haddonfield, New jersey. This four month internship
included (I) administrative experiences under the guidance of the director, Dr.

Ciarence York, ( 2) prat tie um reit( hing experience in the preschool handicapped

classroom. 0) exposure to the administrative practices associated with the

running of the Bancroft Community for young adults, and (4) clinical experience

at the Bancroft Camp. where I worked closely v, ith the psychological staff and ran

a dance therapy program for the children,
My second internship experience took place in the Massachusetts Department

of Education, Division of Special Education, where I worked directly with Dr.

Robert Audette, then the Associate Commissioner of Education and director of

spjcial education My major responsibility there was to revise the Massachusetts

Local Education Agency plan which was critical for meeting the requirements of

the Nlasva,husetts -66 law and P I. Y I- I 12

My third internship was with the BEH fUnded Early Childhood Institute at

UCLA (Drs Barbara Keogh and (.Lure Kopp, Co-Principal Investigators).
Working closely tv ith Dr Kenyon Chan (a UCLA tat ulty member) and Dr. Steve

Greenspan (a visiting scholar at UCLA), I participated in the compilation and

development of a Battery of Social Intelligence Measures

Relationship of Internships to Overall
Doctoral Training

One contribution of such internships, ts I see them, is the "relief' from the

nic training and coursework that they provide More important,
however, is the opportunity students may have to ac wally observe or partake in



polkymakmg related to exceptional children, or to work with children (an
actis ay in which most graduate students n ,m1.1 doelopment no longer
partake), or to work with other professionals at different institutions who are
concerned w tth teaching, policvmaking, or research related to exceptional
children

A carefully planned internship does, indeed. have potential applicat ton t-.) the
"real world Sikh (Art_ fences pros ide the student v. 'di a look at the sat- tolls
prokssional roles that special educators might hold and a chance to weigh those
roles against the student's ow n career aspirations and goals Additionally, an
internship experience designed src MLA!), fora certain student (1 e , designed in
conjunction with the sponsoring agent and the student's advisor) can greadv
enhance the student's current doctoral training I would strongly recommend the
inclusion of at least two such individual' }' planned experiences for students in a
special education docto,-..! raining program By requiring at least one of these
internships to he in a domain different from the student's mayor area of
concentration, the student is more likely to hive a broader Ink' of the field of
special education

Studentt
For my internship experienc c. I spent part of a summer working or a special

assistant to the Commissioner of Education (Dr Robert V'eathertorc) in the I I S
Office of Education in Washington, D C

The lot us of the experience was a studs' of the funding and legislative
procedures in the Office of Faimanon , I met with key individuals in various
agencies and programs te g , BEH,TitleI, Right to Read, Early Chi kilmod), and
asked questions about programs, funding, relationship to other agencies, etc , in
an attempt to understand the sat-Rts orgamiational pieces both as semi-
autonomous units and parts of a massive bureaucr,ky The time I spent to BEH
was particularly Interesting (more time was spent 'n this agency than any other),
as the regulations for P L 94- 1 t2 were in the rote sot being w ruten (there was a
great deal of speculation as to how the 1..w would i,.Ily he unvlemented in the
states, potential problems, etc ) As a result of th experience, I was afforded a
rare opportunity to gain an overall perspective of the workings of the Office of
Education The disadvantage is that I did not gain an indepth undet,tanding of
any one agency

The value of sot h an experience is impressive one is able to sec how various
programs such as special educatalm fit into the echacational system, obtain some
insight into polio development and apprec km the complex nature of the
bureaucracy Future students should do this in two stages The first stage should
consist- of a general oven iev. (such as my experience) so that one might get a real
sense of the sv stern and apprectation of the e,mrtnity of the Washington
bureancracv The second stage shook tot us on 011,C ay( or bureau that one finds
particulark interesting so that till soldcnt can gain both the "big pic as well
as a more spec tallied s iew

1 1.2
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Student Vl

Nature of the Practicum
As one of fourteen summer fellows in the Center for Creative Leadership's

Summer Institute, I had the honor and pleasure of a, "once- in -ti- lifetime"

experience The focus of the institute was on "Leadership, Creativity and the

Media,- with the basic purpose of exploringthrough the eyes of leaders,

creators, and psychologists--the mterreiationships among these three topics.
Fellows Here selected based upon leadership experience, artisticskills (art, music,

writing, graphics), media talents (film, TV, acting, directing, paxlucmg) and
knowledge of behavioral science_ All participants had strong personalities,
capable of independent achicsement, yet sk It h enough sot ial skills to he effective

in a group
The summer fellow scenerio included a quick. but thorough immersion in

leadership training as conceived by the center (5 days), presentations of personal

skills and experiences by ea,..1. fellow (2 days), a recreation weekend, and a

one-week, hands-on production experience under the direction of BBC-TV
producer, Geraint Morris

Of Personal Value
Insight regarding in) own leadership, creativity, and media abilitiesas

seen through the eyes of [secs and objectivity through an eight hour battery of

psychological tests- -was the most constructive value embraced If there is

economy of truth in the notion that "I cannot know myself by myself' (Andre

Gerard, 1964), then to have shared this intense experience w ith people of similar

motivation is clearly a productive way to embark upon a Journey into self. It is my

hope that, in knowing my strengths and limitations in the areas of leadership,

creativity, amd media, I will be better able to serve others in the field of human

services

Of General Value
I would enthusiastically recommend the summer institute at the center for

creati. e leadership as a doctoral practicumpartitul arly for candidates pursuing
human services management As I approach my new position as eastern division

Consultant for the National Association for Retarded Citizens, I am sincerely

grateful to have had the opportunity of experiencing the ideas and feelings of

leaders from fields as diverse as industry, mining, music, media, and mental

health and of discovering how much we truly have to share

1 :! 3
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ONE SEA PROFESSIONAL'S VIEW ON
PREPARING LEADERS TO WORK

IN SPECIAL EDUCATION SETTINGS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR DOCTORAL PROGRAMS

Niles Wusterbarth, Ph.D.
Training Coirdinator

Division of Special Services
Office of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Olympia, Washington

A reasonable expectation among most professions is that university doctoral
programs should produce the leaders of their various fields, to guide the
professions and forge directions for solving contemporary and evolving problems.
This is particularly the case in special education. However, the current status of
this field imposes unusially severe and extensive requirements upon higher
education

Status of the Profession

Nearly _everywhere in special education, one finds varying degrees of
confusion and turmoil.'" P L. 94- 142 is, in the view of many educators, a
detailed mandate of an idealistic, futuristic state which must be implemented
immediately, yet its requirements outstrip the capacity of public coffers, of our
educational system, and of our school personnel.(2) While the school age popu-
lation declines, hapdicapped rolls swell Budgets have escalated drastically and
most likely will continue to do so, perhaps until pressure builds for a backlash
from taxpayers and the parents of nonhand 'capped children In the struggle to
cope with the challenge of such change, administrative staffs have been re-
organized and expanded. A recent survey revealed that 22(* ()fall state directors of
special education were new to their lobs in the past two years, 69% in the
past six years, and that their staffs have steadily increased from an avera, of 8 to
29 over the past 5 years"' Education used to be a stable, credible, widely
respected profession, immune to the intrusion of the courts and administered in
a highly structured, bureaucratic manner. Someone recently said, "The trouble
with our times is that the future is nor what it used to he." This is the case
in special education

Indeed, rapid change is today a hallmark in all of education, as well as
throUghout most other sectors of our society and in the world. Yesterday's visions
now, become today's crises, today's crises are tomorrow's cliches. Leaders are
urgently needed who are equipped to develop theoretically sound, yet operational
modes of organizational, decision making which will enable the American
educational system and special education in part ici lar to cope with such pervasive
change

As the field moves toward increased quality and quantity of individualized
education in less restrictive environments, the profession will be called upon to
create and implement new appropriate program responses to ensure access and
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inclusion for all children 1 he St.te of W'ash oigton passed an education for all
handicapped children lass in 1971 and has now implemented .. 1977 law
mandating student learning objectives for every child, a plan similar to the
individualized education programs used in special education.

This trend toward integration of special education standards into other
education domains seems inevitable nationally The executive directors of the
American Assoc talon of School Administrators and the National Association of
State Boards of Education have commented on this in conferences and through
their organizati s Individualized programming for all- children is based on
sound educational theory and common sense It the educational system is
designed to impart relevant learning to children, systems must analyze every
aspect of their operations to assess their impair upon the child, along with other
significant environmental factors

Special educators then cannot view their domain as 'autonomous without
impeding this comprehensive focus on the child The delusion of self-
determination is rampant "My classroom/department is mine, and I'll run things
my way regardless of what the rest of you do Apart from its desirability, when
the system focuses upon the child, the interdependence is inescapable and
essential

Educators are under enough pressure without splintering their resources
internally Increasingly, this group will he vying for desperately needed funds
with the poor, the young, the aged, the homeless, the unemployed, the ill, and
other troubled and troubling groups If educators consume themselves through
internal disputes o% er whether resources should be allocated to the handicapped,
the bilingual the economically disadvantaged, and so on, and argue over which
component will control these resources, the profession will he ineffective as
edit( tors and as public sersants, for all sq.,mheant battles will likely be lost.

fhe point is that all educators must face this challenge and criticism together.
Special education is no longer so special. First and foremost, special education
personnel are educators The group has too long reinforced and suffered from the
stereotype that special education has all the answers It does not, but what it has
must he shared. or all may end up with nothing The only way educators can
quickly surmount such problems is to develop proactive, competent, generic
leaders within its ranks

Where Are The Needs?
These bat kground comments on the status of special education provide a

context for assessing a variety of implications for doctoral training programs in
the al

The first consideration is where these new doctoral graduates will go, i e.,
where they are most needed geographically One may begin by defining their role

'n relationship to direct service delivers to children Thus, most such graduates
usuall% muse into either district administrative positions where they supervise
support staff components and/or teachers. or else they return to the campus as
faculty instructors of these same groups In either case, remarks here will he

directed toward impacting on these direct service subsystems. Most new docioral
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graduates will need more effective training to do so directly as administrators or
indirectly as faculty.

Only one distinction might be made between these two career paths, i.e ,

campus or district There seem to be more administrative openings in schooli.

district special education derartments than faculty positions on campus
Therefore, those who move in the latter direction are likely to find work by
excelling not only in the directions outlined below but simultaneously as a) adult
instructors who are able to attract students, h) researchers able to obtain grants,
and c) writers able to publish needed material. Apart from this, the following
remarks remain applicable to both campus and district professionals.

All comments were verified with several educators in the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped (BEN) and around the State of Washington, both on
campuses and in district administration positions.' The results were somewhat
surprising. Several differentiating factors were probed, e.g , urban/rural, district
size, district cooperative. However, there was considerable agreement among all
those polled on the greatest needs. There emerged a -clear set of generic
competencies and skills which provide the special education leader with abilities
which override all other specializing directions. Doctoral training programs must
recognize these and organize their programs around them

What Are The Needs?

Generalists. There is a preponderant plea for generalists The days of the
special education "specialist" are over Broadening experiences and training are
essential for both survival and for providing leadership Farsighted special
education leaders should seek training a) in all handicapping conditions, b) in all
curriculum models, c) with al' components of the district educational manage-
rngnt team (i e., schix)l board superintendent and principal), d) with all special
education support personnel (e g , psychologists, counselors, physical therapists,
physicians, speech therapists) and e) with all other educational support groups
(e g., fiscal, legal, curriculum, instruction, transportation, physical education,
data processing, community relations, planning, research and evaluation) Such
leaders should be prepared to advocate on behalf of special education before
superiors, to supportively and sincerely supervise subordinates and to continually
collaborate and cooperate with all other co-workers in these different support
divisions These generalist and marketingskills should he included in the campus
program, since administrators cannot afford to flounder in the field while trying
to acquire them

Though it may seem regrettable and some special educators may still believe
theirscls es to be in same way special, niclav's achninistrators must be able to
communicate and cooperate effectively with other sectors of the educational
community The di: hotomies of special education versus regular education, of
handicapped versus nonhandicapped are false and nonexistent

There never was .1 "regular education" system but only other subsystems,
much like special education Every individual is either handicapped or
temporaril) nonhandicapped, since accidents and age wear everyone down. The
hearing, n9nsigning principal is definitely handicapped in relation to .i class of
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hearing impaired, signing children in his/her building Thus, special education

leaders must learn to communicate in as many languages as there are groups with

which to deal Over time, it the leaders are effective as generalists, they can lead

outside groups from apprehension to enthusiasm, from fear to comfort and from

rejection to support of special education programs.
Praattum Expt.rtento. The second common concern merits clarification.

Simply stated, there is a need for leaders with broadening experiences coping with

the recurrent problems of reality ;Nearly every administrator surveyed focused

on the traditional problem of campus theory versus operational, real world

pragmatism 1' The urgency of the need escalates every year as pressures increase.

There is a need for well supervised practicurn experiences, which are taken

seriously by all involved "Getting one's feet wet" is no longer sufficient, for

many administrators quickly find themselves up to their necks in a quagmire of

criticisms and complaints with cause A proven ability to keep one's footing and

direct a system toward effective, significant progress is essential at all levels.

As mentioned above, this need deserves clarification Administrators have

ften leveled the criticism that university faculty should do a better job of

training the type of person that administrators need. Faculty members counter

with reasonable poignancy, that districts should make better use oldie skills and

competencies which they provide to their graduates The argument as often a

never-ending cycle Clearly, both sides must be able to sit together and jointly

plan, implement and evaluate programs based on the realities of both district and

university 19) The symposium to which this paper is presented is an encouraging

venture in this direction
Every district obviously needs graduates who can serve that district

ametionally. Campus "products" must be prepared to serve where,,,when and in a

manner in which they are needed The old adage, firm follows function, is
applicable here In management terms, campuses must be output oriented rather

than input oriented. If the ultimate mission or goal is to educate handicapped

children, there must he recognition that districts function in this role more

directly than universities While universities may generate the creative, cutting

edge of the profession, with new theories, styles. techniques and models, such

programs will never achieve full fruition unless their graduates can first get a job

and begin working within the system to implement those desired changes.

The Human Factor. A third quality of doctoral leaders is much more difficult

for a university to impart or achieve, beyond an initial screening of applicants.

Special educators 1e primarily in the "people business As such, competent

leaders are needed who are demonstrably human, who are ready to affirm daily

that to live and work in this arena is to risk and care
Special educators are not here because of a system Or a law or an advocate

group They are here because "education for all" is right for people The children

cannot he denied Society has some catching up to do in this regard, and it must

be done by people, not by technocrats.
Leaders are needed who are touched and cd by children and by the joy and

exc icemen( of their learning and growth Leaders are needed with communication

skills. listening, w rating, speaking, clarifying, supporting and understanding.
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They must be able to apply these skills to handicapped and nonhandicapped
children, to parents, teachers, administrators, and community groups. There are
extensive, potent community resources often ignored or under-utilized by
educators

Trailer Burn -out Actual data vary, but in general most teachers do not
survive more than two to five years in a district's special education classrooms,'
These highly trained teachers tend to leave the settings they were trained to serve
in, with many elect ing,to serve less severely handicapped children. Some look for
a "better" district Others move into "regular" education or perhaps up into
administration- Unfortunately., many move out of education altogether. This has
been observed in districts of all sizes. The implications for teacher tran,,ng
programs and administration are anxiety-producing Further, the problem falls
squarely on the shoulders of new doctoral graduates Modified teacher training,
improved inservice and superb ision are key factors in assuaging this disconcerting
trend

Advocate Prenure. Most states have experienced considerable activity from
leading parent advocate groups, e g., ACLD, ARC, and independent legal
agencies Thus, administrators and teachers alike must he particularly thorough
and attentive to due process, IEP parental involvement and confidentiality
considerations, and efforts must he well documented in order to fosrer
collaborative, mutually supportive relationships with these groups They often
can assist in moving a stagnant system toward action when there exists a positive,
trusting, work relationship. Skills and training are needed to achieve this
rapport

School Age Population Shifts. Declining school age population in most urban
centers has already forced school closings at the elementary level As difficult as
this has been for school boards and administrators, the coming decide will be
much more stressful in this regard, as the reduced population enters the secondary
level. Closing a high school with its community MS, traditions, academic and
vocational programs and larger catchment area will clearly be more difficult and
traumatic than what we have thus far experienced This overall declining school
enrollment will likely become juxtaposed in marked contrast to the BEH
projected expansion of the handicapped population and of the funding they will
generate from all levels of government Pressure for influence and jurisdictional
control of these students and their funds could easily become heated over the next
few years in urban centers, necessitating a cadre of trained special education
leadership capable of preserving, through a variety of means, the integrity and
intent of the long-needed mandates to better serve these children, Simulta-
neously, training should address the numerous facets of planning and implement-
ing school closure

Expanding Enrollment Although the experiences of many small towns and
rural districts vary on this point, more such districts thanirTprevious decades are
experiencing an in-migration of families preferring the small town climate over
the sometimes detached, cumbersome, polluted, stagnating urban centers as a
place to raise their children Thus special educators must be capable of dealing
with and managing such growth, often with the restrictions which follow in the
next point



Support Stall Urban districts are well staffed relative to their rural

counterparts. An administrator or teacher usually finds ranks of specialized
support personnel in the urban districts' departments or divisions. Special
educators working in such centers are often discovered to he unable/untrained to
identify-, locate and utilize these resources in any systematic, coordinated,
directive fashion On ociasion, these resource personnel have even found ways of
becoming surprisingly unavailable or undetectable to new staff members.
Considerable skill is often required to effectively gam access to these colleagues,
skill which is derived from thorough training and supervised pracricurn in areas as
seemingly diverse as systems analysis, political se fence and human relations. The
effective administrator must he knowledgeable in all these support areas in order

to ((gral their resources and utilize them effectively in special education
programs.

JLflnimal Back-up. While urban centers are usually well staffed, rural

educators, particularly in special education, usually find themselves relatively
alone and required to serve in many roles and functions with minimal, if any,
back-up staff. The rural administrator must be versed in all of the subtle,
controversial aspects of program operations, therefine, comprehensive training is
also required.

Personal Communications Legislation has mandated minimal parental in-
volvement in program decisions," Where Laird-party advocate groups are
involved communication is often delicate These circumstances simultaneously
require sound, effective personal communication skills on the part of adminis-
trators. This is the case particularly when there is minimal district awareness,

commitment or ability to establish this type of operational rapport.
All Handicapping Conditions. An additional point related to many rural

districts is that special educators must he well trained in all the low incidence
handicapping conditions, 1 e , hearing impaired, L isually impaired, multiply

handicapped, severely/protOundly handicapped This is necessitated' because
there arc not likely to be enough of these children in one rural area to generate a
class, yet they are deserving of an education as close to home as possible. This

dearly has implications for preparation programs
Void of Rural Leaderdnp Few doctoral graduates are found willing to accept

the challenge of rural leadership. While the needs are tremendous, the rewards

exhilarating and the fife-style often preferable, the pay is low, the distances are

consderable and the subordinate staff minimal Where urban administrators

. gam visibility and are often frustrated by the lethargic momentum of immense

systems, rural administrators often find themselves alone and ignored. In many

Lasts, such educators can only work as part-time administrators. Where
collaborative or cooperative programs exist, funds can he pooled to create only a

slightly more manageable situation Yet, many states are increasingly observing a

dissolution of such caxperative arrangements, in order to achieve local classroom

control There remains minimal, if any. special education administrative

supervision This void is mentioned not only ALS a rural need but as an observation

and limitation of the effective utiltzaticm of the talent produced and nurtured on
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Other N di While tfies hove are 12 major needs which doctoral programs
shoulk dress in the cumin Years, many other secondary generic competencies
are ucial as well The folloW mg nine are such areas

Organizational kkills are Inc\reasingly important Today every subsystem is
complex in special education, ,kwhether one regards the classroom setting
"managed" by a teacher who IAA\ trained by a doctoral graduate, or a schcx)1
district managed by a similar gradure, or some int,..rmediate level Graduates are
much more often skilled in organizing themselves than they are at organizing the
people under their dire( ton Anafpis of fo: ces and needs impinging on one's
consideration of this system as an i*egr .ted subsystem somewhere within the
vast American educational system, ancr using on product as well as process are
exemplary components of organizat.onal 4:ails

Legal training is often stressed in districts This becomes increasingly crucial
as courts and lawyers become involved in education. Whether this is desirable or
not, is is reality The profe.sion needs educators know ledgeable in the law, its
intent, its interpret..zum, its parameters Even the more proactive districts
committed to leading the field with innovative programming need legal counsel
to assure technical c,,mphance and funding Particularly sensitive areas are due
process and confidentiality

t. ilia! . budeding, and programming chilli are also in demand. Experience is
needed not wily' in special education funding but for other funding systems, for
all federal title pi sects, and for other publicly funded human service delivery
system.

Pala management is of growing concern Data based operations streamline any
svitem, improve system effectiveness and A Lountabd ay. enable the expeditious
focusing of resources on problem areas, permit smoother and more accurate
"child-count" procedures They enhance the (ILIA ay of teaching as children learn
over time and as they move to other (km( is Well designed data systems assist I,.
reasse.sment and IEP review and updates Strong data based systems provide a
means of encouraging individual teacher research and publishing, which
promotes professional growth and motivation, and reduces she amount of teacher
burn-out and boredom

,

Knowledge q date and le detal ruled and regulatimet has always been important for
administrators but now is becoming important for teachers as well, particularly as
more parents ['twine informed of these documents Beyond this, it is important
and helpful to be familiar with solutions and strategies, policies and practices,
rules and regulations of other states and districts

Aliosvient manageinent is be«nr:g more complex and time consuming.
Adequate assessment at all levels is Imp° writ. as is the ability to streamline and
expedite this step to promptly obtain needed special education where appropri-
ate

Currhuliim pa,kago arc becoming overwhelmingly confusing to many
teat hers and administrators Careful and systematic screening of new material is
necessary to effectively utilize district resources Simultaneously, training is
needed on hov, to modify and adapt existent material to suit e.kch child. A final
point here is that many teachersare humid in their skills to alter their approach
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when it is ineffective with one or two children Curriculum resource supervision
can alleviate this.

Staff development and- inservice training are amonl.. Ole top needs identified
nationally by districts for all staff." New doctoral graduates must be prepared to
work effectively in identifying, prioritizing, and meeting these training needs. If
they do not personally provide the training, they must be able to access
competent trainers and develop coordinated, comprehensive training plans.

Interageno cooperative agreements have become a valuable tool for managing
human service resources. Their promise is great not only for the elimination of
duplicating services and paperwork and the consequent dollar savings, but also

from the perspecfive-of the client or i ecipient of the services. Few campuses have

yet incorporated significant attention to this strategy or its many existent model

programs.
While there may be other needs, these are the ones which are most crucial and

urgently needed in all settings

Conclusion

While needs may vary from district to district, special education everywhere
has considerable common and with other subcomponents of the larger system

of American education. times are turbulent in many respects, and many

_ argue convincingly that the nation and its schools are disintegrating. More funds
are needed but unavailable More and better trained teachers are needed but too

often nonexistent among job applicants The systein is complex, and the situation
is rapidly changing Can special education doctoral programs help'

Clearly, they can. As campus enrollments in educanim decline, some of the
brightest, most highly motivated and commuted graduate students ever are
enrolling ind campuses are retaining only the most experienced and best faculty
members The pressure and willingness to respond is present, as this symposium

attests
With focused and cont,nually evaluated content, preservation of a strong

educational (oundation and theory component, and a series of serious, well
supervised practicum experiences, doctoral students will he able io meet the
challenge In addition, the typical structure of most doctoral programs lends

itself well to preparing the profession's leadership. Consider the extensive amount
of knowledge acquired and integrated in doctoral programs, from several fields of

study and from several campus programs or departments, much of which often

involves considerable negotiation and self-direction Consider the arduous task of
successfully completing oral and written cothprehensive examinations. Consider
the initiative, creativity and research required to define and sell/market/gam
approval of a dissertation topic Ind to the exhausting perseverance required.to

gain access to a setting, obtain a population sample, supervise data collection,
conduct a meaningful, candid and thorough analysis and publish the results
Consider the ultimate achievements of successfully navigating all these steps and

still delendir one's work before a group of critical, professional colleagues. A
doctoral graduate clearly' is well quipped to manage the sy stem described in this
paper, as complex and troubled as it may seem The program design is as rigorous



as is needed. The content, however, should he oriented toward the training of
leaders with generic competent to listed in this paper Beyond this, the American
educational system is not disintegrating but rather continually integrating
Never betOre in recorded history have the masses of a society, including its
handicapped and other minorities, been so lac:rot:and well educated Education
is criticized today because it taught a nation to think c ritically Its problems are
those of success, not failure The resources exist within this nation to solve any
pressing problem the society can identify' This is a nation struggling with
insurmountable opportunity The challenge of change in special education
leadership in 19'9 is quite exciting and promising
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